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ABSTRACT 

 

Paramutation is an allele interaction that causes a heritable change in the 

expression of one allele. At the b1 locus an interaction between B’ and B-I alleles results 

in a change of B-I to B’, symbolized by B’*. A combination of fine-structure mapping 

and transgenic approaches have demonstrated that the tandem repeats located ~100 kb 

upstream of the b1 transcription start site are sufficient for both paramutation and high 

expression. 

Plants carrying transgenes with tandem repeats in ectopic locations (repeat-

transgene) were able to change B-I into B’*. The B’* state induced by the repeat-

transgene was heritable and paramutagenic when segregated from the repeat-transgene. 

In addition, the repeat-transgene induced B-I silencing was prevented by the trans-acting 

mutation required for paramutation mop1-1, which was recently found to encode a RNA-

dependent RNA polymerase (RdRP). Transgenes containing seven tandem repeats of 

only the 5’ half of the sequence were able to paramutate B-I. Taken together, these results 

demonstrate that the paramutation sequences are contained in the 5’ half of the repeats 

and they can paramutate B-I from non-allelic positions. Because paramutation induced by 

the repeat-transgenes and the endogenous B’ allele are both heritable and depend on a 

functional RdRP, they likely involve a similar mechanism of RNA-mediated chromatin 

modification.  

Furthermore, we found that the tandem repeats are also sufficient for high 

expression of the b1 gene. When fused to a GUS reporter gene and introduced into maize, 
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the tandem repeats enhanced GUS expression above the level observed for GUS 

transgenes that did not have the repeats. As observed with the endogenous B-I allele, the 

enhancer function of the repeats in the GUS transgenes is silenced by B’ and the 

paramutagenic repeat-transgenes. After being with B’ or the paramutagenic repeat-

transgenes the repeats in the GUS constructs lost their ability to enhance gene expression.  

The identification of the tandem repeats as the sequences mediating paramutation 

suggest a new function for tandem repeats, mediating trans-interactions to establish 

heritable epigenetic states. Models are discussed for how alleles might communicate in 

trans to establish different epigenetic states and how the epigenetic state is maintained 

through mitosis and meiosis. 
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CHAPTER 1:  

OVERVIEW - EPIGENETIC GENE SILENCING 

 

Epigenetics is defined as the study of heritable changes in gene expression that 

are not caused by changes in the primary DNA sequence. Instead, epigenetic changes in 

gene expression result from the establishment of altered expression states that are often 

associated with DNA methylation, histone modifications and chromatin remodeling.  

It is now clear that epigenetic gene regulation plays an important role in plant and 

animal development, RNA virus resistance, transposon activity, imprinting and transgene 

silencing. Alterations in epigenetic control can have profound effects and have also been 

associated with development of a number of human diseases (Rodenhiser and Mann, 

2006; Feinberg et al., 2006; Egger et al., 2004).  

One interesting aspect of epigenetic control of gene expression is that similar 

molecular mechanisms are shared by different organisms (Wolffe and Matzke, 1999; 

Cerutti, 2003; Grewal and Moazed, 2003; Bender, 2004). Gene silencing can occur at the 

posttranscriptional level (PTGS), which involves mRNA degradation or suppression of 

translation and at the transcriptional level (TGS), which involves repression of 

transcription. In both PTGS and TGS, silencing is dependent on sequence homology and 

can be triggered by double-stranded RNA (dsRNA).  

PTGS was first observed in petunia plants that had been transformed to 

overexpress chalcone synthase, an important enzyme in the anthocyanin biosynthetic 
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pathway. The expectation was that transgenic plants carrying multiple copies of chalcone 

synthase would produce deeper purple flowers. The result however contradicted the 

expectations, as the presence of the transgene resulted in silencing of both the transgene 

and homologous endogenous gene, producing white flowers. This phenomenon, termed 

co-suppression or PTGS in plants (Napoli et al., 1990; DeCarvalho et al., 1992), was 

subsequently shown to occur in Neurospora and C. elegans, where it was called quelling 

and RNA-interference (RNAi), respectively (Romano and Macino, 1992; Fire et al., 

1998). Since that time “RNAi” has been observed in many organisms including humans 

and other mammals (Elbashir et al., 2001; Paddison et al., 2002; Morris et al., 2004), and 

is used as a major mechanism for assaying gene function in mammalian cell culture 

systems (Harborth et al., 2001; Paddison et al., 2002; Sui et al., 2002; Kawasaki & Taira, 

2004). 

In all known cases of PTGS, gene silencing results from either sequence-specific 

degradation of mRNA or inhibition of mRNA translation (Wightman et al. 1993; 

Montgomery et al., 1998; Olsen and Ambros, 1999; Fagard et al., 2000). Both events are 

triggered by dsRNA homologous to the transcripts of the target sequence, which are 

digested to small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) of 21-25 nucleotides (Hamilton and 

Baulcombe, 1999). These siRNAs are loaded into a nuclease complex to form a silencing 

complex called RISC (RNA-induced silencing complex) that then targets the homologous 

transcript for silencing (Hammond et al., 2000; Reinhart et al., 2000; Zamore et al., 2000; 

Bernstein et al., 2001; Hutvagner et al., 2001; Grishok et al., 2001).  
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TGS can also be induced by dsRNA, which is often associated with de novo 

methylation of DNA sequences homologous to the dsRNA. This phenomenon is often 

referred to as RNA-directed DNA methylation (RdDM) and it was first reported in plants 

when RNA viroids, which produce base-paired RNA molecules during their replication, 

were able to trigger methylation of transgenes composed of three or four viroid cDNA 

arranged in tandem (Wassenegger et al., 1994). The first non-pathogenic example of TGS 

triggered by RdDM was observed when dsRNA generated from an inverted repeat 

containing the nopaline synthase promoter driven by CaM 35S (NOSpro) was able to 

trigger promoter methylation and silencing of unlinked transgenes carrying NOSpro 

sequences (Mette et al, 1999; Mette et al., 2000). 

Sequences that can generate dsRNA (RNA virus, transgenes, transposons and 

genes with inverted repeats) appear to be the main target for RNA-mediated DNA 

methylation. In plants, inactivation of transposable elements is accomplished by DNA 

methylation of transposon sequences homologous to the dsRNA and involves the siRNA 

machinery (Miura et al. 2001; Kato et al. 2003). In Arabidopsis, transcription of the 

PAI1-PAI4 inverted-repeat gene is required to trigger DNA methylation and silencing of 

unlinked PAI2 and PAI3 sequences (Luff et al. 1999; Melquist and Bender, 2003).  

In plants, there are three classes of methyltransferases, which are responsible for 

initiation and maintenance of methylation at CG and non-CG sites (Mathieu and Bender, 

2004). RNA-directed DNA methylation is mediated by three distinct methyltransferases: 

DRM1/DRM2, MET1 and CMT3. The distinct methyltransferases are involved in 

different aspects of DNA methylation. For example, de novo methylation induced by 
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dsRNA is mediated primarily by DRM1 and DRM2 (Cao et al., 2000; Cao et al., 2003), 

but maintenance is carried out by MET1 (CpG) and CMT3 (CpNpG) (Papa et al., 2001; 

Jones et al., 2002; Bartee et al., 2001; Cao and Jacobsen, 2002).  

Several lines of evidence suggest RdDM is part of a complex system that 

functions to regulate gene expression and genome stability by manipulating chromatin 

structure. The isolation of the ddm1 (deficient in methylation) mutation in Arabidopsis 

provided the first evidence for the association between DNA methylation and chromatin 

modification (Jeddelloh et al., 1999). DDM1 encodes a chromatin remodeling protein that 

is required for maintenance of DNA methylation and transcriptional silencing. There are 

examples in fungi, plants and mice, where RNA-directed DNA methylation is dependent 

on H3K9 methylation, a histone modification that it is associated with heterochromatin 

(Tamaru and Selker, 2001; Jackson et al., 2002; Malagnac et al., 2002; Lippman et al., 

2003; Lehnertz et al., 2003; Xin et al., 2003). In addition, a putative histone deacetylase 

HAD6, and a putative plant-specific chromatin remodeling protein, DRD1, were shown 

to be required for RdDM. HAD6 enhances or “reinforces” methylation at symmetric CG 

and CNG sites triggered by RNA; while DRD1 is required for establishment and 

maintenance of RdDM (Aufsatz et al., 2002; Kanno et al., 2004; Chan et al., 2006).  

In several examples of RdDM, components of the RNAi pathway are required for 

DNA and H3K9 methylation, suggesting that siRNA could be the signal that directs the 

epigenetic modifications associated with silencing (Zilberman et al., 2003; Zilberman et 

al., 2004). A newly identified DNA-dependent RNA polymerase (Pol IV) in Arabidopsis 

targets retroelements as well as endogenous genes for silencing and it is dependent on 
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siRNA components (Herr et al., 2005). RNA Pol IV has been proposed to be involved in 

producing siRNAs, which direct DNA methylation to homologous DNA sequences (Herr 

et al., 2005, Onodera et al., 2005). 

In other cases however, dsRNA can trigger silencing and heterochromatin 

assembly without methylation of target DNA sequences. For example, in fission yeast, 

which lacks DNA methylation, dsRNA mediates H3K9 methylation and heterochromatin 

formation and it is dependent on siRNA machinery (Volpe et al., 2002; Volpe et al., 

2003). In human cells, dsRNA can target promoter sequences for transcriptional silencing 

of the target gene without associated hypermethylation of the target promoter (Ting et al., 

2005).  

Another example of RNA-induced transcriptional silencing is the inactivation of 

the X chromosome in mammals. In this particular case, silencing is mediated by a long 

non-coding RNA molecule called Xist (X-inactive-specific transcript). Xist RNA 

inactivates one of the X-chromosomes in females by “coating” it and imposing 

heterochromatin formation along the entire chromosome (Chow and Brown, 2003).  

Although several enzymes involved in the epigenetic modifications induced by 

RNA signals have been identified, the underlying mechanism is not yet known in any 

system. 
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PARAMUTATION 

 

Paramutation is an epigenetic phenomenon that contradicts Mendel’s first law. It 

was first described 50 years ago in maize by Alexander Brink, who used the term 

“paramutation” to describe a phenomenon that resembled genetic mutations, in that it was 

heritable, but occurred at a higher frequency, non randomly and showed high reversion 

rates (Brink, 1956). Since that time, examples of paramutation-like phenomena have been 

described in several plant species, mammals (including mice and humans) and fungi 

(Chandler and Stam, 2004; Rassoulzadegan et al., 2006).  

Classically, paramutation is an allele interaction that causes a heritable change in 

the expression of one allele. Alleles that participate in paramutation are called 

paramutagenic and paramutable: the paramutagenic allele induces the change in state; the 

paramutable allele undergoes the change. Once changed, the paramutable allele is 

referred to as paramutated and designated with an apostrophe. Alleles that do not 

participate in paramutation are called neutral and they constitute the majority of the 

alleles of a particular locus where paramutation occurs. In paramutation, the transfer of 

the epigenetic state is referred to as establishment of paramutation, while the subsequent 

transmission of the newly established epigenetic state is referred to as maintenance of 

paramutation.  

Paramutation phenomena at various loci differ from each other in certain aspects. 

In most cases, paramutagenic and paramutable alleles share many DNA sequences 

(Chandler and Stam, 2004), but paramutation-like phenomena have also been observed 
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between different, but homologous alleles (Qin and von Arnim, 2002; Rassoulzadegan et 

al., 2002) as well as non-allelic homologous sequences (Sidorenko and Peterson, 2001; 

Qin and von Arnim, 2002). 

Among different systems, the penetrance with which new epigenetic states are 

established can vary, as can the stability of the paramutated state in subsequent 

generations (Chandler and Stam, 2004). There are cases where the paramutated state is 

seen in the first generation that paramutagenic and paramutable alleles are together, but in 

other cases the paramutated phenotype is not observable until the F2 generation.  

In several cases, paramutation is mediated by repeated sequences (Kermicle et al., 

1995; English and Jones, 1998; Stam et al., 2002a, Stam et al., 2002b; Sidorenko and 

Peterson, 2001), but there are also examples of paramutation that involve single-copy 

sequences (Meyer et al., 1993; Rassoulzadega et al., 2002). The nature of the repeated 

sequences vary, depending on the loci. Direct or inverted repeats, composed of small 

(less than 1 kb) or large (more than 10 kb) repeat sequences can be involved (Kermicle et 

al., 1995; English and Jones, 1998; Luff et al., 1999; Stam et al., 2002b). Also, a variable 

number of the direct repeats (VNTR) in a minisatellite in the insulin promoter is 

associated with a paramutation-like phenomenon in humans (Bell et al., 1984; Bennett et 

al., 1995). 

The molecular mechanism(s) underlying gene silencing are not known yet. 

Because paramutation has unique features that distinguish it from other epigenetic 

phenomena, an understanding of paramutation will likely reveal novel aspects of 
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epigenetic regulation that involve trans-interaction between homologous sequences that 

result in transfer of heritable chromatin states.  

 

b1 PARAMUTATION 

 

Paramutation has been extensively studied in maize, where paramutation is 

known to occur at four loci: booster1 (b1), red1 (r1), purple1 (pl1) and pericarp colour 1 

(p1) (Coe, 1959; Brink, 1956; Hollick et al., 1995; Sidorenko and Peterson, 2001). All 

these loci encode transcription factors that activate flavonoid biosynthetic pathways. b1

and r1 encode basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) transcription factors, while p1 and pl1 

encode myb-like transcription factors (Ludwig et al., 1989; Lechelt et al., 1989; Goff et 

al., 1990; Grotewold et al., 1991; Radicella et al., 1991; Cone et al., 1993). Changes in 

the expression of these genes are easily detected by changes in the amount of plant 

pigment, making them ideal model systems for studying paramutation.  

The b1 locus is one of the best-studied examples of paramutation. This gene has 

several different alleles, but only two of them participate in paramutation: the 

paramutagenic B’ and the paramutable B-I allele (Coe, 1966; Patterson et al., 1993). A 

trans-interaction between B’ and B-I changes B-I permanently into B’ (Patterson et al., 

1993), symbolized by B’*. B-I is highly transcribed and it gives rise to dark purple 

pigmented plants while B’ transcription is reduced 10 to 20-fold resulting in lightly 

pigmented plants (Patterson et al., 1993). B-I is unstable and it can spontaneously change 
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to B’ at a high frequency. In contrast, B’ is extremely stable, no changes in B’ to B-I in 

wild type plants have been documented in more than ~ 100,000 plants (Coe, 1966; 

Chandler, unpublished data).  

When B’ and B-I are crossed, all the F1 progeny have a B’ phenotype and only the 

B’ state segregates from the F1 (Coe, 1966; Patterson and Chandler, 1995). The newly 

paramutated allele, which is commonly referred as B’*, is indistinguishable from the 

parental B’ allele as it is able to paramutate naïve B-I alleles at a 100% frequency in 

subsequent crosses.  

Distinct trans-acting factors affecting establishment and maintenance of

paramutation have been isolated through forward genetic screens: mediator of 

paramutation, mop1 (Dorweiler et al., 2000), Mop2 and mop3 (V. Chandler, 

unpublished); and required to maintain repression, rmr1 and rmr2 (Hollick and 

Chandler, 2001). Mutations in these genes provide useful tools for studying the

mechanism of paramutation.

This thesis describes a series of experiments to identify and characterize the key 

sequences required for paramutation and high expression of the b1 gene in maize. 

Appendix A (Stam et al., 2002a) and Apendix B (Stam et al., 2002b) describe fine-

structure recombination mapping and cloning approaches that identified seven tandem 

repeats, 100 kb upstream of b1 transcription start site, as the key sequences required for 

paramutation and high expression of B-I. This work also established that paramutation is 

epigenetic as B’ and B-I have identical DNA sequences. Chapter 2 describes a transgenic 

approach that has shown that the tandem repeats are sufficient for paramutation and can 
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function from non-allelic locations. Chapter 3 summarizes transgenic experiments that 

suggest the tandem repeats can function as enhancers of transcription. Chapter 4 discuss 

potential mechanisms of paramutation suggested by the results in this thesis, combined 

with concurrent experiments on trans-acting factors, and describes future experiments to 

explore these ideas.  
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CHAPTER 2: 

TANDEM REPEATS ARE SUFFICIENT FOR b1 PARAMUTATION 

 

SUMMARY 

Paramutation is classically defined as an allele interaction that leads to a 

meiotically heritable change in gene expression. Fine-structure recombination mapping 

revealed that paramutation at the b1 locus in maize requires seven tandem repeats of 853 

bp located 100 kb upstream of the b1 transcription start site, which share no homology 

with either the promoter or transcribed b1 sequences. The number of repeats correlates 

with the penetrance of paramutation. Herein we report on a transgenic approach that 

demonstrates the tandem repeats can participate in paramutation when in non-allelic 

positions and separated from the DNA sequences normally flanking them. Furthermore, 

plants transformed with the 5’ half of the repeat amplified seven times are capable of 

paramutation. Independent integration events resulted in either paramutagenic, 

paramutable or neutral transgenes. Paramutation induced by the tandem repeat transgenes 

is mechanistically similar to paramutation induced by allele interactions, as both are 

heritable and paramutagenic and both are prevented by a mutation in mop1, which 

encodes an RNA-dependent RNA polymerase. One difference is that transgene-induced 

paramutation is often less penetrant and less stable relative to paramutation established by 

allele-interactions. However, subjecting the repeat-transgenes to a round of paramutation 

by the endogenous paramutagenic allele increased the penetrance with which they 

established paramutation. This suggests a quantitative, additive mechanism is involved. 
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Our results establish a novel function for tandem repeats, trans communication that 

establishes heritable epigenetic states. Potential mechanisms for how the tandem repeats 

interact in trans to establish and maintain heritable chromatin states are discussed.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Paramutation is an epigenetic mechanism where interaction between alleles 

results in silencing of one allele. Paramutation-like phenomena have been observed in 

several plant species (Patterson et al., 1993; Hollick et al., 1995; Meyer et al., 1993; 

Sidorenko and Peterson, 2001; Luff et al., 1999), fungi (van West et al., 1999; Colot et 

al., 1996) and mammals (Rassoulzadegan et al. 2002; Rassoulzadegan et al., 2006; 

Herman et al., 2003), including humans (Bennett et al., 1997). 

In plants, trans-interactions between transposons that resemble paramutation are 

associated with heritable changes in the expression of the transposon and the gene in 

which the transposon is inserted (McClintock, 1965; Krebbers et al., 1987; Martienssen, 

1996) as well as with a transposon insertion elimination mechanism (van Houwelingen et 

al., 1999). This suggests that paramutation could represent an important homology-

dependent mechanism to prevent the deleterious effect of transposon movement in the 

genome. Paramutation-like phenomena have also been observed between homologous 

transgenes (Meyer et al., 1993; Park et al., 1996) and a transgene and its homologous 

endogenous gene (van West et al., 1999; Sidorenko and Peterson, 2001; Qin and von 

Armin, 2002; Herman et al., 2003; Rassoulzadegan et al., 2002, Rassoulzadegan et al 

2006), indicating the relevance of this phenomena for transgenic approaches to crop 

enhancement or human disease. A paramutation-like phenomenon was observed between 

transgenes in a tetraploid Arabidopsis, but not in the diploid, suggesting that 

paramutation could play an important role during the evolution of polyploids (Mittelsten 

Scheid et al., 2003). In mammals, paramutation-like phenomena have been associated 
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with genomic imprinting (Herman et al., 2003) and with the development of disease (Bell 

et al., 1984; Bennett et al., 1995).  

Although there are differences between individual paramutation phenomenon 

(Chandler and Stam, 2004), the changes in expression induced by paramutation do not 

involve changes in the primary DNA sequences. Instead, they are associated with 

changes in DNA methylation (Meyer et al., 1993; Rassoulzadegan et al., 2002; Sidorenko 

and Peterson, 2001) and/or chromatin structure (Stam et al., 2002b, Appendix B). In 

several cases, the change in expression is associated with a reduction in transcription 

(Patterson et al., 1993; van West et al., 1999; Hollick et al., 2000; Mittelsten Scheid et al., 

2003), but at least one phenomenon appears to be post-transcriptional (Rassoulzadegan et 

al., 2006). 

A classical example of paramutation is at the b1 locus in maize (Coe, 1959). At 

this locus, the highly expressed B-I allele is always downregulated by the lower 

expressing B’ allele in B’/B-I heterozygous plants. Importantly, this interaction leads to 

the heritable change of B-I to a new B’ allele (B’*), which is just as capable as the 

parental B’ allele of paramutating B-I. The 100% penetrance and extreme stability of b1

paramutation is unusual relative to most other examples (Chandler and Stam, 2004), 

enabling a genetic dissection of the phenomenon. 

By using fine-structure recombination mapping we demonstrated that the 

sequences required for b1 paramutation are located ~100kb upstream of the b1

transcription start site (Stam et al., 2002a; Appendix A; Stam et al., 2002b; Appendix B). 

In B’ and B-I, the two b1 alleles that participate in paramutation, this region is composed 
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mainly of seven tandem repeats of an 853-bp sequence that is unique to this location 

within the maize genome. The b1 alleles that have no paramutation activity, called 

neutral alleles, have only a single copy of this 853-bp sequence. Analyzes of recombinant 

b1 alleles that differed only in the presence of one, three or five repeats demonstrated that 

tandem repeats are required for paramutation. Recombinant b1 alleles with three and five 

repeats were able to participate in paramutation, although the penetrance was reduced 

with the three-repeat allele. In contrast, alleles with one copy had no paramutation 

activity (Stam et al, 2000a; Appendix A; Stam et al, 2002b; Appendix B). Here we 

describe experiments to test whether the tandem repeats are sufficient for paramutation or 

require additional sequences. We demonstrate the tandem repeats can mediate b1

paramutation from different genome locations and that all sequences necessary for 

paramutation are contained within one half of the repeats.  
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METHODS 

Nomenclature. 

Genotypes indicated by a single b1 allele represent homozygous plants for that particular 

allele. Heterozygous plants are indicated by allele names separated by a slash (/). 

Presence or absence of the transgene is represented by tg/- or -/-, respectively. Genes are 

represented by lowercase italics (b1). Dominant alleles are indicated in italics, first letter 

capitalized (B-I) and recessive alleles by a lowercase italics (b). 

 

Plant stocks. 

Plant stocks used in this study were initially acquired from a variety of sources and have 

been maintained in the Chandler laboratory for a number of years: B’ (K55 background), 

b-K55 (K55 background) and B-I (W23 background) were obtained from E.H. Coe, Jr. 

(University of Missouri, Columbia) and B-Peru (W22 background) was obtained from 

M.G. Neuffer (University of Missouri). All plant stocks used have dominant functional 

alleles for all the anthocyanin biosynthetic genes and the other regulatory genes unless 

otherwise indicated. 

 

Clones used for plant transformation. 

Two BAC clones, pBACB’1 (accession number AY078063) and pBACSwaI, both 

containing the seven tandem repeats and flanking sequences were initially used for plant 

transformation. The pBACB’1 clone contained 107.8 kb, representing 106.6 kb of

sequences upstream and ~1.2 kb of the 5’ transcribed portion from the B’ allele (Stam et 
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al., 2002a; Fig 1A). The pBACSwaI clone is a deletion derivative of pBACB’1: 

pBACB’1 was digested with SwaI, which removes ~91 kb sequences, and religated. The 

pBACSwaI contains ~13 kb of sequences spanning the repeats and ~3.6 kb of DNA from 

the b1 promoter proximal and coding region (Fig. 1A). F5’ and F3’ transgenes were 

composed of seven copies ligated in tandem of the 5’ half of the repeat (429 bp) and 3’ 

half of the repeat (453 bp), respectively (Fig. 6). Forward and reverse primers used to 

amplify F5’ (VC 381-VC 797) and F3’ (VC 798-VC 382) were designed to have a 5’ 

BamHI overhang and 3’ BglII overhang, respectively. F5’ and F3’ PCR fragments were 

digested with BamHI and BglII and cloned sequentially into the Dp5955 plasmid 

(Sidorenko et al., 1999) to make seven copies ligated in tandem of either F5’ or F3’. 

Primers: VC381, 5’- CGGGATCCCGCCATGGGTTTGCTGCATCCTTG -3’, VC382 

5’- GAAGATCTTCCCAAGTATTCGGTATAAAAGTTG -3’, VC797, 5’- 

GAAGATCTTCGTGAAGGTAGTCTAAATATATAGG -3’, VC798 5’- 

CGGGATCCCGCCTATATATTTAGACTACCTTCAC -3’. The PCR conditions were 

1X PCR buffer (Sigma), 3 mM MgCl2, 0.1 mM dNTPs, 0.8 mM each primer, 1 unit of 

Taq DNA polymerase, reaction volume of 25 uL; 2 min. at 94 ºC; 30 cycles (1 min at 

94ºC, 1 min at 62ºC, 1 min at 72ºC), 7 min at 72ºC and up to 12h at 4ºC.  

 

Plant transformation. 

Transgenic maize plants were generated at the Plant Transformation Facility at the Iowa 

State University, using biolistic particle bombardment into-bombarded into immature 

embryos of the Hi-II maize line (Armstrong and Green, 1985). The plasmid pBAR184 
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carrying the BAR gene, which confers resistance to the herbicide bialaphos (Frame et al., 

2000) was co-bombarded with each test construct. Bialaphos resistant calli were obtained 

from transformed embryos, their DNA extracted and screened by DNA blot 

hybridization. Transgenic events derived from pBACB’1 and pBACSwaI were screened 

for the presence of a ~7 kb restriction fragment spanning the seven tandem repeats. 

Transgenic events derived from F5’ and F3’ tandem repeats were screened for the 

presence of a ~ 3kb restriction fragment that corresponded to either the F5’ or F3’ tandem 

repeat. Selected calli containing the expected fragments or multiple copies of cross-

hybridizing sequences were regenerated into transgenic plants. 

 

DNA extraction. 

DNA extraction from calli was performed as followed. Each callus sample was ground to 

powder with liquid nitrogen and incubated, shaking, with extraction buffer (200mM Tris-

HCl pH 7.5; 250mM NaCl; 25mM EDTA pH 8.0; 0.5% SDS) for 10 minutes, followed 

by one phenol:chloroform (1:1) and one chloroform extraction. DNA was precipitated in 

1/10 of the volume of 3M NaOAc and an equal volume of isopropanol, by centrifugation 

at maximum speed in microcentrifuge. DNA pellet was washed once with 70% ethanol 

and resuspended in TE (10mM Tri-HCl pH 8.0; 1mM EDTA). DNA extraction from leaf 

was performed according to Saghai-Maroof et al. (1984). 

 

DNA blot analysis. 
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Approximately 4ug of each genomic DNA sample was digested with the appropriate 

restriction enzyme following the manufacturer’s specifications; size fractionated by 

electrophoresis in 0.5X TBE agarose gel and subjected to DNA blot analysis (Stam et al. 

1997). Calli obtained from transformation with pBACB’1 and pBACSwaI clones were 

screened for the presence of a ~7 kb fragment corresponding to an intact tandem repeat 

and other fragments that cross-hybridized with the repeat. Calli obtained from 

transformation with F5’ and F3’ were screened for presence of a ~3 kb fragment 

corresponding to either the F5’ or F3’ fragment. Plants segregating transgene events 

derived from pBACB’1 and pBACSwaI were screened for the presence of the transgene 

by EcoRI digestion and hybridization to a DNA fragment corresponding to the repeat 

(Stam et al. 2002b; Fig. 2). Plants segregating F5’ or F3’ tandem repeats were screened 

for the presence of the transgene by BamHI and BglII digestion and hybridization with 

either the F5’ or F3’ fragment. To genotype plants for their b1 alleles, the DNA was 

digested with NcoI and the DNA blot hybridized with a probe that recognizes a region 4.2 

kb upstream of the tandem repeats that is single copy and polymorphic between the b1

alleles. 

 

PCR analysis. 

The mop1-1 mutation was followed using a PCR assay that amplifies a tightly linked 

polymorphic SSR marker, phi083 (Chin et al., 1996; www.maizegdb.org). To follow the 

transgene-induced B’* allele in heritability and paramutagenicity tests, a PCR assay was 

used that distinguished B-Peru from B’*, B-I and b. Primers: VC818, 5’-
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CAATAGGCACCCTCCACTTCGTGTC-3’, VC 911, 5’-

GATCGACGGTATGGGCCAGGGGAG-3’. The PCR conditions were as follow: 1X 

PCR buffer (ThermoPol NEB ), 2 mM MgCl2 (Fermentas), 0.1 mM dNTPs, 0.8 mM each 

primer, 1 unit of Taq DNA polymerase, reaction volume of 25 uL; 5 min at 94ºC, 30 

cycles (1 min at 94ºC, 1 min at 64ºC, 45 sec at 72ºC), 7 min at 72ºC and up to 12h at 4ºC.  

 

Genetic crosses to test the effect of the mop1-1 on repeat-transgene induced

paramutation.

B-Peru/b plants carrying either the 3-33, 3-46 or 3-57 transgenes were crossed to plants

homozygous for mop1-1 and carrying a recessive b1 allele that made no pigment.

Segregating out from this cross were colorless and purple seeds. Purple seeds, which

carried B-Peru +/b mop1-1 and which were segregating the transgene, were planted and

the resulting plants screened for the presence of the transgene using basta. B-Peru +/b

mop1-1 tg/- plants were crossed to B-I homozygous mop1-1 plants and the effect of

mop1-1 on the transgene-induced B-I paramutation was tested as described in Fig. 3.
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RESULTS 

Transgenes containing tandem repeats can function from a non-allelic position to 

paramutate B-I. 

To determine whether the tandem repeats could mediate paramutation from a non-

allelic position, we used a transgenic approach. Initially two BAC (Bacterial Artificial 

Chromosome) clones were tested, pBACB’1 (AY078063) and pBACSwaI. As shown in 

Figure 2. 1A, the pBACB’1 clone contained ~107.8 kb of the upstream b1 sequences 

spanning the tandem repeats (Stam et al, 2002a; Appendix A). While we suspected no 

transgene would contain the intact BAC we wanted to introduce all available sequences, 

in case paramutation required substantial sequences in addition to the repeats within this 

region. We also introduced the pBACSwaI clone that contained a 91 kb internal deletion 

that brought 13 kb spanning the repeats adjacent to ~3.6 kb of the b1 promoter proximal 

and 5’ coding region (Fig. 2. 1A). These two BAC clones were introduced into a maize 

line carrying a neutral b1 allele with a single copy of the repeat upstream of b1, using 

biolistic particle bombardment (Methods).  

Transgene events derived from both BAC clones were screened for the presence 

of the ~7 kb restriction fragment spanning the seven tandem repeats. The genotype of the 

line used for transformation enabled the monitoring of paramutation activity of the 

transgene in the first generation after crossing the regenerated transgenic plants to B-I.

Figure 2. 1B illustrates the crossing strategy used and the potential phenotypes expected 

depending on whether paramutation occurred.  
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Figure 2. 1. BAC clones used for plant transformation and crossing strategy to test 

paramutation activity of the repeat-transgenes. (A) BAC clones used for plant 

transformation. Two BAC clones, pBACB’1 and pBACSwaI, each containing the seven 

tandem repeats and flanking sequences were used for plant transformation. The tandem 

repeats are indicated by arrowheads. The arrow at 0 kb corresponds to the B' transcription 

start site and transcribed sequences. The restriction sites shown are M, MluI; S, SwaI. (B) 

Crossing strategy to test paramutation activity of the repeat transgenes. Paramutation of 

the B-I allele by the transgene was assessed by analyzing the plant color phenotype of all 

F1 progeny. If the transgene was paramutagenic (B-I changed to B’), plants containing 

the transgene should have the B’ phenotype while sibling plants not containing the 

transgene should have the B-I phenotype. If the transgene was not paramutagenic then all 

plants, transgenic or not, should have the B-I phenotype. Sibling plants without the 

transgene served as controls for spontaneous paramutation of the B-I allele to B’, which 

happens frequently (Chandler et al, 2000). For these experiments any families that 

showed spontaneous paramutation of B-I to B’, i.e. B’ phenotype in non-transgenic sibs, 

were discarded and not analyzed further.  
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Seventeen independent transgenic events were tested. In seven independent 

transgenic events, five derived from pBACSwaI (3-3, 3-33, 3-39, 3-46 and 3-57) and two 

derived from pBACB’1 (4-27 and 4-43), the transgenes were able to paramutate B-I 

(Table 2. 1). This result demonstrated that all the sequences necessary for paramutation 

were included in those transgenes and that they could function from multiple ectopic 

locations.  

With the endogenous B’ allele, paramutation of B-I to B’ is fully penetrant and 

occurs 100% of the time (Coe, 1966). In most cases, paramutation induced by the repeat 

transgene was not as fully penetrant as the paramutation caused by the endogenous B’ 

allele, as a few exceptional plants in which paramutation did not occur were observed 

with most of the paramutagenic transgenes (Table 2. 1); the penetrance of the transgene-

induced paramutation varied among the events. The ten remaining transgenic lines were 

not paramutagenic, as only B-I plants segregated (Table 2. 1). 

 

Repeat-transgenes were isolated in paramutagenic or paramutable states. 

Given that B’ and B-I are epialleles, they share the same DNA sequences but have 

different levels of transcription, DNA methylation and DNAseI hypersensitivity (Stam et 

al., 2002b; Appendix B), we hypothesized that at least some of the transgene events that 

did not show paramutation activity (Table 2. 1) might be in a B-I state, which would not 

have paramutated B-I. If some of these transgenes were in the B-I state, we would predict 

that they could be changed to the B’* state when crossed with B’. To test this hypothesis, 
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Table 2. 1. Paramutation properties of transgene events. 

Transgene event 
numbera

Number of paramutated B’*/b tg/- plants | 
Total number of tg/- plantsb

3-03                           49 | 103 
3-33                         129 | 129 
3-39                         348 | 371 
3-46                           88 | 150 
3-57                         315 | 320 
4-27                           70 | 143 
4-43                           20 | 89 

 

3-24                             0 | 14 
3-34                             0 | 147 
3-47                             0 | 147 
3-53                             0 | 42 
4-03                             0 | 83 
4-06                             0 | 180 
4-10                             0 | 52 
4-12                             0 | 143 
4-14                             0 | 157 
4-23                             0 | 103 

 
a Transgene events are identified with two numbers separated by a hyphen. The first 
number indicates the BAC clone that the event derived from: number 3 represents the 
pBACSwaI and number 4 represents the pBACB’1. The second number indicates the 
independent transgenic plant event number. 
b Each transgene event was tested for its ability to cause paramutation. Transgenic plants 
were crossed with plants carrying the paramutable B-I allele and the resulting F1 progeny 
were scored for plant pigment as diagrammed in Figure 1B. B’*/b tg/- represents 
transgenic plants that carried B-I that was paramutated to a new B’ allele (B’*), tg/- 
represents transgenic plants. 
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plants carrying seven independent transgenic events that were not paramutagenic initially 

and the four events that were paramutagenic but with the lowest penetrance (~50% or 

lower) were crossed to B’ plants. Plants derived from these crosses were crossed again 

with B-I to segregate the transgene from B’, and the resulting progeny were analyzed for 

paramutation activity (Fig. 2. 2). Three independent transgene events that were not 

initially paramutagenic became paramutagenic after being exposed to B’ (Table 2. 2), 

demonstrating that transgenes generated by integration of the repeat sequences could be 

in a paramutable (B-I like) or paramutagenic (B’ like) state. The other four non-

paramutagenic events tested did not become paramutagenic after being with B’ (Table 2. 

2), and these will be referred to as neutral transgenes. The presence of B’ for one 

generation dramatically increased the penetrance of all four paramutagenic events that 

initially showed low penetrance (Table 2. 2). 

The inability of some transgenic events to participate in paramutation could be 

explained by: 1) their location in the genome: the transgene could be inserted in a 

location that prevents the tandem repeats from functioning; 2) their structure: the 

transgene may not contain sufficient numbers of intact repeats to function, or 3) absence 

of the minimal sequences required for paramutation. In previous studies with 

recombinant alleles that varied in the number of repeats, we demonstrated that 

paramutation correlated with the number of repeats (Stam et al., 2002b; Appendix B). To 

determine if repeat number correlated with paramutation activity in the transgenes, we 

estimated the number of repeats in each transgenic line by quantifying the intensity of the 

repeat fragments within each transgene 
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Figure 2. 2. Crossing strategy to test if non-paramutagenic transgenes could become 

paramutagenic after being with B’. B-Peru/b plants carrying transgenic events that were 

either not paramutagenic or were paramutagenic but had lower penetrance, were crossed 

to B’ plants. The resulting purple seeds (B-Peru/B’ tg/- or -/-) were planted, plants were 

screened for presence of the transgene and the transgenic plants were crossed to B-I.

Purple seeds from these crosses (B-Peru/B-I tg/- or -/-) were planted and the resulting 

transgenic and non-transgenic plants were scored for their phenotype. Their plant color 

phenotype indicates whether paramutation occurred or not.  
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Table 2. 2. B’ increases paramutagenicity of the repeat-transgene.  

 

Paramutation 
activity of the 

transgene 

Transgene 
event 

number 

Paramutated B’*/b
tg/- plants | Total 

number of tg plantsa

Paramutated B’*/b tg/- 
plants | Total number of tg 

plants after tg had been 
with B' 

3-34              0 | 147                84 | 117 
 4-3              0 | 83              127 | 131 
 4-6              0 | 180              128 | 131 

Became 
Paramutagenic 

3-3            49 | 103              139 | 139 
 3-46            88 | 150                87 | 87 
 4-27            70 | 143              177 | 179 
 4-43            20 | 89              162 | 163 

Became more 
paramutagenic 

 

3-47              0 | 147                  0 | 110 
 4-12              0 | 143                  0 | 183 
 4-14              0 | 157                  0 | 177 
 4-23              0 | 103                  0 | 116 

Did not 
become 

paramutagenic 

 
a Data from Table 1  
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relative to the endogenous neutral b1 allele using DNA blot analyses (Fig. 2. 3). In all 

transgenic events containing multiple fragments hybridizing to the repeats, all the 

fragments within each transgene event segregated together as a single locus (data not 

shown). The number of repeats estimated for each the transgene fragments varied from 

0.5 to 32 (Fig. 2. 3). All of the transgenes containing fragments with the highest numbers 

of repeats were either paramutagenic or paramutable. However, transgene fragments with 

only a few repeats could be found in all three phenotypic classes. All of the transgenic 

events that had the seven repeats intact, as indicated by size and intensity of the 7 kb 

fragment, were paramutagenic, but having this fragment intact was not essential for 

paramutagenicity; the most penetrant line 3-33 did not have an intact 7 kb fragment. 

Among the transgenes that were either paramutagenic or paramutable there was a wide 

range in repeat copy number in each transgene fragment that varied from a minimum of 

less than one (events number 4-27; 3-47 and 4-12) to a maximum of thirty-two copies of 

the repeats (event number 3-57). In neutral events, the estimated number of repeats in 

each individual transgene fragment varied from 0.5 to 2.7. It is important to point out that 

all lines that were paramutagenic or paramutable have at least one fragment with three or 

more repeats. This is consistence with our previous results that showed that three or more 

repeats are required for paramutation activity. One exception was event 3-47, which 

although neutral, it contained a similar number of repeats to other events that were either 

paramutable or paramutagenic. Even though the number of repeats seemed to be 

important in determining paramutation activity of the transgenic lines we did not  
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Figure 2. 3. Repeat-transgene pattern in DNA blot analysis. Genomic DNA from B-

Peru/b plants carrying either a paramutagenic, paramutable or neutral transgenic event 

were digested with EcoRI and blots were hybridized with the probe indicated on the B’,

B-I map. Intensity of the fragments within each transgene was measured and compared to 

the intensity of the endogenous b1 alleles. Each line was heterozygous for two neutral, 

single copy alleles that form a doublet indicated with an open arrow. As B’ is 

homozygous, less DNA was used such that the intensity would be in a similar range to 

the transgenes. The fragment corresponding to the B’ seven tandem repeats is indicated 
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by a black arrow. Numbers of repeats estimated to be present within each transgene 

fragment are (top to bottom): Paramutagenic: 3-03 (4; 6; 2.5; 3); 3-33 (5; 1); 3-39 (4.7; 

5.5; 5.8); 3-46 (5; 4.4); 3-57 ( 1.3; 5.6; 2.5; 32; 23.6; 10; 9.7; 9; 4.4; 6.3; 4; 6; 2; 2.3); 4-

07 (1.5; 4.4); 4-27 (0.5; 5; 4); 4-36 (11; 2.5 ); 4-43 (14). Paramutable: 3-34 (6; 5.5); 4-03 

(5); 4-06 (3). Neutral 3-47 (0.5; 3.8; 1.5; 4; 3.8; 3.8); 4-12 (0.6; 0.5); 4-14 (0.8; 2.2); 4-23 

(2.7). The restriction site shown is E, EcoRI. 

 

observed a simple correlation between number of repeats and transgene 

paramutagenicity. 
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A trans-acting factor required for establishment and maintenance of paramutation also 

affects paramutation activity of the repeat-transgene. 

Transgenes are known to induce either transcriptional or post-transcriptional silencing,

thus we wanted to test if the mechanism used by the repeat transgene to change B-I into,

B’* was in fact paramutation. Distinct trans-acting factors required for establishment and

maintenance of paramutation have been isolated (Dorweiler et al., 2000; Hollick et al.,

2001). One mutation, mop1-1 (Dorweiler et al., 2000; Alleman et al., 2006) was in the

appropriate anthocyanin genetic background to enable testing whether this mutation

would affect the ability of the repeat transgene to cause paramutation. The Mop1 gene is

required for establishment of paramutation at three different loci in maize: b1, r1 and pl1

(Dorweiler et al., 2000). In a recessive mop1-1 mutant background, paramutation of B-I 

by B’ is prevented. mop1-1 also disrupts maintenance of silencing as transcription of B’

and Pl’ are upregulated in mop1-1 homozygous plants. To test if the mop1-1 mutation

could prevent the silencing induced by the repeat-transgenes, plants homozygous for

mop1-1 carrying a paramutagenic transgene (3-33, 3-39 or 3-57) and the B-I allele were

generated (Methods and Fig. 2. 4). Because B’ is upregulated in the mop1-1 homozygous 

background, both B’* mop1-1 tg/- plants (paramutation occurred) and B-I mop1-1 tg/- 

plants (paramutation did not occur) have dark pigment (Dorweiler et al., 2000).

X b / b -/- 

B’* mop1-1/bmop1-1 tg/-
Dark plant 

X

B-Peru + / b mop1-1 tg/- 

B-I mop1-1 B’* mop1-1 /  b +  -/- 
Light plant 

B-I mop1-1 /  b +  -/- 
Dark plant 

B-I mop1-1 /b mop1-1 tg/- 
Dark plant 

A
Paramutation prevented  
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Figure 2. 4. mop1-1 mutation prevents repeat transgene-induced B-I paramutation. (A)

To test the effect of mop1-1 on the transgene-induced paramutation, B-Peru+/b mop1-1 

transgenic plants representing the three most paramutagenic events were crossed to B-I 

homozygous mop1-1 plants. Purple and colorless seeds segregated from this cross. As

mop1-1 is linked to b1, the vast majority of the colorless seeds were B-I or B’*’ mop1-1/b 

mop1-1. Colorless seeds were planted and the resulting plants were screened for the

transgene, presence of mop1-1 and plant pigment levels and transgenic plants were

outcrossed to b plants. (B) Summary of non-transgenic progeny plants with B-I 

phenotype resulting from crosses diagramed in A. Kernels from four different ears were

tested for each event.

Transgene 
event 

number 

Number of non-tg plants with B-I 
phenotype | Total number of non-tg 

plants 
3-39 12 | 13  5 |  5  7 |  7 1 | 1 
3-46 8 | 8 11 | 18 21 | 26 7 | 7 
3-57 13 | 13 13 | 13 18 | 18 10 | 10 

B
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Thus, an additional cross is necessary to determine if mop1-1 prevented the transgene 

from paramutating B-I to B’*. The dark transgenic plants homozygous for the mop1-1 

mutation were crossed to plants carrying a neutral b1 allele (Fig. 2. 4), which does not

produce pigment. Thus, the phenotype of the progeny will reveal the presence of a B-I 

(dark) or B’* (light) allele. As shown in Figure 2. 4B, almost all of the non-transgenic

plants had the B-I phenotype, demonstrating that, like the endogenous B’ allele, the

transgene requires a functional Mop1 gene product to paramutate B-I. The few B’ plants

observed in the progeny from events 3-39 and 3-46 are most likely the result of

spontaneous paramutation of B-I. However, we cannot rule out a lower penetrance of the

mop1-1 effect on transgene-induced paramutation compared with the endogenous B’

paramutation.

A subset of the tandem repeat sequence is sufficient for b1 paramutation.

One feature of the b1 repeat sequence is a high AT content that is not evenly 

distributed: the 5’ and 3’ halves have 52% and 70% AT content, respectively (Stam et al., 

2002b; Appendix B). To dissect the potential role of the two halves of the repeat 

sequence and determine whether only a subset of the repeat sequences are sufficient for 

b1 paramutation, additional transgenic lines were generated. Each of the repeat halves 

was PCR-amplified and ligated to each other to make seven tandem repeats with the 5’ 

half (herein referred as F5’ tandem repeat) or seven tandem repeats of the 3’ half (F3’ 

tandem repeat), Figure 2. 5A. F5’ and F3’ tandem repeats were introduced into a maize 

line that carried a neutral b1 allele using biolistic particle bombardment (Methods).  
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Figure 2. 5. F5’ and F3’ tandem repeat transgenes and their paramutation activity. (A) 

F5’ and F3’ tandem repeats used for plant transformation. F5’ corresponds to 429 bp of 

the 5’ half of the repeat and F3’ corresponds to 453 bp of the 3’ half of the repeat. F5’ 

and F3’ tandem repeat constructs each contain seven copies of either F5’ or F3’, 

respectively, ligated in tandem. (B) DNA blots on transgenic lines carrying F5’ or F3’ 

repeats. Genomic DNA from plants carrying a neutral b allele and the F5’ or F3’ tandem 

repeat transgenes were digested with BamHI and BglII and blots were hybridized with the 

F5’ or F3’ DNA fragment, respectively. Transgene events are identified with two 

numbers separated by a hyphen. The first number indicates the clone that the event 

derived from: 60 represents F5’ tandem repeat and 61 represents F3’ tandem repeat 

transgene events. The second number indicates the independent event number that the 

transgenic plant originated from. Each transgene event was tested for its ability to cause 

paramutation as diagramed in Figure 2. 1B, with the data summarized below the DNA 

blot. Total number of transgenic plants analyzed for each event is in the denominator. 

The number of transgenic plants where B-I was changed to B’* by the transgene is shown 

in the numerator.  
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Resulting transgene events were tested for their paramutation activity as described for the 

larger repeat transgenes (Fig. 2. 1B). A total of twelve transgene events, four containing 

F5’ tandem repeats and eight containing F3’ tandem repeats were isolated and tested (Fig. 

2. 5B).  

The transgenes carrying F5’ were able to paramutate B-I (Fig. 2. 5B). In contrast, 

none of the F3’ tandem repeat transgenes were able to change B-I to B’, in spite of the 

presence of multiple copies of the F3’ repeats in each line (Fig. 2. 5B). This result 

demonstrated that the 5’ half of the repeat is sufficient to cause paramutation. Also, 

because these transgenes contained no DNA sequences normally flanking the repeats, this 

result indicated the tandem repeats are sufficient for paramutation. 

 

The B’ state induced by the full repeat and F5’ transgenes is heritable and paramutagenic 

in the absence of the transgene. 

One of the features that distinguishes b1 paramutation from other paramutation 

phenomena is that it is 100% heritable; when B-I is crossed with B’, only B’ alleles are 

transmitted from F1 plants (Coe, 1966; Patterson et al, 1995) and these new B’ alleles, 

indicated as B’*, always (100%) promote paramutation when crossed again to naïve B-I 

alleles. We tested the heritability and paramutagenicity of the B’* state induced by three 

of the original full repeat-transgenes (3-33, 3-39 and 3-57) and the F5’ transgenes by 

crossing the B’*/b tg/- plants, with B-I/B-Peru plants to segregate the B’* allele from the 

transgene (Fig. 2. 6A, B). These results demonstrated that the transgene-induced B’* state 

is heritable and paramutagenic, although paramutation was not as penetrant in transgenic  
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Tg 
Event 

Number of 
plants with B’ 
phenotype | 
Total B’*/B-

Peru -/- 

Number of 
plants with B’ 

phenotype | 
Total B’*/b -/- 

60-04 Not tested 30 | 30 
60-05 22 | 22 50 | 50 
60-11 9 | 9 42 | 42 
60-16 Not tested 45 | 45 

Tg 
Event 

Number of 
plants with B’ 

phenotype | 
Total B’*/B-

Peru -/- 

Number of 
plants with B’ 

phenotype | 
Total B’*/b -/- 

3-33 44 | 52 92 | 92 
3-39 40 | 51 36 | 36 
3-57 82 | 85 55 | 55 

Tg 
Event 

Number of 
plants with B’ 

phenotype | 
Total B’*/B-I 

-/- 

Number of 
plants with B’ 

phenotype | 
Total B’*/B-I -

/- 
3-33 14 | 19 46 | 46 
3-39 10 | 24 73 | 73 
3-57 22 | 24 84 | 84 

Tg 
Event 

Number of 
plants with B’ 
phenotype | 

Total B’*/B-I -/- 
60-04 Not tested 
60-05 19 | 19 
60-11 14 | 14 
60-16 Not tested 

X

DC

E F

XB’* / b tg/- 
1st generation 

B-I/B-Peru -/-
Heritability B’*/B-Peru; no repeat transgene 

(purple seeds) 

Heritability and 
Paramutagenicity 

B’*/B-I; no repeat transgene 
(colorless seeds) 

B’* / b tg/- 
1st generation X b -/- Heritability B’*/b; no repeat transgene 

(colorless seeds) 

A

B’* / B-Peru tg/- 
2nd generation 

b -/- 

Heritability and 
Paramutagenicity 

B’*/B-I; no repeat transgene 
(colorless seeds) 

Heritability B’*/b; no repeat transgene 
(colorless seeds) 

B-I -/- 

B

Heritability 

Heritability 

Heritability and Paramutagencity 

Heritability and  
Paramutagencity 

1st generation 1st generation 2nd generation 2nd generation 
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Figure 2. 6. Heritability and paramutagenicity of the transgene-induced B’* state. (A) 

Transgenic plants B’*/b, in which B’* had been induced by one generation in the 

presence of either the full repeat or F5’ repeat-transgenes, were crossed to plants 

heterozygous for the paramutable B-I allele and the neutral B-Peru allele. Heritability of 

the transgene-induced B’* state was assessed by planting the purple seeds (B’*/B-Peru or

b/B-Peru; tg/- or -/-), identifying the B’*/B-Peru non-transgenic plants and scoring their 

plant color phenotype. Paramutagenicity of the transgene-induced B’* state was 

evaluated by planting the colorless seeds (B’*/B-I or b/B-I; tg/- or -/-), identifying B’*/B-

I non-transgenic plants and scoring their plant color phenotype. All plants that received 

the transgene had the B’ phenotype demonstrating that each transgene remained 

paramutagenic (not shown). B’*/b induced by F5’ transgenes were also crossed to b to 

access heritability (B) Heritability and paramutagenicity tests of the B’* state after two 

generations with the transgene. B-Peru/B’* transgenic plants, in which B’* had been with 

the full repeat transgene for two generations, were crossed with both BI and b plants. 

Heritability of second generation B’* allele was assessed by planting colorless seeds 

derived from crosses with b plants (B’*/b tg/- or-/-), identifying non-transgenic plants 

and scoring their plant color phenotype. Paramutagenicity of second generation B’* was 

assessed by planting the colorless seeds derived from crosses with B-I (B’*/B-I tg/- or -/-

), identifying non-transgenic plants and scoring their plant color phenotype. All plants 

that received the transgene had the B’ phenotype (not shown). (C) Table summarizing the 

heritability of the full repeat transgene-induced B’* state after one (first column) or two 

generations (second column) with the transgene. (D) Table summarizing heritability and 
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paramutagenicity of the full repeat transgene-induced B’* state after one or two 

generations with the transgene. (E) Table summarizing the heritability of the F5’ 

transgene-induced B’* state after one generation with the transgene. (F) Table 

summarizing heritability and paramutagenicity of the F5’ transgene-induced B’* state 

after one generation with the transgene. 
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lines 3-33, 3-39 and 3-57 (Fig. 2. 6C, D) as when induced by the endogenous B’ allele or 

the F5’ transgenes (Fig. 2. 6E, F). We next tested whether carrying the B’* allele another 

generation in the presence of the full repeat-transgenes would increase the subsequent 

penetrance of B’* allele. The B’* allele did become more penetrant after it was carried 

with the transgenes for two generations (Fig. 5 C, D). This is intriguing, because it 

suggests an additive affect and that continuous exposure for two generations to a weaker 

paramutagenic transgene (full repeat-transgene) can establish a similar chromatin state in 

B’* that is established within one generation by the endogenous B’ allele and the F5’ 

tandem repeats. 
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DISCUSSION  

We demonstrated that tandem repeats normally located ~100 kb upstream of the 

b1 transcription start site can cause paramutation when placed in non-allelic positions. 

Importantly, we showed that the DNA sequences normally flanking the tandem repeats 

are not required for paramutation and that all the sequences needed for paramutation are 

contained within the 5’ half of the repeats. In the light of a recent study that showed the 

repeats are transcribed from both strands (Alleman et al., 2006), this result suggests that 

the promoter sequences that direct transcription of the repeats are likely to be included 

within the 5’ half of the repeat sequence.  

Three types of transgenic events were obtained: paramutagenic, transgenes in a 

“B’” state, that were able to heritably change B-I to B’*; paramutable, transgenes in a “B-

I” state that were not paramutagenic initially, but became paramutagenic after being with 

B’; and neutral transgenes unable to participate paramutation. This suggests that when the 

repeats integrate into genomic DNA they can acquire distinct functional chromatin 

structures that influence how they communicate with the repeats located at the 

endogenous locus. 

Paramutation induced by B’ is fully penetrant; B’ always paramutates B-I and the 

newly paramutated B’* allele, like parental B’, is extremely stable and fully 

paramutagenic. Similarly, the B’* state induced by the F5’ transgenes was stable and 

fully paramutagenic after the F5’ transgene was segregated away. In contrast, 

paramutation induced by the full repeat-transgenes was not completely penetrant; in most 

lines there were exceptions where the full repeat-transgene was not able to paramutate B-
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I. Penetrance of paramutation induced by the full repeat-transgenes varied from 100% to 

~20% depending on the transgenic event.  

A similar reduction in penetrance and stability was observed with the endogenous 

three-repeat allele previously described (Stam et al., 2002b; Appendix B). In both cases, 

the paramutagenic entity (the 3-repeat endogenous allele or the full repeat-transgene) 

showed reduced stability, suggesting that b1 paramutation can be perturbed by either 

reducing the number of repeats at the allelic location or placing them in a non-allelic 

position. It is somewhat surprising that the F5’ repeat transgenes appear more penetrant 

and stable than the full repeat-transgenes. Three possibilities for this result come to mind. 

First, many more plants were tested in the case of the full repeat-transgene; testing more 

F5’ plants might eventually reveal exceptions. Second, the 3’ half or immediate flanking 

sequences within the full repeat-transgenes could contribute negatively to paramutation. 

Third, adjacent sequences at the ectopic location could influence paramutation and it is 

fortuitous that the four F5’transgenes integrated into permissive sites.  

The B’* state induced by the full repeat-transgenes is heritable and paramutagenic 

in the absence of the transgene, but it is less penetrant than the B’* state induced by B’, 

the F5’ transgenes (100% penetrant) or the full repeat-transgenes passaged with B’. The 

reduced penetrance and stability of the full repeat-transgene paramutation resembles 

other paramutation systems (Chandler and Stam, 2004) and suggests that the full repeat-

transgenes can set up B’* chromatin states that are distinct in their stability.  

The observation that after two sequential generations with the full repeat-

transgenes, B’* became more heritable and paramutagenic and that the full repeat-
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transgenes with lower penetrance became more paramutagenic after being with B’,

indicates that sequential rounds of paramutation has an additive, quantitative effect on the

stability and paramutagenicity of the repeat-transgenes as well as the transgene-induced 

B’* allele. The observation that repeated interactions establish a more stable chromatin 

structure is inconsistent with the simple model that the requirement for multiple repeats is 

simply because there are more binding sites for particular factors in multiple repeats 

relative to a single copy. At r1 paramutation in maize, the paramutagenicity of the newly 

paramutated allele also increases with continuous rounds of paramutation (Mikula, 1961; 

McWhirter and Brink, 1962), which could be associated with the more complex nature of 

the r1 locus and the repeat-transgenes, relative to the endogenous B-I and B’ alleles. 

Despite the differences in penetrance and stability between the full repeat-

transgene and B’ paramutation, both events are heritable and paramutagenic and they 

both require Mop1, which encodes an RNA dependent RNA polymerase, indicating 

similar mechanisms of RNA-mediated chromatin modifications are involved in the 

epigenetic change induced by the repeat-transgenes and by B’. One possibility is that 

RNA transcribed from the repeat 5’ sequences is amplified by the RdRP Mop1 function 

and the amplified RNA subsequently guides the silencing complexes to the repeats.  

Inverted-repeat DNA is known to induce sequence-specific transcriptional (TGS) 

and posttranscriptional gene silencing (PTGS), though the generation of dsRNA (Matzke 

and Birchler, 2005). While it is possible that the silencing of B-I induced by the repeat-

transgenes is mediated by transgenes in inverted-repeat conformations, we feel it is 

unlikely for the following reasons.  First, it would be fortuitous that all the transgene 
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events that were able to silence B-I (10 out of 17) were part of a transgene-inverted 

repeat. Second, inverted repeat silencing is mediated by homology of the dsRNA to 

promoter or coding sequences resulting in transcriptional or post-transcriptional 

silencing, respectively. Although some of our paramutagenic full-repeat transgenic lines 

likely carried promoter and/or part of the 5’ transcribed sequences, the F5’ repeat 

transgenic lines were able to silencing efficiently silence B-I yet they contained neither 

b1 promoter nor b1 coding sequences. Third, in contrast to dsRNA transgene induced 

TGS and PTGS, silencing induced by the repeat-transgenes is heritably maintained after 

the transgene is segregated away. Fourth, we isolated transgenes that did not silence B-I 

initially, but became paramutagenic after being with B’. This result suggests that 

interactions between the transgene and B’ cause a change in the transgene activity, which 

based on Southern blot analyses is epigenetic. Together, these observations suggest that it 

is unlikely that silencing is being induced y transgenes in an IR conformation, and that 

another mechanism should be mediating the transgene-induced B-I silencing. 

We demonstrated that the b1 tandem repeats are able to mediate paramutation 

from non-allelic positions. This newly revealed ability of the b1 tandem repeats is 

consistent with the involvement of RNA molecules that can diffuse throughout the 

nucleus to act in trans to establish and maintain paramutation, but it does not exclude 

physical pairing of tandem repeats during paramutation. There are examples in plants, 

Drosophila and yeast of physical pairing between allelic and non-allelic homologous 

sequences (Dorer & Henikoff, 1997; Abranches et al., 2000; Aragon-Alcaide & 

Strunnikov, 2000). It is possible that pairing between tandem repeats in allelic (B’ and B-
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I) as well as non-allelic positions (repeat-transgenes with endogenous B-I or B’)

constitute part of the paramutation mechanism. A consequence of physical pairing would 

be the transfer of protein complexes from the B’ to the B-I repeats. Since the repeat 5’ 

half is sufficient for paramutation, we hypothesize that, if pairing occurs, the 5’ half of 

the repeats could function as the site for transfer of RNA or protein complexes that cause 

the change in epigenetic state. 

One hypothesis that has been put forward to explain the requirement of tandem 

repeats for paramutation is that the tandem repeats form unique sequences at their 

junction that could play a role in paramutation (Alleman et al., 2006). This junction is 

absent in single copy sequences of b1 alleles that are not able to participate in 

paramutation. However, because the F5’ transgenes, which have a distinct junction 

relative to the full-length tandem repeats, are sufficient for paramutation, the specific 

junction sequences are unlikely to mediate paramutation.  

One important feature of paramutation is that newly established expression states 

are heritable, such that changes in expression caused by allele-interactions that occur in 

one generation are passed on to future generations, even if the allele that caused the 

change is not transmitted. The extreme stability and penetrance of b1 paramutation 

distinguishes it from other epigenetic phenomena and make it an exceptional system for 

studying how trans-interactions can establish and maintain different epigenetic states. 

Thus, uncovering the mechanism(s) of paramutation is likely to provide new insights on 

how alleles or homologous sequences interact in the nucleus to transfer epigenetic 

information that can be maintained and passed on to the progeny. Moreover, several 
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aspects of paramutation are relevant for other epigenetic phenomena and understanding 

paramutation will certainly help understand other mechanisms of gene silencing 

involving homologous sequences.   
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CHAPTER 3: 

TANDEM REPEATS ARE ABLE TO ENHANCE REPORTER GENE 

EXPRESSION IN TRANSGENIC MAIZE PLANTS 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The maize b1 (booster 1) gene encodes a basic Helix-Loop-Helix (bHLH) 

transcription factor that, together with other regulatory genes, activates the purple 

anthocyanin pathway in a variety of tissues (Goff et al 1990; Radicella et al 1992). Distinct 

b1 alleles differ from each other with respect to where and when they are expressed. The 

majority of the b1 alleles are only expressed in the plant vegetative parts, but two are 

expressed in the seed (Styles et al., 1973; Coe, 1979) as well.  

The B-I (B-Intense) and B’ alleles control anthocyanin production in husk, sheath, 

culm and tassel. B-I is highly expressed producing plants with purple sheaths, husks, culms 

and tassels (Radicella et al., 1992); B’ plants are lightly pigmented in the same tissues. 

These two alleles are epialleles in that they have the same DNA sequences but differ in their 

transcription rates, with B-I 10-20 fold higher relative to B’ (Patterson et al., 1993; Stam et 

al, 2002b; Appendix B). In addition, these two alleles participate in paramutation: in 

heterozygous B’/B-I plants, B-I is heritably changed into B’ (Coe et al 1959).  

Fine-structure recombination mapping have identified the DNA sequences in B-I 

and B’ that are required for both paramutation and the transcriptional differences between B-

I and B’. These sequences co-localize to a region ~100 kb upstream of the transcription start 
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site that contains seven tandem repeats of an 853 bp sequence that is unique in the maize 

genome (Stam et al., 2002a, Appendix A; Stam et al., 2002b; Appendix B).  

There are two models for how the tandem repeats could function to enhance b1

expression: 1) the repeats contain enhancer sequences or 2) the enhancer sequences are 

located elsewhere and the repeats are required for enhancer activity. One paradigm for 

the later model is the differentially methylated domain between H19 and Igf2 that 

controls which gene the enhancers located elsewhere will activate (Bell and Felsenfeld 

2000; Hark et al. 2000). Similarly, the tandem repeats could control activation of b1

transcription by an enhancer located elsewhere. If the tandem repeats contain enhancer 

sequences, they could function similar to the locus control region (LCR) region of the β-

globin loci in mammals. The LCR region, which is located upstream of the globin genes, 

contains DNase I hypersensitive sites that are associated with enhancer or boundary 

element activities (Bell et al., 2001). The repeats are DNase I hypersensitive when in the 

B-I state (Stam et al., 2002b). Thus, the tandem repeats could contain both enhancer and 

boundary activities that would function in concert to control activation of b1

transcription.  

We have shown that the tandem repeats are sufficient for b1 paramutation and can 

cause paramutation from non-allelic positions (Chapter 2). Here we report experiments that 

demonstrate that the tandem repeats also have the ability to increase expression of a 

heterologous promoter in a tissue-specific manner. The tandem repeats are sufficient to 

increase the tissue-specific expression of a reporter gene in transgenic maize plants, but they 

cannot increase expression in transient assays with maize tissue culture cells. Furthermore, 
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we showed that the increased GUS expression mediated by the tandem repeats is silenced by 

B’ or  paramutagenic transgenes carrying the tandem repeats. This later result demonstrates 

that only the tandem repeats are required to respond to paramutation and that the repeats can 

mediate paramutation of a heterologous reporter gene and minimal promoter. We discuss 

models for how the tandem repeats might mediate long-distance cis control of transcription.  
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METHODS 

Plant stocks and nomenclature. 

The B’ (K55 background) plant stock was obtained from E.H. Coe, Jr. (University 

of Missouri, Columbia) and has been maintained in the Chandler laboratory. In maize 

nomenclature, lowercase italics (b1) are used to represent a gene; dominant alleles are 

represented by capital letter in italics (B’) and recessive alleles by lowercase italics (b).  

 

Plasmids. 

The 35S::GUS construct contained the minimal cauliflower mosaic virus CaMV 

35S promoter (90 bp from the transcriptional start site,-90CaMV 35S), the adh1-Intron1 

and the omega leader fused to 1.9 kb of the β-Glucuronidase (GUS) coding region and 

nucleotides 2 to 310 of the potato Pin II terminator (Sidorenko, et al., 1999). The 

Repeats35S::GUS construct carried a 6.8 kbp BamHI/BclI fragment, containing the seven 

tandem repeats plus 56 bp of upstream and 860 bp of downstream flanking sequences 

ligated immediately upstream of the -90CaMV 35S promoter. As a control for 

transformation efficiency in the transient assays, the GUS constructs were co-bombarded 

with the p35S-Rluc plasmid, carrying the CaMV 35S promoter and the adh1-Intron1 

ligated to the Renilla Luciferase gene (Selinger et al. 1998).  

 

Transient assay. 

Black Mexican Sweet (BMS) maize suspension cells were used for transient 

transformation. Suspension cells were maintained and prepared for microprojectile 
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bombardment as described (Wang et al. 1988). For bombardment, 2.0 µl (1 µg/µl) of each 

plasmid were precipitated with CaCl2 and spermidine onto 1.0 micron gold particles 

(Klein et al., 1989). DNA-coated particles were delivered into the cells using a PDS100 

Helium biolistic gun (Biorad) from a distance of 5 cm under a pressure of 1,100 psi. To 

minimize tissue damage and ensure a more uniform distribution of the particles, a piece 

of 500-mm metal screen mesh was placed above the Petri dish. Three replicas were 

performed for each GUS construct. Each replica included three bombardments in three 

different plates. After bombardment, cells were kept in the dark at 25ºC for 48 h, then 

ground in 1 ml of extraction buffer (1M K2HPO4 pH 7.8; 10 mM dithiothreitol) and the 

supernatant collected after centrifugation in a microcentrifuge at maximum speed for 5 

min. Each extract was assayed for GUS activity according to Jefferson et al., 1987. 

Luciferase activity from the control p35S-Rluc clone was measured using the Dual-

Luciferase Reporter Assay System (Promega). Results were normalized as previously 

described (Unger et al., 1993). 

 

Plant transformation. 

Transformation was performed at the Plant Transformation Facility at Iowa State 

University using biolistic particle bombardment. GUS expression plasmids (35S::GUS or 

Repeats35S::GUS) were co-bombarded into immature embryos of the Hi II line 

(Armstrong and Green, 1985) with the pBAR184 plasmid, which confers resistance to the 

herbicide bialaphos (Frame et al., 2000). Calli resistant to biolaphos herbicide and 

positive for the presence of the GUS transgene were regenerated into plants. Transgenic 
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lines derived from both expression constructs were re-screened by DNA blot analyses for 

presence of an intact 2.8 kb fragment corresponding to an intact 35S::GUS transgene 

fragment. Transgenic lines obtained from transformation with the Repeats35S::GUS 

construct were also screened for presence of transgene fragments carrying the repeats. 

Only transgenic lines carrying an intact GUS transgene were analyzed further.  

 

DNA blots. 

DNA extraction from calli and leaf, and DNA blot analyse were performed as described 

in Chapter 2. DNA blots were sequentially hybridized with a DNA fragment that 

recognized the tandem repeats (Chapter 2) and an 820 bp fragment corresponding to the 

5’ transcribed sequences of the GUS gene (Fig. 3. 3). 

Analysis of GUS expression in transgenic plants. 

Sheath and husk tissues from plants carrying either the 35S::GUS or 

Repeats35S::GUS transgenes were collected between ~50-60 days after germination and 

incubated with 1 ml of a solution containing 0.1% of 5-bromo-3-chloro-2-indolyl-b-D-

glucuronic acid (X Gluc - Sigma), in the dark at 37ºC for 24 hours (Sidorenko et al., 

2000). Chlorophyll pigment was removed by washing the tissue several times with 70% 

ethanol. Stained tissues were analyzed under a binocular microscope and categorized 

according to staining levels shown in Figure 3. 1B.  
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RESULTS 

Tandem repeats can function as an enhancer of reporter gene expression in transgenic maize 

plants. 

To determine if the tandem repeats contained sequences that could mediate 

expression of a heterologous promoter, we tested two expression constructs: a control, 

35S::GUS, carrying only the minimal CaMV 35S promoter (-90 bp) fused to GUS; and 

the Repeats35S::GUS construct, that carried a ~ 7 kb fragment spanning the repeats 

ligated upstream of the same minimal CaMV 35S promoter fused to GUS (Fig. 3. 1A, 

Methods). Two assays were employed, transient assays with tissue culture cells and 

stably transformed plants. The constructs with or without the tandem repeats were first 

introduced into undifferentiated maize cells by particle bombardment and cell extracts 

were assayed for GUS activity (methods). As a control for the transient transformation 

efficiency, a construct that carried the Renilla luciferase cDNA fused to the cauliflower 

mosaic virus (CaMV) 35S promoter (Selinger et al. 1998) was co-bombarded with the 

GUS constructs and the GUS activity levels were normalized to the Renilla Luciferase 

activity (Methods). Almost no GUS activity was detected in cells transformed with either 

one of the GUS transgene (Table 3. 1), although consistent Renilla luciferase activity was 

observed in all cases demonstrating the bombardment worked. 

The failure of the tandem repeats to enhance expression of the reporter gene in the 

transient assay could be because the tandem repeats do not have enhancer activity.  
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Figure 3. 1. Transformation Assays. (A) Two constructs carrying the GUS reporter gene 

were used to test the ability of the b1 tandem repeats to increase the expression of the 

GUS reporter gene. The constructs were identical, except that the Repeats35S::GUS 

construct has the b1 tandem repeats fused upstream of the minimal (-90 bp) 35S  CaMV 

promoter. 35S, -90 bp 35S CaMV; O, omega leader; Adh1, adh1 intron; GUS, β-

glucuronidase coding region; PinII, potato Pin II terminator. (B) GUS staining levels in 

husk and sheath tissue from stably transformed plants. The tissues illustrate the variation 

in intensity of GUS staining found in transgenic plants. The GUS staining levels were 

categorized as: (-) no staining; (+) weak; (++) intermediate or (+++) strong. 
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Table 3. 1. GUS activity of 35S::GUS and Repeat35S::GUS transgene in maize culture 
cells 
 

GUS/Luc a 
Construct  Experiment 1 Experiment 2 

1 0.012 0.00016  
Renilla luciferase/ Bombardment 2 0.000  0.00039  

35S::GUS  3 0.000 0.00000  
 1 0.003 0.00010  

Renilla luciferase/ Bombardment 2 0.005 0.00001  
Repeat35S::GUS  3 0.000 0.00025  

a GUS activity was normalized with luciferase (Uger et al., 1993).  
Each construct was tested in two independent experiments. Each experiment consisted of 
three independent bombardments (represented by 1, 2 and 3) per construct.   
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However, it is possible that the tandem repeats contain a tissue-specific enhancer, which 

does not function in the undifferentiated callus cells. To test whether the repeats contain a 

sequence that can mediate tissue-specific expression of GUS, we generated stable 

transgenic maize lines containing either the 35S::GUS or the Repeats35S::GUS 

constructs (Methods). We obtained five independent transgenic lines derived from 

35S::GUS and five derived from the Repeat35S::GUS construct. Four lines derived from 

the 35S::GUS construct and four derived from the Repeat35S::GUS construct carried an 

intact GUS transgene and were tested (data not shown). The two transgenic lines that 

lacked an intact GUS transgene were excluded from further analysis. 

To test whether the tandem repeats could enhance GUS expression we assayed 

GUS activity in two tissues where the B-I allele is normally expressed, leaf sheath and 

husks. Tissues from all transgenic plants carrying the GUS transgenes were collected, 

assayed for GUS activity and categorized according to the staining levels shown in 

Figure 3. 1B. Three out of the four lines carrying the Repeat35S::GUS transgenes (36-7, 

36-21; 36-31) showed high GUS activity in both sheath and husk tissue (Fig. 3. 2). Husk 

and sheath tissues collected from the same plant did not always showed the same level of 

GUS staining (Fig. 3. 2B). Tissues collected from plants carrying the same transgene also 

showed variation of their GUS staining level. Line 36-11 showed much lower GUS 

activity. It is possible that the repeats within 36-11 are in the “B’” state, whereas they are 

in the “B-I” state in 36-07; 36-21 and 36-31. This idea is currently being tested by crosses 

with B-I.
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Figure 3. 2. Histochemical GUS activity in husk and sheath tissue of the transgenic 

plants carrying either the 35S::GUS or Repeats35S::GUS constructs. Tissues were 

collected from transgenic plants carrying the GUS constructs with or without the b1

HUSK Total # 
of plants  SHEATH Total #  

of plants 

Event - + ++ +++  Event - + ++ +++  

34-4 13 0 0 0 13 34-4 9 4 0 0 13 

35S::GUS 34-5 7 1 0 0 8 34-5 7 1 0 0 8 
 34-10 0 4 6 4 14 34-10 7 5 1 1 14 
 34-12 13 3 0 0 16 34-12 16 0 0 0 16 

 36-7 5 7 10 3 25 36-7 0 3 8 13 24 
Repeat35S::GUS 36-11 3 10 0 0 13 36-11 1 12 0 0 13 
 36-21 1 9 8 6 24 36-21 0 3 9 12 24 
 36-31 3 1 7 5 16 36-31 3 1 5 14 23 
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repeats and staining for GUS activity as described in Methods. (A) Graphic 

representation of the percentage of plants from each independent event that showed a 

particular GUS activity level in husk and sheath tissue. (B) Number of plants analyzed 

from each independent event and their GUS staining level in husk and sheath. The GUS 

staining levels were categorized as: (-) no staining; (+) weak; (++) intermediate or (+++) 

strong. 
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In contrast, GUS activity in three transgenic lines transformed with the GUS 

construct without the repeats was considerably lower (Fig. 3. 2). The one exceptional 

line, 34-10, showed a GUS activity level similar to the activity observed in lines carrying 

the Repeat35S::GUS transgenes (Fig. 3. 2). One trivial explanation for this result is that 

line 34-10 has the Repeat35S::GUS transgene instead of the control 35S::GUS. A DNA 

blot analysis showed that none of the transgene insertions in the 34-10 line contained the 

repeats (data not shown). Another possibility is that, in this transgenic line, the GUS 

construct inserted near a chromosomal enhancer, resulting in transcriptional activation of 

the reporter GUS gene and leading to higher GUS activity.  

To test if GUS activity in the Repeat35S::GUS lines correlated with the number 

of transgene integration events,  a DNA blot was used to examine the number of 

transgene insertions present in the Repeat35S::GUS lines. Figure 3. 3 shows DNA blots 

from Repeat35S::GUS lines hybridized sequentially with the repeat and GUS probes. All 

lines showed a fragment of the expected size for an intact 35S::GUS transgene. 

Hybridization with the repeat probe showed the Repeat35S::GUS transgenic lines carried 

either one (36-07) or two (36-11; 36-21 and 36-31) transgene fragments that hybridized 

to the repeats. However, none of these fragments was the expected size for an intact 

tandem repeat (Fig 3. 3).  

Previously we showed using fin-structure recombination mapping that multiple 

repeats were required for high b1 transcription (Stam et al., 2002b; Appendix B). To 

determine if the number of repeats in the transgene insertions correlated with GUS  
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Figure 3. 3. Repeat35S::GUS transgene DNA blot analysis. Genomic DNA from two 

individuals of four independent transgenic lines 36-07; 36-11; 36-21 or 36-31 was 

digested with EcoRI and BamHI, blotted and the blot hybridized sequentially with a 

probe that recognizes the tandem repeats and a probe that recognizes the GUS gene. The 
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expected size for an intact tandem repeat fragment is 6.3 kb. The expected size for an 

intact GUS gene fragment is 3.5 kb. R indicates residual signal from the tandem repeat 

probe. Number of repeats in each transgenic event was estimated as described in Chapter 

2. The estimated number of repeats in each transgene fragment is: 36-07 (6); 36-11 (3; 2); 

36-21 (5; 1) and 36-31 (3; 2.3). Each transgenic line was heterozygous for two 

endogenous b1 alleles, with a total of three endogenous b1 alleles present in these lines, 

indicated by the arrow and b1. E, EcoRI; B, BamHI.  
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expression levels in the Repeat35S::GUS transgenic lines we estimated the number of 

repeats in each transgene insertion as described in Chapter 2 (Fig 3. 3). Individual 

transgene fragments had different numbers of repeats (Fig 3. 3), and overall there was not 

a strong correlation between total numbers of repeat and GUS activity. One caveat is that 

our DNA blot analysis did not allow us to determine the number of repeats that are 

actually fused to the intact GUS gene. In addition, transgene structure and genome 

location could be contributing to the differences in GUS activity. Altogether, our results 

suggest that the tandem repeats can increase gene transcription from the heterologous 

CaMV35S promoter, in the tissues where B-I and B’ are expressed. 

 

GUS activity of the Repeat35S::GUS transgene is downregulated by B’ and 

paramutagenic transgenes. 

b1 paramutation is an epigenetic phenomenon that represents transcriptional silencing 

mediated by the tandem repeats (Patterson et al., 1993). Previous studies have shown that 

the tandem repeats located in ectopic locations can change B-I into B’. The current model is 

that the tandem repeats in the ectopic location can interact with the tandem repeats upstream 

of B-I and that the resulting chromatin structural change within the repeats silences the B-I 

promoter located 100 kb downstream. Because the B-I allele that is silenced contains the 

tandem repeats in the normal endogenous location, it is possible that sequences in addition 

to the tandem repeats are needed for the allele to become silenced. The Repeats35::GUS 

transgenes with high GUS activity provided a means to test whether B’ can interact with 

the Repeat35S::GUS transgene and silence it. Plants carrying the Repeats35S::GUS 
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transgenes with the highest GUS activity (36-7, 36-21, 36-31) were crossed to B’ and the 

GUS activity in husk and sheath tissue of the progeny carrying both the Repeat35S::GUS 

transgene and B’ was measured. As shown in Figure 3. 4, GUS activity of the 

Repeat35S::GUS transgenes was either completely silenced (events 36-7 and 36-31) or 

dramatically reduced in the presence of B’ (event 36-21). To test if the paramutagenic 

tandem repeat-transgenes (Chapter 2) were also able to downregulate the GUS activity of 

the Repeat35S::GUS transgenes, we crossed plants carrying the Repeats35S::GUS 

transgene with paramutagenic tandem repeat-transgenes and assayed plants carrying the 

two transgenes for GUS activity. The paramutagenic tandem repeat-transgenes were also 

able to silence the Repeat35S::GUS transgenes (Fig. 3.4). These results demonstrated all 

that is need to respond to paramutation is the repeats. Data shown in Chapter 2 suggest 

the repeats are all that is needed to cause paramutation.  
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Figure 3. 4. Histochemical GUS activity in husk and sheath tissue of the 

Repeat35S::GUS construct in the presence of B’ and paramutagenic tandem repeat-

transgenes. Plants carrying the Repeat35S::GUS transgene with highest GUS activity 

events (36-07, 36-21 and 36-31) were crossed to plants carrying either B’ or 

paramutagenic tandem-repeat transgenes. Tissues were collected from plants carrying 

both the Repeat35S::GUS constructs and either B’ or the paramutagenic tandem repeat-

transgenes and stained for GUS activity as described in Methods. (A) Effect of B’ on the 

GUS activity of the Repeat35S::GUS transgene events. (B) Effect of paramutagenic 
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tandem repeat-transgenes on the GUS activity of the Repeat35S::GUS events. GUS 

staining levels were: (-) no staining; (+) weak; (++) intermediate or (+++) strong. 

Paramutagenic tandem-repeat transgene events tested were 3-39 and 3-57 described in 

Chapter 2.  
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DISCUSSION 

We demonstrated that tandem repeats that mediate b1 paramutation also function 

to increase expression of a reporter gene in transgenic maize plants. Importantly, our 

results suggest that the b1 tandem repeat contains one or more tissue-specific regulatory 

sequences, as the increased expression was not observed in transient transformation 

assays with maize cell cultures. Although the repeats in the GUS expression construct we 

tested were flanked by some downstream DNA sequences, these sequences are nearly 

identical between B-I and several low expressing b1 alleles (Stam et al., 2002b; Appendix 

B), indicating they are either not necessary for expression or if necessary, they can only 

function in the presence of multiple repeats. In addition, GUS expression of the 

Repeat35S::GUS transgene was either completely silenced or significantly reduced when 

in the presence of B’ or paramutagenic repeat-transgenes. Together, these results 

demonstrate that the increase in GUS activity observed in the Repeat35S::GUS lines is 

mediated by the repeats. Importantly, this result also shows that all that is needed to 

respond to paramutation is the tandem repeats and that these repeats can mediate 

expression or silencing upon a heterologous promoter.  

Enhancers are classically defined as regulatory DNA sequences that act in cis to 

activate gene transcription. They can be located 5’, 3’ or within introns of the gene they 

activate. Enhancers can be moved to different genome locations and be in different 

orientations, and still increase gene transcription. Our experiments define the tandem 

repeats as capable of increasing gene transcription when fused to a different gene and 

inserted in a different genome location. Importantly, the results described here also show 
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that the tandem repeat can increase gene expression independently of their position 

relative to the target gene (100 kb away or in close proximity) and independent of the 

gene promoter (endogenous b1 promoter or heterologous CaMV 35S promoter). 

Although our approach did not allow us to examine every aspect of enhancer activity, our 

results strongly suggest that the repeats ability to increase transcription is due to an 

enhancer within the tandem repeat. Two mechanisms that have been proposed for 

enhancer function are: physical contact between the enhancer and promoter that is 

accomplished by looping out the intervening DNA sequences; or a “processive” signal 

from the enhancer to the promoter (Hatzis and Talianidis, 2002). Our results do not allow 

us to distinguish between mechanisms. 

We showed that the tandem repeats are sufficient for b1 paramutation (Chapter 2) 

and herein we demonstrated they also mediate increased expression. Interestingly, an 

enhancer fragment of the p1 gene in maize also contains paramutation activity (Sidorenko 

et al., 2000; Sidorenko and Peterson, 2001). Although the b1 and p1 paramutation and 

enhancer activities involve repeated sequences, the repeats in these two genes have 

distinct features. b1 repeats are in tandem and share no homology to the promoter and/or 

transcribed sequences. In contrast, the p1 gene has two direct repeats flanking the gene.  

Studies in mammals of long distance cis control of gene transcription provide 

models for how the tandem repeats might function to enhance gene expression. Our 

observation that paramutation and enhancer sequences are contained within the tandem 

repeats suggests that the tandem repeats might function similar to the LCR region. The LCR 

region, upstream of the β-globin gene, contains hypersensitive sites adjacent to each other 
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that function as enhancer or boundary elements to confer specificity of the globin gene 

expression during development. The LCR region is composed of four hypersensitive sites. 

The furthest upstream hypersensitive site, HS4, has an insulator function that prevents the 

spreading of heterochromatin and silencing of globin genes and blocks distal enhancers 

(Recillas-Targa et al., 2002). The hypersensitive sites HS2 and HS3, just downstream of 

HS4, have enhancer activity and can activate transcription of the β-globin gene. If the b1 

tandem repeats are functioning in a similar manner, the tandem repeats might contain 

sequences that mediate boundary element formation in addition to the enhancer sequences. 

Additional experiments should examine if the tandem repeats have boundary activity and if 

so, where boundary and enhancer elements are located within the tandem repeat. 

Recent data showed that the accumulation of mRNA levels of a putative gene 

located upstream of the b1 tandem repeats varied depending on the identity of the b1 allele 

downstream of it (Sidorenko and Chandler, unpublished data). Northern blot analysis 

showed that the mRNA levels of the putative gene are higher when the b1 allele 

downstream of it is B’ or a neutral allele and lower when it is B-I. This is intriguing because 

it suggests that b1 and the upstream gene might compete for enhancer sequences within the 

tandem repeats. In addition, this data is consistent with the presence of boundary element 

that controls which gene the enhancer acts on, similar to that observed at the Igf2 and H19 

imprinted loci. Igf2 and H19 genes are both expressed, but Igf2 is expressed exclusively 

from the male chromosome while H19 is only expressed from the maternal chromosome. 

Transcription of these genes is controlled by enhancers located 10 kb and 90 kb downstream 

of H19 and Igf2, respectively. The enhancers act on Igf2 or H19 depending on the 
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methylation status and chromatin structure of the ICR region, which is located in between 

these two genes. Additional experiments to look at the transcription rate of the upstream 

gene should confirm if the increase in mRNA levels is caused by an increase in transcription 

and will be important to confirm or refute this model.  

We have shown that paramutation is an epigenetic phenomenon. The chromatin 

structure of the tandem repeats is distinct between the B’ and the B-I tandem repeats 

(Stam et al., 2002b, Appendix B) and it is expected to be important for the paramutation 

and enhancer activities within the tandem repeat. We hypothesize that the tandem repeats 

can exist in a B-I or a B’ chromatin state; that determines each epiallele’s ability to 

increase b1 transcription and participate in paramutation. Recent data has shown that an 

RNA-dependent RNA polymerase is required for maintenance of the silenced state and 

establishment of paramutation and that the repeats are transcribed from both strands, 

strongly suggesting that the chromatin differences associated with paramutation and 

enhancer activities are determined by an RNA molecule homologous to the repeats.  

We have shown recently that all sequences necessary for b1 paramutation are 

contained in the 5’ half of the repeats (Chapter 2). Further dissection of the minimal 

sequences within the tandem repeats that are sufficient for increased transcriptional 

activity will determine if both activities are contained within the same DNA sequences, 

overlap or are adjacent to each other and should provide important information to 

distinguish between models. 
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CHAPTER 4: 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

 

Using fine-structure recombination mapping we identified the sequences for 

paramutation and high expression of the b1 gene. Our results showed that paramutation at 

the b1 locus is an epigenetic phenomenon that is mediated by tandem repeats located 100 

kb upstream of the b1 transcription start site. The b1 repeats are composed of seven 

copies in tandem of an 853 bp sequence that is unique in the maize genome. Using a 

transgenic approach, we showed that the tandem repeats are required and sufficient for 

paramutation and high expression of the b1 gene. Importantly, the tandem repeats can 

function when in non-allelic positions. We also showed that full paramutation activity is 

contained within the 5’ half of the repeats; the repeat 3’ half alone is not capable to cause 

paramutation. When fused to the GUS reporter gene under the control a of heterologous 

promoter, the tandem repeats can increase GUS activity in a tissue-specific manner. 

Furthermore, in the presence of B’ and paramutagenic tandem-repeats, the GUS activity 

is drastically reduced or eliminated. Together, these results demonstrated that the tandem 

repeats are all that is needed to cause and repond to paramutation. Our results establish a 

new function for tandem repeats, which is communicating in trans to establish epigenetic 

states that are heritable through mitosis and meiosis. 

 

TRANS-ACTING MODELS
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Mutations that affect paramutation at the b1 locus have been identified and are

being characterized. Recently, one of these mutations, mop1-1, which prevents

establishment and maintenance of b1 paramutation, was identified as an RNA-dependent

RNA polymerase (RdRP), strongly suggesting that paramutation involves RNA-mediated

mechanisms. The predicted Mop1 product is most similar to Arabidopsis RDR2, an RdRP

which has been suggested to mediate methylation of direct repeats through siRNAs (Chan

et al., 2004; Alleman et al., 2006). Although the repeats in the B’, B-I and neutral b allele

are transcribed from both strands, no siRNA homologous to the repeats have been

detected (Alleman et al., 2006). Similarly, at the PAI genes in Arabidopsis, transcription 

of the inverted PAI locus is required for silencing and methylation of the two unlinked 

PAI loci, but no siRNA has been detected (Melquist & Bender, 2003, 2004). In both 

cases, it is possible that siRNAs are present in quantities below the sensitivity of the 

methodology used to detect them. However, the possibility that another RNA molecule, 

maybe the dsRNA itself or a longer RNA molecule, could be mediating paramutation 

cannot be excluded.  

According to the RNA-mediated model proposed for paramutation, RNA 

transcribed from both strands of the tandem repeats form dsRNA, which is used by a 

dicer-like activity to produce a small amount of siRNAs. RdRP (Mop1) would act by 

increasing the amount of siRNAs above a threshold level to trigger silencing, which 

would be maintained by continuous transcription from the tandem repeats, plus RdRP 

and dicer activities (Alleman et al., 2006). As the repeat transgene paramutation also 
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requires Mop1, paramutation induced by the transgenes is also likely to involve RNA-

mediated chromatin changes.  

It is also possible that the tandem repeats mediate paramutation by promoting 

physical DNA pairing (Chandler and Stam, 2004), as has been observed in plants, 

Drosophila and yeast between allelic and non-allelic loci carrying homologous 

sequences. One of the first examples of physical pairing between homologous sequences 

was described in Drosophila, where trans-silencing of transgene repeat arrays was shown 

to be dependent on pairing. The strength of the silencing correlated with the number of 

transgene repeats and position effect variegation as expression was influenced by 

proximity to heterochromatin (Dorer & Henikoff, 1997). Also, in wheat and budding 

yeast, homologous tandemly repeated transgenes inserted in different chromosomes are 

often associated during interphase (Abranches et al., 2000; Aragon-Alcaide and 

Strunnikov, 2000). Pairing between the B’ and B-I tandem repeats could allow the 

transfer of RNA or RNA/protein complexes from the B’ repeats to the B-I repeats that 

would then heritably modify the chromatin structure at the B-I tandem repeats and 

establish the B’ epigenetic state. If longer sense or antisense RNA molecules homologous 

to the repeats mediate paramutation, these RNA molecules might function similarly to the 

Xist RNA in X-chromosome inactivation in mammals. In theory, these RNA molecules 

could remain locally and establish altered chromatin states in cis and in trans, through 

pairing. Alternatively, upon interaction, the B’ and B-I repeats might co-localize to a sub-

nuclear compartment that favors the silenced chromatin state of B’.
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The two proposed paramutation models are not mutually exclusive. Although 

there is strong evidence that paramutation involves RNA-mediated chromatin 

modification, pairing of the tandem repeats could certainly also be involved. In fact, there 

are examples where both pairing and RNA-mediated mechanisms are involved in 

silencing (Lee et al., 2004).  

It is intriguing that even though the B’ and B-I tandem repeats are transcribed at 

similar levels, B-I is not silenced (Alleman et al., 2006). A reasonable explanation is that 

the silencing complex is somehow prevented from binding the B-I tandem repeats. One 

possibility is that another protein(s) is bound to the B-I tandem repeats making them 

inaccessible to the silencing complex. Alternatively, localization of the B-I tandem 

repeats within a distinct sub-nuclear domain could also prevent binding of the silencing 

complex. Whatever mechanism prevents the silencing of B-I, it is unstable, and when it 

fails, spontaneous paramutation happens.  

 

CIS-ACTING MODELS 

One intriguing aspect of b1 paramutation is that sequences required for 

paramutation and enhancer activity co-localize to the tandem repeats. This suggests the 

tandem repeats could function similarly to the LCR region of the globin genes. At the 

LCR region, which is located upstream of the globin genes, a cluster of hypersensitive 

sites function either as enhancers or boundary elements (Bell et al., 2001). The furthest 

upstream hypersensitive site, HS4, has an insulator function that prevents the spreading of 

heterochromatin and silencing of globin genes and blocks distal enhancers (Recillas-Targa 
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et al., 2002). The other hypersensitive sites downstream of HS4, HS2 and HS3, have 

enhancer activity and can activate transcription of the β-globin gene. Similarly, boundary 

and enhancer sequences could be contained within the tandem repeats. In this scenario, 

the boundary and enhancer elements, could be restricted to different repeat regions, 

overlap or be contained within the same sequences. We would hypothesize that they 

would function in concert to mediate paramutation and control activation of b1

transcription by the enhancer. One obvious question that comes from this model is 

whether a boundary element exists within the repeats. An assay devised by Chung et al., 

1997, where the hypothetical boundary element is placed in between a strong enhancer 

and a promoter driving a reporter gene could be used to test this hypothesis. In this assay, 

the boundary activity is determined by a reduction in the reporter gene expression 

observed only in the presence of the element.  

If the tandem repeats do contain a boundary element, the next question would be 

how does this boundary element function to prevent b1 activation. Studies of boundary 

elements in Drosophila and at the β-globin locus support a model where the boundary 

element prevents physical interaction between the enhancer and promoter through loop 

domains that physically separate the enhancer from its target promoter in distinct loop 

domains. Alternatively, a boundary element could prevent a “processive” signal from the 

enhancer to reach the promoter (West et al., 2002). Recent data (Sidorenko and Chandler, 

unpublished data) might provide a function for a hypothetical repeat boundary element 

(Sidorenko, L and Chandler, V, unpublished data). Northern blot analyses revealed that 

transcripts of another gene located upstream of the tandem repeats accumulate to 
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different levels depending on the b1 allele downstream of it. Accumulation of transcripts 

of this upstream gene is lower when B-I is downstream of it, and higher when either B’ or 

a neutral allele is downstream. Additional experiments are in progress to determine if the 

differences in mRNA level are caused by differences in transcription. If confirmed, these 

data suggest that b1 and the upstream gene compete for the same enhancer sequences 

within the tandem repeats. This is similar to the enhancers at the Igf2/H19 imprinted loci, 

which reciprocally control transcription of the Igf2 and H19 genes. The chromatin 

structure and methylation status of the ICR control region determines whether the 

enhancers which are located 10 kb downstream of the H19 locus and 100 kb downstream 

of the Igf2 locus will act on H19 or Igf2 (Bell and Felsenfeld, 2000; Hark et al. 2000). 

Whatever the mechanism involved in the repeat-mediated paramutation and high 

expression, the chromatin structure of the tandem repeats, which is distinct between the 

B’ and the B-I tandem repeats (Stam et al., 2002b, Appendix B), is likely to play a key 

role in determining whether the regulatory elements in the tandem repeats will function in 

paramutation or gene expression. Recent studies on b1 paramutation showed that an 

RNA-dependent RNA polymerase is required for maintenance of the b1 silenced state 

and paramutation (Alleman et al., 2006), suggesting that the changes in chromatin that 

define that tandem repeat function are mediated by RNA, probably homologous to the 

repeats. 

We hypothesize that the tandem repeats can exist in two distinct functional states, 

a B’ and a B-I state. When the repeats are in the B’ state, they can mediate paramutation; 

when they are in the B-I state they can increase gene transcription. Importantly, the 
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tandem repeat can silence or increase gene expression independently of their position 

relative to the target gene (100 kb away or in close proximity) and independent of the 

gene promoter (endogenous b1 promoter or heterologous CaMV 35S promoter). 

 

FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

Future experiments should include further dissection of the sequences within the 

tandem repeats that are sufficient for increased transcription. Specifically, it will be 

important to ask if the same repeat sequences (repeat 5’ half) have both paramutation and 

enhancer activity, if so, do these two activities overlap or are they located in distinct 

regions. It is intriguing that the 3’ half is not required for paramutation; future 

experiments should test whether those sequences are able to increase gene transcription. 

One model proposed for how the tandem repeats mediate paramutation and b1 high 

expression suggests that the tandem repeats contain a boundary element. Thus, additional 

experiments should determine if paramutation sequences (repeats 5’ half) have boundary 

activity.  

The B’* state induced by the full and F5’ repeat-transgenes was heritable and 

paramutagenic after the transgene was segregated away. However, B’* induced by the 

full repeat-transgene was less stable relative to the B’* induced by the F5’transgenes and 

the endogenous B’. It will be important to examine and compare the methylation and 

chromatin structure of the B’* state induced by the different transgenes and how they 

relate to the differences observed in stability of the B’* state. It will also be important to 

investigate the stability of the B’* state induced by the full and F5’ repeat-transgene after 
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two or more generations away from the transgene to determine if the B’* state is 

maintained.  

To further investigate the mechanisms involved in paramutation and discriminate 

between models, it is necessary to identify trans-acting factors that participate in 

paramutation. The identification of the Mop2 and Mop3 gene products, which have been 

isolated as mutants required for b1 paramutation, together with the identification of 

additional trans-acting factors required for paramutation and the identification of 

protein(s) or protein complexes that interact with the tandem repeats should reveal more 

about the mechanisms underlying paramutation.  

There is strong evidence suggesting that paramutation involves RNA-mediated 

chromatin modification. Thus, it is important to examine in more detail local changes in 

chromatin such as histone modifications and DNA methylation, particularly at the 5’ half 

repeat sequences, that are sufficient for b1 paramutation.  

Although transcripts have been detected from the repeats, their effect on 

paramutation has yet to be determined. Mutants lacking the b1 repeat transcripts or 

deficient in RNAi components should reveal whether the repeat transcripts are required 

for paramutation and if the paramutation mechanism(s) involve components of the RNAi 

machinery. 

b1 paramutation is associated with changes in chromatin structure and DNA 

methylation within the repeat region. Our results on the DNA methylation changes within 

the B-I repeat region upon paramutation suggest that changes in chromatin structure 

precede the changes in DNA methylation (Stam et al., 2002b). This indicates that if 
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methylation is functionally important it likely functions as an epigenetic mark for 

heritability of the silenced state. Whether methylation is the epigenetic mark that confer 

heritability of the epigenetic state or a component of a series of events that establish the 

new epigenetic state has to be determined. The effect of mutations on maize orthologues 

of DNA methyltransferases and a number of other genes involved in chromatin changes 

is being investigated by the Maize Functional Genomics of Chromatin Proteins 

Consortium and should reveal important aspects of paramutation that are essential to 

discriminate between the paramutation models.  
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APPENDIX A: 

THE REGULATORY REGIONS REQUIRED FOR B’ PARAMUTATION AND 

EXPRESSION ARE LOCATED FAR UPSTREAM OF THE MAIZE b1

TRANSCRIBED SEQUENCES 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Paramutation is an interaction between alleles that leads to a heritable change in the 

expression of one allele. In B’/B-I plants, B-I (high transcription) always changes to B’ 

(low transcription). The new B’ allele retains the low expression state in the next 

generation and paramutates B-I at a frequency of 100%. Comparisons of the structure and 

expression of B’ with that of a closely related allele that does not participate in 

paramutation demonstrated that transcription from the same promoter-proximal 

sequences is not sufficient for paramutation. Fine-structure recombination mapping 

localized sequences required for B’ expression and paramutation. The entire 110 kb 

upstream of the B’ transcription start site was cloned, sequenced and the recombination 

breakpoints determined for 12 recombinant alleles. Sequences required for expression 

and paramutation mapped to distinct regions, 8.5-49 and 93-106 kb upstream of the B’ 

transcription start site, respectively. Sequencing and DNA blot analyses indicate the B’ 

region required for paramutation is mostly unique or low copy in the maize genome. 

These results represent the first example of long distance regulatory elements in plants 

and demonstrate that paramutation is mediated by long distance cis and trans interactions. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Paramutation was first described at r1 (Brink 1956) and b1 (Coe 1959) in maize. 

Subsequently paramutation was observed at two other maize loci, pl1 (Hollick et al. 

1995) and p1 (Sidorenko and Peterson 2001). All of these genes encode regulatory 

proteins required for flavonoid pigment synthesis. Paramutation and trans-interactions 

have also been described for both endogenous genes and transgenes in other plant species 

(reviewed in Brink 1973; Chandler et al. 2000) and in fungi (Colot et al. 1996; van West 

et al. 1999). Although generally not meiotically heritable, allele interactions are involved 

in trans silencing in animals (reviewed in Henikoff and Comai 1998) and have been 

speculated to be involved in diabetes in humans (Bennett et al. 1997). Allele interactions 

also appear to be involved in a transposon excision-repair mechanism in Petunia (van 

Houwelingen et al. 1999). The mechanism is not understood for any system, although a 

heritable change in chromatin structure is a favored model for paramutation (reviewed in 

Hollick et al. 1997; Chandler et al. 2000). 

In plants heterozygous for B-I and B’, the transcription of the B-I allele is always 

down regulated to a B’ transcription level (Patterson et al. 1993). The 10-20-fold 

reduction in transcription causes a dramatic decrease in pigment in all the plant tissues 

where B-I is normally expressed. B’ and heterozygous B’/B-I plants are lightly pigmented 

whereas B-I plants are darkly pigmented (Coe 1966; Patterson et al. 1993). The change of 

B-I to B’ is heritable as only B’ is transmitted to progeny. These new B’ alleles are 

equivalent to the B’ parent; they retain the reduced transcription state and induce 
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paramutation of B-I at a frequency of 100%. The paramutagenic B’ state is extremely 

stable; spontaneous changes from B’ to B-I have not been observed in ~100,000 plants 

(Coe 1966; Patterson et al. 1995), while the B-I state is very unstable; it spontaneously 

changes to B’ at frequencies of 1-10% (Coe 1966; Patterson et al. 1995). 

Comparison of B-I and B’ DNA sequences and genomic restriction maps 

generated with DNA methylation sensitive and insensitive restriction enzymes revealed 

no differences in DNA sequences, DNA rearrangements, or DNA methylation patterns 

within 10 kb spanning the transcribed region (Patterson et al. 1993; Patterson et al. 

1995). However, the different transcription states are associated with a difference in 

chromatin structure. A DNaseI hypersensitive site is observed near the transcription start 

site that is more hypersensitive in B-I than B’ (Chandler et al. 2000). Recombination 

mapping showed that the sequences required for paramutation are tightly linked to B’ and 

B-I (<0.1 cM), and located upstream of the transcribed region (Patterson et al. 1995). 

We report here results from two approaches to identify where the sequences 

required for paramutation are located. First, we characterized a b1 allele, B-615, that 

does not participate in paramutation, but unlike all other known b1 alleles, it shares 

upstream sequences in common with B’ and B-I. Second, we used fine-structure 

recombination mapping to localize the B’ sequences required for paramutation. In 

addition, we identified a distinct region required for B’ expression. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

Plant Stocks 

In maize nomenclature 

(http://www.agron.missouri.edu/maize_nomenclature.html), a gene is designated with 

lowercase italics (b1). Specific alleles are indicated with an allele designation separated 

from the gene designation with a hyphen, dominant alleles are uppercase (B-I) and 

recessive alleles lowercase (b-K55). Throughout the manuscript, a single allele listing 

indicates homozygosity, whereas heterozygous individuals are indicated with allele 

designations separated by a slash (/). All plant stocks contained dominant functional 

alleles for all of the anthocyanin biosynthetic genes required in vegetative plant and seed 

tissues. Stocks containing various b1 alleles have been maintained in the Chandler 

laboratory. They were originally obtained from various sources: E.H. Coe, Jr. (University 

of Missouri, Columbia) provided B-I (inbred W23 background), B’ (inbred K55 

background) and gl2 b wt (inbred K55 background); M.G. Neuffer (University of 

Missouri, Columbia) provided B-Peru (inbred W22 background); S. Evola (Ciba-Geigy, 

now Syngenta) provided B-615. The gl2 (glossy2) and wt (white tip) loci are 

morphological markers that flank b1. The B-615 allele was in a proprietary line (Selinger 

et al. 1998). We were using this line as a recipient for transformation and noticed that it 

carried a b1 allele with the same restriction map as B’, which was unusual. Because the 

b1 and r1 loci encode functionally duplicate genes, our stocks carried r1 alleles (r-g or r-
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r) that are not expressed in the seed or in the same juvenile and mature plant tissues as B-

I, B’ and B-Peru.

Analyses of RNA levels and transcription rates 

RNA was isolated and RNA levels assayed by RNase protection experiments as 

previously described (Dorweiler et al. 2000). Transcription rates were assayed using 

nuclear run-on analyses as previously described (Dorweiler et al. 2000). 

 

DNA blot analyses 

Standard blot analyses were done with ~ 4 µg genomic DNA from leaves 

(Dellaporta et al. 1983) digested with several enzymes and enzyme combinations 

according to manufacturers’ specifications, size-fractionated by electrophoresis in 0.5x 

TBE agarose gels followed by DNA blot analyses (Stam et al. 1997). For blots with large 

molecular weight DNA, high molecular weight DNA was isolated (Kaszas and Birchler 

1998), the resulting plugs were incubated with the desired restriction endonuclease(s), 

and DNA was separated by pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) using a CHEF-DRIII 

apparatus (BioRad), in 0.5x TBE, 1% agarose gels (Sigma, A2929). 

 

Recombinant screen 

To isolate recombinant alleles between B’ and B-Peru, we used the phenotypic 

marker gl2 (glossy2), located 19 cM upstream 

(http://www.agron.missouri.edu/maps.html), and the tightly linked gene tmp 
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(transmembrane protein), located 0.18 cM upstream of the b1 transcription start (Stam et 

al. 2000). The tmp alleles of the gl2 B’ and gl2 B-I stocks were identical, but 

polymorphic relative to the Gl2 B-Peru tmp allele in the third intron of tmp. Primers were 

developed that amplified the third intron and 3’ exon sequences resulting in fragments of 

~685 bp (tmp-I) in B’ and B-I or ~614 bp (tmp-P) in B-Peru (MS30 

CACCATGCCTGGGCTGACC, Mtl-tmp CCGGCAGCATCTCGAAGC). PCR 

conditions: 1x PCR buffer (Sigma, Product No. P2192), 0.1 mM dNTPs, 0.8 µM of each 

primer; 1 unit of Taq DNA polymerase (Sigma), reaction volume of 25 µl; 2' 94ºC, 30 

cycles (1' 94ºC, 1' 62ºC, 3'30'' 72ºC), 10' 72ºC, 1 hour at 4ºC. 

Plants carrying gl2 tmp-I B’ and Gl2 tmp-P B-Peru were crossed and the resulting 

F1 crossed with gl2 tmp-I B-I plants. To isolate recombinant B’ alleles, colorless seeds 

(B’/B-I genotype) were planted in trays and ten day-old seedlings scored for their glossy2 

phenotype (wild type versus mutant have differences in wax content, easily visualized in 

seedlings). The recombinant seedlings (Gl2) were transplanted to the field, organized in 

grids containing 16 or 18 rows of 20 plants each. Leaf pieces were pooled for all plants in 

each row and in each column. DNA was isolated as described (Dellaporta et al. 1983), 

and PCR analyses done on all pooled samples to identify candidate recombinants 

carrying the tmp allele linked to B-Peru.

To isolate recombinant B-Peru alleles, purple seeds (B-Peru/B-I) were planted in 

trays. Recombinant seedlings (gl2) were transplanted to the field and vegetative pigment 

scored at maturity. Plants with lightly pigmented sheaths were either carrying a 

paramutagenic B-Peru allele or the parental B-I allele underwent spontaneous 
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paramutation. To identify recombinants every light plant was tested for loss of tmp-P.

The nomenclature used for recombinants is:  n = neutral; pg = paramutagenic; || = 

recombinant allele with the parental allele contributing sequences upstream of the 

breakpoint indicated to the left of the vertical bars and the parental allele contributing the 

coding region and promoter-proximal region indicated on the right. To follow 

recombinants in crosses, a PCR assay was used to specifically amplify a 427 bp fragment 

of tmp-P (primers: MS32 CTGTTGCTAACTAGTTTCACTGTTAA, and MS33 

GGCACAAATCGGTGAGAGTGAGAG). Primers amplifying the npi402 marker were 

used as an internal control (MS22 ACACGGCACCTACGTATAAGG, and MS23 

CTGCACTCTCCGATAGAATGG; 591 bp fragment; maps 1.1 cM upstream of b1;

http://www.agron.missouri.edu/maps.html). PCR conditions: 1x PCR buffer (Sigma, 

Product No. P2192), 1 µl MgCl2 (for PCR, Qiagen) 0.2 mM dNTPs, 0.8 µM of MS32 

and MS33, 0.2 µM of MS22 and MS23; 1 unit of Taq DNA polymerase (Sigma), reaction 

volume of 25 µl; 2' 94ºC, 35 cycles (1' 94ºC, 1' 62ºC, 1'20'' 72ºC), 10' 72ºC, 4ºC. 

 

Isolation of pBACB'1 clone 

To clone the ~100 kb genomic MluI fragment, the pBeloBAC11 vector (Kim et 

al. 1996) was modified to contain a unique MluI site by cutting with BamHI and HindIII 

and ligating with a phosphorylated BamHI-MluI-AatII-HindIII linker 

(GATCCACGCGTGACGTCAAGCT), creating the pBeloBAC-Mlu vector. This vector 

was purified, cut with MluI and dephosphorylated as in Birren et al. (1999). To remove 

the background of non-dephosphorylated ends, the DNA was ligated in bulk (Osoegawa 
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et al. 1998), separated on a pulsed-field agarose gel, and linear DNA isolated from 

SeaPlaque low melting agarose using wizard PCR preps (Promega). 

Nuclei were isolated from B’ plants according to Kaszas and Birchler (1998). 

Small DNA was removed from agarose plugs with PFGE (6 V cm-1, 10 sec pulse 

(constant), 120 degree angle, 14ºC, 1% agarose, 0.5x TBE for 3 hrs) using a CHEF-DRIII 

apparatus (Bio-Rad). The plugs (0.1 ml, containing ~10-20 ug of DNA) were incubated 

with the desired restriction endonuclease and PFGE was performed essentially as 

described (Osoegawa et al. 1998). Fragments smaller than ~50 kb were removed by 

running the DNA towards the top of the gel (5 V cm-1, 15 sec pulse (constant), 120 

degree angle, 14ºC, 0.5x TBE for 7.5 hrs) and back into the wells using the same 

conditions. The remaining DNA was separated at 6 V cm-1, 2.7-20 sec pulse, 120 degree 

angle, 14ºC, 0.5x TBE for 16 hrs. DNA (~100 kb) was concentrated by running it into 

4% agarose followed by electroelution for 41 hrs at 4ºC as described by (Osoegawa et al. 

1998). 

The dephosphorylated vector and genomic DNA were ligated overnight (RT) in a 

1:5 molar ratio (Birren et al. 1999) followed by dialysis against sterile H20 and the DNA 

was concentrated by incubation in 30% PEG8000, 0.5x TE buffer. E coli DH10B cells 

were transformed according to Birren et al. (1999) using the Electro Cell Manipulator 

ECM 600 (BTX). 10584 colonies were arrayed using the Biomek 2000 laboratory 

automation workstation (Beckman), essentially as described (Birren et al. 1999). The 

resulting filters were hybridized with a B’ promoter probe (SpeI/SalI, 1486-522 bp 
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upstream of the start site) radioactively labeled using random hexamer priming (Feinberg 

and Vogelstein 1983). The results were visualized using a Storm 860 phosphorimager 

and ImageQuant software (Molecular Dynamics). One positive colony was identified, 

pBACB’1.  DNA of this colony was prepared by alkaline-lysis (Birren et al. 1999) and 

verified to be the desired fragment by direct end sequencing. 

Multiple restriction digestions using single or multiple enzymes were done to 

identify the approximate number of restriction sites present and their positions relative to 

each other. To order restriction fragments within the pBACB’1 clone, the insert was 

excised from the vector with NotI, followed by partial restriction with a dilution series of 

a second enzyme. DNA blots were hybridized with BAC end probes. 

 

Inverse Polymerase Chain Reaction (IPCR) 

Additional B’ sequence, upstream of the most 5’ MluI site in the pBACB’1 clone, 

was isolated by Inverse PCR (IPCR). Genomic B’ DNA was cut with HinfI or BstYI 

followed by ligation (Snowden and Napoli 1998). IPCR was performed in turn on 200 ng 

of the HinfI or BstYI ligation mixtures. The resulting fragments were cloned into pGEM-

T Easy according to manufacturer's recommendation (Promega) and sequenced by the 

Arizona GATC facility. Primer sets used were: VC28: 

GAGCACCGAGCGGGGGTAGTACGTCG, and VC29: 

AGTCGCAGCGCGCCATTGGAAGAGTC; VC41: 

GTCAAATGGACGGTCGAACAAACATTCAG and VC42: 

CGAGCGTGAATACTTTTTCTGATATCTAG; VC61: 
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GATCTTGAAGTTAGCCTAAACAAGATC and VC62: 

CAAGTTTGAACTATATCTTTACCTTCACTC; VC89: 

GAAGCAACTTTACTGGATCGAGGG and VC90: 

GGATATTCATGCATAACCATTGCTTC. A total of 3.9 kb of additional upstream B’ 

sequences were obtained (Accession #AF475145). 

 

Shotgun library construction for low copy probe isolation 

The pBluescript SKII+ vector was cut with EcoRV, dephosphorylated, self-

ligated, subjected to agarose gel electrophoresis, and the linear vector fragment was 

excised, isolated from agarose by phenol extraction and resuspended in TE. pBACB’1 

DNA was isolated according to Birren et al. (1999), purified by CsCl gradient ultra-

centrifugation, and sheared by nebulization for 2.5 min at 10 psi essentially as described 

(Wilson and Mardis 1997). Fragment ends were repaired by treating with T4 DNA 

polymerase, Klenow, and polynucleotide kinase. DNA fragments of ~800 bp were gel 

purified (Osoegawa et al. 1998) and 6 ng were ligated to 5 ng of vector DNA, dialyzed, 

concentrated and transformed into E.coli DH10B cells as described above. 

A total of 631 white colonies were picked, arrayed and replicated as described 

(Birren et al. 1999) onto Hybond N+ filters using the Biomek 2000 laboratory 

automation workstation (Beckman). The filters were treated as described Birren et al. 

(1999) and hybridized with labeled Sau3AI, DdeI double-digested genomic maize B’ 

DNA. The 275 clones that gave no or a very weak hybridization signal were re-arrayed 

onto 5 sets of 3 Hybond N+ filters. These filters were hybridized with all the previously 
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identified single copy fragments from the regions 0-8 kb (Patterson et al. 1995; Figure 2) 

and 94-106.6 kb (Figure 7) upstream of the B’ coding region. They were also hybridized 

with digested genomic maize B’ DNA a second time and with labeled pBeloBAC-Mlu 

DNA or DraI cut genomic E. coli DNA. The empty vector clones were identified by 

restriction digestion and gel electrophoresis. To estimate the actual repetitiveness in the 

maize genome of the remaining 95 non-hybridizing clones, inserts were PCR amplified, 

radioactively labeled and hybridized to filters containing BglII and EcoRI, SalI double-

digested genomic B’ DNA. To position the fragments onto the pBACB’1, the plasmid 

DNAs of the 95 clones were sequenced by the Arizona GATC facility and aligned 

relative to the pBACB’1 sequence using BLAST 2 sequences 

(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gorf/bl2.html) and FAKtory, a sequence assembly program 

(http://bcf.arl.arizona.edu/faktory/). 

 

Sequencing promoter-proximal region of B-615 

The promoter-proximal region of B-615 was amplified with primers: B-I1086ds 

CGGCGAATTCGTGAGATGGTAGATTGGTTGCGAC (anneals 1063 bp 5’ of 

transcription start) and BPSac-US:GGAGGAGGAGCTCACCTCCGCT (anneals 93 bp 

5’ of transcription start). The PCR product was sequenced by the Arizona GATC facility 

using the primers B-I1086ds, BPSac-US, TMDDE1 

(GCCGAATTCGACTAACCTTAGGCAAAGTG) and B-I Ddeus 

(CGGCGGATCCTGTCACACTTTGCCTAAGGTTAGTC). The accession number for 

this sequence is AF205792. 
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Sequencing of pBACB’1 clone 

DNA from pBACB’1 was extracted using the large construct kit (Qiagen) and 

sheared with a hydroshear device (Genemachines) to two different average sizes, 2-kb 

and 9-kb. The ends of the sheared fragments were made blunt with mung-bean 

exonuclease, extracted with a mixture of phenol and chloroform followed by chloroform 

extraction and precipitated with isopropanol. The DNA was dephosphorylated with 

shrimp alkaline phosphatase, “A” tails added by incubation with Taq polymerase, run on 

a gel and eluted using the gel elution kit (Qiagen). Inserts were then ligated into pCR4-

TOPO using the TA cloning system (Invitrogen) and electroporated into E. coli DH10B 

electrocompetent cells (Gibco BRL). Subclones were sequenced from both directions 

using big dye terminator chemistry and run on an ABI3700 capillary sequencer. Base 

calling and quality assessment were done using PHRED (Ewing and Green 1998), the 

sequences were assembled by PHRAP and the resulting contigs edited with CONSED 

(Gordon et al. 1998). To close gaps between the contigs and to go through GC-rich 

regions, a combination of different approaches was used: 1) sequencing using different 

chemistries, 2) sequencing using thermofidelase enzyme 3) PCR amplification with 

primers flanking a gap, 4) shotgun sequencing of transposon inserted subclones flanking 

a gap and 5) direct sequencing of the BAC template. When gaps were associated with 

repetitive regions, subclones that start and end in unique regions but otherwise consist of 

repetitive DNA were assembled separately and inserted in the main assembly. The final 

error rate was estimated using CONSED. The accession for the BAC sequence is 

AY078063. 
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Assembly programs suggested three tandem repeats in the upstream region, but 

restriction mapping indicated seven repeats. To obtain the complete sequence of this 

region, a 9 kb shotgun fragment spanning the repeats was cloned into pCR4-TOPO 

(Invitrogen) and a series of deletion derivatives were generated. The plasmid DNA was 

digested with SdaI, which linearized and created 3’ overhangs, and with PmeI, to create a 

blunt end. The DNA was subsequently digested with Exonuclease III, with aliquots 

removed at two-minute time points. The reactions were stopped by heat incubation, the 

DNA treated with mung bean nuclease to create blunt ends, and the vector self-ligated 

following manufacturer’s instructions (Invitrogen). The DNA was used to transform E. 

coli (strain DH10B) and the resulting plasmids sized on agarose gels. Clones with 

increasing deletions were then sequenced and the information assembled as described 

above. 
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RESULTS 

 

Characterization of the B-615 allele suggests sequences required for paramutation 

are >13 kb upstream of the coding region 

The vast majority of b1 alleles do not participate in paramutation, but they have 5’ 

sequences that are distinct from those of B-I and B’ (Radicella et al. 1992; Selinger and 

Chandler 1999). Initial DNA blot analyses suggested that the B-615 allele was an 

exception, because digestion with several enzymes revealed the same map as B’, B-I (the 

maps of B’ and B-I are identical) within at least ~ 12 kb upstream of the coding region. 

This was intriguing because B-615 does not participate in paramutation; when B’/B-615 

plants are crossed with B-I, dark (B-I/B-615) and light (B’/B-I) pigmented plants 

segregate 1:1, indicating that B-615 is insensitive (neutral) to paramutation (K. Kubo, M. 

Stam and V. Chandler, unpublished data). We hypothesized a more thorough 

investigation of its expression and DNA sequence relative to B’ might reveal differences, 

which would be candidates for requirements for paramutation. 

Because paramutation involves an alteration in transcription, one possibility was that 

transcription from the same promoter-proximal sequences might be required for 

paramutation. In the original inbred genetic background, the B-615 allele gave rise to 

green plants, potentially because it is not transcribed. Alternatively, a very weak or null 

pl1 allele could be present (functional alleles of pl1 and either b1 or r1 are required to 

activate the anthocyanin biosynthetic pathway in plant tissues; Coe 1985). To investigate 

this, B-615 was introgressed into a b-K55 r-r Pl-Rh background by backcrossing six 
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times. The r-r allele is expressed in the anthers, which allows scoring of the pl1 allele 

independent of B function by monitoring anthocyanin pigment levels in anthers. Pl-Rh is 

a fully functional pl1 allele (Cone et al. 1993), producing dark purple anthers in the 

presence of r-r. The resulting purple anthered plants, B-615/b-K55 r-r Pl-Rh, had weakly 

pigmented sheaths, similar to B’, suggesting B-615 might be transcribed at a similar level 

to B’. To test this hypothesis, mRNA (Figure 1A and B) and transcription levels (Figure 

1C and D) were compared in husk tissues from B-615 and B’. The promoter regions of 

these two alleles conferred similar transcription levels. Thus, the different paramutation 

properties of B-615 and B’ are not caused by differences in transcription level. 

Extensive DNA blot analysis on B-615 and B-I genomic DNA, using multiple 

enzyme combinations (BamHI, BclI, BglII, EcoRI, EcoRV, HindIII, KpnI, PacI, SacI, 

XbaI, BamHI/BglII, BamHI/EcoRI, EcoRI/BglII, PstI/BglII, XbaI/EcoRI, XbaI/HindIII, 

XbaI/BglII), and coding and upstream sequences as probes, detected no differences 

between the two alleles within ~13 kb upstream of the transcription start site (map in 

Figure 2). An 1154 bp promoter-proximal fragment from B-615 was PCR-amplified and 

sequenced (Accession # AF205792). The sequence was identical to that previously 

determined for B’ and B-I. Thus, either very subtle differences between B’, B-I and B-615 

in the 13 kb promoter-proximal region mediate paramutation, or the sequences are 

located further upstream. 
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FIGURE 1. B-615 and B’ specify similar levels of transcription. (A) An RNase protection 

assay on husk RNA using b1 and actin1 RNA probes. The samples containing probe 

without the addition of maize RNA show the size of the probes before digestion with 

RNaseT1. (B) The bar graph shows the b1 transcript levels normalized to actin1 

transcript levels from each of the lanes in A (indicated by µg of RNA). (C) An example 

of a run-on transcription assay with nuclei isolated from husk tissue showing the signals 
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for b1, c2 (an anthocyanin biosynthetic gene regulated by b1) and ubiquitin2 (ubi) in B-

615, B-I and B’ individuals. (D) Normalization of the b1 and c2 signals to the ubiquitin2 

signal from two experiments. Results were visualized and quantified using a Storm 860 

phosphorimager and ImageQuant software (Molecular Dynamics). 
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FIGURE 2. The B’, B-I alleles have the same restriction map as B-615 up to ~13 kb 

upstream of the transcription start site. All indicated restriction sites were tested by DNA 

blot analyses and are located at the same position in the B-615 allele as in the B’ and B-I 

alleles. The open, numbered boxes are exons. The restriction sites in the region indicated 

by the black bar (including exons positioned on this bar) were verified by sequencing of 

B’ and/or B-I cloned genomic DNA. The restriction sites in the region indicated by the 

gray bar were determined by DNA blot analyses on genomic B-I and B-615 DNA. The 

DNA fragments that are used as probes are indicated. The region indicated by the striped 

box is the promoter-proximal B-615 region that was sequenced (Accession # AF205792). 

The sequence is exactly the same as the B’, B-I sequence (Accession # X70790). The 

restriction sites are: B=BamHI; Bc=BclI; E=EcoRI; EV=EcoRV; G=BglII; H=HindIII; 

K=KpnI; P=PstI; S= SacI; X=XbaI. 
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Isolation of recombination-derived neutral B’ alleles 

Previous studies had shown that the sequences required for paramutation were 

upstream of the coding region (Patterson et al. 1995). Our comparison of B-615 with B’ 

suggested that the sequences required for paramutation might reside more than 13 kb 

upstream. To more precisely determine where the sequences required for paramutation 

mapped, we employed a fine-structure recombination mapping approach. To facilitate the 

isolation of recombinants we used B-Peru, which is insensitive (neutral) to paramutation, 

and produces a nearly green plant and purple seed. In contrast, the paramutagenic B’ 

allele produces a lightly colored plant and colorless seed. The immediate upstream 2.5 kb 

promoter-proximal region of B-Peru contains a unique sequence that confers seed 

pigmentation (Radicella et al. 1992; Selinger et al. 1998). The seed pigment and unique 

2.5 kb in B-Peru relative to B’ provide visual and molecular markers to distinguish the 

promoter-proximal region of B’ and B-Peru in crosses. 

We hypothesized that there are distinct upstream sequences in B’ required for 

paramutation and that these sequences are either missing or mutated in B-Peru. We 

further hypothesized that exchange of upstream B-Peru and B’ sequences via 

recombination would generate a neutral B’ allele, which we could easily identify as 

described below. Figure 3 diagrams the phenotypes and crossing strategy used. B’/B-Peru 

plants were crossed with plants carrying B-I, the allele sensitive to paramutation 

(colorless seeds and dark plants); colorless and dark seeds segregated 1:1. Planting 

colorless seeds selects for the B’ coding and immediate promoter-proximal sequences. 

Because B’ always paramutates B-I, all B’/B-I progeny should be lightly pigmented  
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FIGURE 3. Diagram illustrating the crossing strategy to isolate recombinant B’ alleles 

that had lost the ability to cause paramutation. B’ plants (light pigmented plant, colorless 

kernels) were crossed with B-Peru plants (nearly green plant, purple kernels). The 

resulting seeds (B’/B-Peru; purple kernels) gave rise to B’ colored F1 plants. The F1 

plants were crossed to B-I plants (dark pigmented plant, colorless kernels), giving rise to 

an ear segregating colorless (B’/B-I) and purple (B-Peru/B-I) kernels. When the colorless 

seeds were planted, the vast majority of the resulting plants showed a B’ plant phenotype 

(B’/B-I’ plants; the paramutation of B-I in these plants is indicated as B’*). Two dark 

individuals were isolated in which the B-I allele was not paramutated. The B’ allele in 

these individuals is neutral for paramutation (B’-n). 

~9000 colorless seeds (B’/B-I) planted

screened for rare dark plants

B’/B-Peru 

X

B-I

2 B’-n/B-I plants
No paramutation

~6500  B’/B’* plants
100% paramutation

~9000 colorless seeds (B’/B-I) planted

screened for rare dark plants

B’/B-Peru 

X

B-I

2 B’-n/B-I plants
No paramutation
2 B’-n/B-I plants

No paramutation
~6500  B’/B’* plants
100% paramutation
~6500  B’/B’* plants
100% paramutation
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except when recombination separates B’ paramutation sequences from the B’ promoter-

proximal region, creating an altered B’ allele that can no longer paramutate B-I. Such an 

allele would produce a dark plant when heterozygous with B-I.

In the initial test of this approach, ~9,000 colorless seeds were planted and the 

resulting ~6,500 plants scored for mature plant pigment. All but two plants were lightly 

pigmented. The two darkly pigmented plants were candidates for rare recombinants that 

had replaced the B’ sequences required for paramutation with the neutral sequences from 

B-Peru. A third recombinant was isolated in a separate experiment in which 1006 B’/B-I 

(colorless) seeds derived from a cross between B’/B-Peru and B-I/B-Peru plants were 

planted in the field. Among the ~650 plants that survived to maturity, one dark plant was 

identified. PCR analyses using a polymorphic molecular marker 0.18 cM upstream of b1

(Stam et al. 2000; tmp: transmembrane protein), demonstrated that all three were 

recombinants, as they carried the upstream molecular marker linked to B-Peru and the B’ 

promoter-proximal and coding sequences (data not shown). 

The recombinants were outcrossed with B’ and B-I to determine their ability to 

participate in paramutation and were self-pollinated and outcrossed to recessive b1 alleles 

to investigate their pigment phenotype. All three recombinant alleles were neutral, as all 

dark purple (B-I-like) plants (98) and no light purple (B’-like) plants (55) carried 

recombinant alleles; the three alleles were designated BP||B’-n1, BP||B’-n2 and BP||B’-n3,

with n symbolizing neutral. The || indicates a recombination event, the allele on the right 

indicates the promoter-proximal and coding region and the allele on the left indicates the 

sequences upstream of the recombination breakpoint. 
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Sequence polymorphisms between B’, B-Peru, BP||B’-n alleles and B-615 

As a first step toward determining where the recombination breakpoints occurred, 

sequence polymorphisms were mapped between B’, B-Peru, and the BP||B’-n alleles. 

Genomic DNA was isolated from plants containing each allele, digested with different 

enzymes, subjected to conventional gel electrophoresis or pulsed-field gel electrophoresis 

(PFGE) and DNA blot analysis using different probes. B-615 was included in the analysis 

to more precisely determine where differences between B’ and B-615 begin. A blot with 

MluI digested DNA from B’, B-Peru, B-615 and the three B’-neutral recombinants 

illustrates one of the polymorphisms observed (Figure 4). We suspect the doublet seen 

with the recombinants and B’ reflect partial digestion caused by DNA methylation, as 

MluI is methylation sensitive. MluI cuts once in the B’ coding region, providing an 

anchor to position upstream sites. It was difficult to map-restriction sites far upstream in 

the B-Peru parental allele for two reasons.  First, the most upstream 5’G probe did not 

hybridize well to B-Peru DNA, and second, there is a large insertion of ~30 kb just 

upstream of the B-Peru promoter (Patterson et al. 1995; Selinger et al. 1998), which 

contained sites for several of the restriction enzymes used for mapping. Thus, we 

primarily compared the recombinants relative to B’. The recombination breakpoints were 

assumed to have taken place between the most upstream conserved site and the first 

polymorphic site relative to B’. Restriction maps representing the key sites delimiting 

these recombination intervals are shown in Figure 5. Two neutral alleles retain the SwaI

site 50 kb upstream of the B’ transcription start site, but instead of the ~100 kb B’ MluI

fragment, they have an ~85 kb MluI fragment (Figures 4 and 5). This positions the  
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FIGURE 4. Polymorphisms between B’, B-Peru, B-615 and three neutral BP||B’ alleles 

revealed by MluI digestion. High molecular weight DNA was cut with MluI, separated by 

PFGE and blotted. The blot was hybridized with the S/G700 probe (see Figure 2). Figure 

5 shows restriction maps for the different alleles. 
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FIGURE 5. Restriction maps of B’, B-Peru, three neutral BP||B’ alleles, and B-615. The 

restriction maps were generated by restriction digestion of genomic DNA using multiple 

different enzymes, followed by gel electrophoresis and DNA blot analyses using the three 

probes indicated at the top. The exon probe was a 962 bp SacI cDNA fragment spanning 

exons 7 and 8. The precise locations of the 5’G and S/G700 probes are shown in Figure 

2. The black box represents the transcribed region of b1. B-Peru has a large insertion of 

~30 kb relative to B’, indicated with the triangle. Within the triangle, restriction sites (not 

shown) precluded mapping the position of additional sites further upstream in B-Peru.

The gray ovals indicate the intervals in which recombination took place, or where 
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polymorphisms were detected (B-615). The restriction sites indicated are: B=BamHI; 

G=BglII; H=HindIII; L=SalI; M=MluI; P=PstI; Sn=SnaBI; Sw=SwaI; X=XbaI. 
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recombination breakpoints in BP||B’-n2 and BP||B’-n3 between 50 and 100 kb upstream 

of the coding region. The recombination breakpoint in the BP||B’-n1 allele could be 

pinpointed more accurately because it occurred close to the B’ transcription start, 

between 8.4-8.9 kb upstream (Figure 5). The B-615 allele retained the B’ restriction map 

up to 22 kb upstream of the transcription start site, but lacked the SwaI site 50 kb 

upstream and gained a SnaBI polymorphism relative to B’. The observation that BP||B’-

n2 and BP||B’-n3 retained 50 kb of B’ sequences, yet are neutral with respect to 

paramutation, indicates that the sequences up to 50 kb upstream of the B’ transcription 

start site are not sufficient for paramutation. The results with B-615 are also consistent 

with sequences further upstream being required for paramutation. 

 

Isolation of recombinant alleles delimiting the sequences required for paramutation 

Isolation of the three neutral B’ alleles indicated that sequences required for 

paramutation could be further defined by isolating more recombinants. Additional 

mapping experiments were performed with B’ and B-Peru using the strategy outlined in 

Figure 6. Three recombination intervals can be distinguished between gl2 and the b1

coding region. Recombination between B’ and B-Peru in Interval I, downstream of P 

(sequences required for paramutation), should generate B’ neutral alleles (as previously 

isolated) and B-Peru paramutagenic (pg) alleles. Recombination events in Intervals II and 

III will have the parental paramutation phenotypes (colorless seeds will have 

paramutagenic alleles, and purple seeds neutral alleles), but they can be distinguished 

from each other using the tmp molecular marker (Materials and Methods). 
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FIGURE 6. Recombination mapping strategy. To identify the 5’ and 3’ boundary of the 

region containing the paramutation sequences, recombination experiments were 

performed using the B’ and B-Peru alleles. The black box (P) represents the hypothetical 

sequences required for paramutation. The phenotypic marker glossy2 (gl2, located ~19 

cM upstream of b1) and the molecular marker tmp (located 0.18 cM upstream of b1) were 

used to identify the recombinants. Both markers are polymorphic between B’ and B-Peru,

which is indicated with the different shaped symbols. The three different recombination 

intervals that can be distinguished between gl2 and the b1 coding region are indicated. 

The B-Peru promoter-proximal region contains sequences directing purple seed color 
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(sc), which are lacking at the B’ promoter-proximal region, resulting in colorless seeds. 

These sequences provide a visual and molecular marker to distinguish the B’ and B-Peru 

promoter-proximal region. Keys: n = neutral; pg = paramutagenic; || = recombinant allele 

with the parental allele contributing the upstream sequences indicated on the left side of 

the vertical bars and the parental allele contributing the coding region and promoter-

proximal region indicated on the right side. 
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A total of 21,027 colorless seeds were planted, seedlings scored for recombination 

between gl2 and b1, and the resulting 3332 recombinants assigned to one of the three 

intervals using the tmp molecular marker and genetic tests for paramutation. The 

molecular markers classified 32 recombinants to Intervals I or II, and 3300 recombinants 

to Interval III. These numbers do not include the three previously isolated Interval I B’ 

neutral alleles. All 32 candidates for Intervals I or II showed a B’ phenotype when 

heterozygous with B-I, suggesting they were paramutagenic and therefore Interval II 

recombinants. However, a few light plants could result from B-I spontaneously 

paramutating to B’, which would obscure the presence of Interval I recombinants. To test 

for paramutagenicity, each independent recombinant allele was either crossed directly to 

B-I or first self-pollinated and the resulting homozygous recombinants were crossed to B-

I. All thirty BP||B’ recombinants that produced viable seed were paramutagenic (Table 

1). 

We used a slightly different strategy with the purple seed. From 19,267 purple 

seed that germinated, 2850 recombinants were identified between b1 and gl2. These were 

transplanted to the field and scored for dark purple versus light purple pigment in the 

vegetative part of the plant. The lightly pigmented individuals (168) were either 

paramutagenic B’||BP alleles, or they were carrying a neutral B’||BP allele and were light 

because the B-I allele they were heterozygous with had spontaneously changed to B’.

Screening the light purple plants by PCR for the tmp marker identified three 

recombinants in Intervals I or II, which were then tested for their paramutation properties  
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TABLE 1 
 
Paramutation Properties of Recombinant Alleles 
_________________________________________________ 
 
Allele  Paramutation # Plants Recom- 
Name Phenotypea Testedb bination site 
_________________________________________________ 
BP||B’-n1 neutral 52 ~9 kb 

BP||B’-n2 neutral 8 50-94 kb 

BP||B’-n3 neutral 38 50-94 kb 

BP||B’-pg1 paramutagenic 46 107-110 kb 

BP||B’-pg2 paramutagenic 29 107-110 kb 

BP||B’-pg3 paramutagenic 48 107-110 kb 

BP||B’-pg4 paramutagenic 44 107-110 kb 

BP||B’-pg5 paramutagenic 28 >110 kb 

BP||B’-pg6 paramutagenic 51 >110 kb 

BP||B’-pg7 paramutagenic 39 >110 kb 

BP||B’-pg8 paramutagenic 12 >110 kb 

BP||B’-pg9 paramutagenic 20 >110 kb 

BP||B’-pg10 paramutagenic 25 >110 kb 

BP||B’-pg11c not tested 0 >110 kb 

BP||B’-pg12 paramutagenic 29 >110 kb 

BP||B’-pg13 paramutagenic 15 >110 kb 

BP||B’-pg14 paramutagenic 21 >110 kb 

BP||B’-pg15 paramutagenic 18 >110 kb 

BP||B’-pg16 paramutagenic 26 >110 kb 

BP||B’-pg17 paramutagenic 14 >110 kb 

BP||B’-pg18 paramutagenic 25 >110 kb 

BP||B’-pg19 paramutagenic 23 107-110 kb 

BP||B’-pg20 paramutagenic 19 107-110 kb 

BP||B’-pg21 paramutagenic 26 107-110 kb 
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BP||B’-pg22 paramutagenic 11 >110 kb 

BP||B’-pg23 paramutagenic 34 >110 kb 

BP||B’-pg24 paramutagenic 16 >110 kb 

BP||B’-pg25 paramutagenic 18 >110 kb 

BP||B’-pg26 paramutagenic 31 >110 kb 

BP||B’-pg27c not tested 0 >110 kb 

BP||B’-pg28 paramutagenic 42 >110 kb 

BP||B’-pg29 paramutagenic 26 >110 kb 

BP||B’-pg30 paramutagenic 46 >110 kb 

BP||B’-pg31 paramutagenic 25 >110 kb 

BP||B’-pg32 paramutagenic 24 >110 kb 

B’-||BP-pg1d paramutagenic 226 ~10-94 kb 

B’-||BP-pg2 paramutagenic 146 ~1 kb 

B’-||BP-n1d neutral 38 >110 kb 

_____________________________________________ 
aEach recombinant allele was tested for its paramutation properties. The paramutagenic 

B’ allele was crossed with plants homozygous for each recombinant allele and the 

resulting F1 was crossed with the paramutable B-I allele. B’/B-I progeny are always 

lightly pigmented because of paramutation. Plants that were recombinants/B-I were 

identified with molecular markers: if they were light the recombinant allele became 

paramutagenic; if they were dark the recombinant allele did not become paramutagenic, 

i.e., it is neutral. 
bThe number of plants with the recombinant allele that were tested in the genetic 

experiments. 
cBP||B’-pg11 and -27 were tentatively identified as paramutagenic alleles, because when 

heterozygous with B-I, the plants were lightly pigmented. However, the paramutagenic 

genotype could not be confirmed in subsequent crosses because no viable seeds were 

obtained. 
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dBecause B-Peru has a large insertion downstream of the recombination site, its 

position is defined relative to the SwaI site, set at 94 kb upstream of the B’ transcription 

start site. 
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by crossing with B-I. One allele, B’||BP-n1, was a neutral Interval II recombinant, while 

the other two light B’||BP alleles were paramutagenic Interval I recombinants. 

When the sequences required for paramutation are transferred to B-Peru, this 

allele becomes paramutagenic; it is fully capable of paramutating B-I in trans. However, 

the aleurone color remains dark in the paramutagenic B-Peru alleles. Thus, although the 

B’||BP-pg alleles have light plant pigment and they paramutate B-I, causing heritable, 

reduced expression throughout the plant, the seed expression directed by the B-Peru 

promoter is not detectably affected. 

 

Cloning of an ~100 kb fragment upstream of the B’ coding region. 

Additional upstream sequences were needed to map the recombination 

breakpoints more precisely. PFGE analyses on B’ DNA indicated that in genomic DNA 

MluI cuts in the B’ coding region and ~100 kb upstream (Figures 4,5). This fragment was 

cloned as described in Materials and Methods. Direct end sequencing showed that one 

end of the BAC contained the B’ coding sequences upstream of the MluI site. Restriction 

digestions with 8 different enzymes followed by PFGE showed the fragment sizes 

expected from genomic DNA blot analyses and the previously sequenced upstream B’ 

sequences (data not shown), indicating that the correct clone was isolated and that it was 

not rearranged or chimeric. Several different approaches were used to generate a 

restriction map of the pBACB’1 clone (Materials and Methods). 

 

Identification of single and low copy number regions in the pBACB’1 clone 
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To localize the breakpoints in the recombinant alleles, additional probes from the 

pBACB’1 clone suitable for DNA blot analyses, i.e. fragments of low copy number in 

maize genomic DNA were isolated. Previous PFGE experiments (data not shown) 

showed that the most upstream region of the 100 kb clone was hypomethylated, 

suggesting it might contain sequences that were either genic or low copy in the maize 

genome. The pBACB’1 clone was cut to completion with SwaI and religated, resulting in 

a clone containing 3.6 kb upstream of the MluI site in the B’ coding region and 12.6 kb 

downstream from the other end of the clone. Subclones were isolated, sequenced, and 

single copy regions identified using DNA blot analyses (Figure 7). To identify additional 

single and low copy regions throughout the pBACB’1 clone, a shotgun library containing 

fragments of ~800 bp was made and clones containing sequences that were either unique 

or low copy number in the maize genome identified (Materials and Methods). 

 

Shotgun sequencing of pBACB’1 clone 

To assist with all subsequent analyses, the pBACB’1 clone was completely 

sequenced. Shotgun library preparation, sequencing, finishing the complete sequence and 

sequence analysis of pBACB’1 were done as described (Dubcovsky et al. 2001). Most of 

the sequences up to 80 kb upstream of B’ were related to transposons (Figure 7). This 

region contained five full-length LTR (long terminal repeat) retrotransposons (class I 

elements); Ji, Opie, PREM-2, Zeon, and Huck. Ji, Opie and PREM-2 were inserted into a 

partial Ji element and an additional, partial, Opie fragment (Opie-p) was inserted into the 

full-length Opie element. The retrotransposons were flanked by sequences related to 
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transposons that move via DNA intermediates (class II elements). These include a region 

homologous to the transposase of Doppia4 (Accession #AF187822) and a transposon 

homologous to the MuDR 
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FIGURE 7. Sequence features of the ~107 kb region upstream of the B’ transcription start 

site. The top map is an expanded version of the DNA region ~100 kb upstream of the B’ 

transcription start site. The tandem repeats shown with arrows are not repeated elsewhere 

in the maize genome. The individual boxes on this map are restriction fragments tested 

for repetitiveness using maize genomic DNA blot analyses. The large map shows the 

repetitiveness of various other regions within the BAC; the individual boxes are contigs 

of shotgun clones with a similar degree of repetitiveness in the maize genome (tested 

with DNA blot analyses) and placed on the restriction map using sequence assembly 

programs. For both maps, open boxes represent unique or low copy number sequences in 

maize genomic DNA (a single or a few restriction fragments on DNA blots), light gray 

boxes represent intermediate repetitive DNA (light smear or discrete, multiple fragments 

visible on blots), and dark gray boxes indicate highly repetitive DNA (results in black 

smear when used as probe on maize genomic DNA blots). The arrow at 0 kb represents 

the B’ transcribed region and transcription start. The complete BAC sequence was used to 
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search the NCBI database. Regions of similarity to transposable elements, a Zea mays 

root EST, and two ORFs are indicated below the restriction map with stippled bars. 

ORF1 is similar to part of a hypothetical rice protein, ORF2 is similar to part of a 

validated Arabidopsis phosphatidyl inositol 4-phosphate 5-kinase. Two small regions 

flanking the zeon element show similarity to part of the maize starch synthase I precursor 

(AF036891). Inverted and direct repeats are indicated with horizontal arrows below the 

map. The direct repeats (Dr1 and Dr2) are ~200 bp and each IR is 385 bp. The restriction 

sites shown are: B=BamHI; E=EcoRI; M=MluI; S=SwaI. 
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element of maize (D. Lisch, D. Selinger and M. Stam, unpublished). Two small regions 

flanking the Zeon element were homologous to part of the maize starch synthase I 

precursor (AF036891). The most upstream 20 kb of pBACB’1 contained a 108 bp region 

homologous to part of an Arabidopsis phosphatidyl inositol 4-phosphate 5-kinase 

(T51821, 683 aa; 68% identity), and a 530 bp region homologous to part of a 

hypothetical rice protein (AC084763, 513 aa; ~35% identity; Figure 7). Upstream of the 

two hypothetical ORFs was a region with seven tandem repeats, each containing a single 

MluI site. Further upstream, a region of 299 bp was 100% identical to an EST from a 

stressed root cDNA library from Zea mays (Accession #AI649454). There was no 

evidence for any class I or class II elements in this 20 kb region. 

The previously isolated subclones, which had been tested for their repetitiveness 

in the maize genome, were placed on the pBACB’1 restriction map by aligning their 

sequences with the pBACB’1 sequence (shown graphically in Figure 7). Most of the 

retrotransposons were not represented in these subclones, because these are highly 

repeated in the genome (SanMiguel et al. 1998) and were removed from the analyses by 

hybridization with total genomic DNA. Six of the high copy number regions that made it 

through the screen correspond to the Ji retrotransposon. The intermediate repetitive 

regions between 0 to 10 kb and 30 to 40 kb correspond to the MuDR-related element and 

the region between the Zeon and Huck elements, respectively. The low copy number 

regions are just upstream of B’, at the other end of the BAC and between 40-50 kb 

(Figure 7). 
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Recombination breakpoint mapping 

To localize the breakpoints in the different recombinant alleles, genomic DNA 

was isolated from plants containing the various alleles, digested and subjected to standard 

gel electrophoresis or PFGE, followed by DNA blot analyses using the unique or low 

copy number probes identified. These data, summarized in Table 1, localized the region 

required for paramutation to between ~50 and ~110 kb upstream of the B’ transcription 

start site, consistent with our B-615 results. 

To more precisely define the breakpoints the recombination regions were 

sequenced. For the seven BP||B’-pg alleles with a breakpoint between 107 and 110 kb 

upstream of the B’ transcription start site, additional B’ sequences were needed as this 

was upstream of the BAC clone. Inverse polymerase chain reaction (IPCR) was used to 

amplify an additional 3.9 kb of upstream B’ sequence (Materials & Methods). PCR 

primers were designed using the B’ sequence and DNA fragments were amplified from 

B-Peru and the recombinant alleles in the regions surrounding the recombination 

breakpoints. All fragments were cloned and sequenced and the recombination 

breakpoints assigned to regions delimited by DNA sequence polymorphisms between B-

Peru and B’ (summarized in Table 2 and Figure 8). These data revealed that the region of 

B’ between 93 and 106 kb upstream of the B’ transcription start site contains sequences 

required for paramutation. This 13 kb region in B’ is mostly unique or low copy in the 

maize genome and it does not contain any recognizable transposable elements, nor share 

homology with the promoter-proximal region. The region does contain seven tandem  
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TABLE 2 

Pigment Phenotype and Recombination Breakpoints of Recombinants Defining the Key 

Regulatory Regions Upstream of B’ 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

Recomb. Recomb.  Pigment 
Alleles Interval breakpoint (bp)a Phenotype 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
BP||B’-pg1 II 107,150-107,143 B’ 

BP||B’-pg2 II 106,659-106,530 B’ 

BP||B’-pg3 II 107,061-106,911 B’ 

BP||B’-pg4 II 107,370-107,273 B’ 

BP||B’-pg19 II 106,516-106,375 B’ 

BP||B’-pg20 II 106,014-105,986 B’ 

BP||B’-pg21 II 106,516-106,375 B’ 

BP||B’-n1 I 8,901-8,429 Essentially Green 

BP||B’-n2 I 92,190-91,924 B’ 

BP||B’-n3 I 92,760-92,190 B’ 

B’||BP-pg1 I 93,009-92,760 B-Peru 

B’||BP-pg2 I 885-411 B’ 

B-615 (neutral) n.a. 49-44.3 kbb B’ 

________________________________________________________________ 
aAll numbers are bp upstream of the B’ transcription start site, set relative to the SwaI site 

at 94,021 bp. The recombination breakpoints were determined by DNA sequencing of 

PCR amplification products for all the alleles except BP||B’-n1 which was determined by 

DNA blot analysis. The numbers define the interval in which the recombination 

breakpoint occurred as determined by DNA sequence polymorphisms. For BP||B’-n1, the 
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numbers are the location of the restriction site polymorphisms upstream and downstream 

of the recombination breakpoint. 

bThese numbers represent the interval where the B-615 restriction map diverges from the 

B’ map. 
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FIGURE 8. The paramutation sequences map between 93 and 106 kb upstream of the B’ 

transcription start site. The restriction maps are shown for the recombinant alleles that 

have recombination breakpoints defining the 5’ and 3’ boundary of the paramutation 

sequences. The white ovals indicate regions in which recombination events took place. 

The restriction sites shown are: B=BamHI; E=EcoRI; M=MluI; Nc=NcoI; S=SwaI. 
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repeats of a sequence not represented elsewhere in the maize genome. DNA blots using 

probes from the shotgun library (Figure 7), in combination with the BAC sequence, 

showed that B-615 had the same map as B’ up to 44.3 kb upstream, with the first 

detectable difference in restriction sites occurring at ~49 kb. 

 

Pigment phenotype of recombinant alleles reveals an additional regulatory region 

Examination of the pigment phenotypes of several recombinant alleles and B-615 

revealed the location of sequences required for B’ expression (Table 2). The B’||BP-pg2 

allele with a recombination breakpoint at ~500 bp upstream gave rise to plants that 

looked like B’, demonstrating it is possible to transfer sequences mediating B’ expression 

levels to the promoter-proximal region of B-Peru. Plants with B’||BP-pg1 (B-Peru 

sequences to ~93 kb, B’ sequences upstream) looked like B-Peru, indicating they did not 

gain the sequences required for B’ transcription. Plants containing the paramutagenic 

BP||B’-pg alleles #1-4, #19-21 and the neutral BP||B’-n2, -n3 alleles had the same 

pigment levels as B’ plants indicating they retained the sequences required for B’ 

expression. Of these alleles, the BP||B’-n2 allele retained the least amount of B’ 

sequences (up to 92 kb), demonstrating these sequences are sufficient for B’ transcription. 

In contrast, BP||B’-n1 with a recombination breakpoint at ~8.5 kb was essentially green, 

demonstrating the 8.5 kb upstream of B’ is not sufficient for B’ transcription levels. These 

data indicate that the regulatory sequences responsible for B’ expression are located 

between ~8.5 kb (BP||B’-n1) and ~92 kb (BP||B’-n2). Comparison of B’ and B-615 (same 

pigment levels and transcription rate) showed that they have essentially the same 
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sequences until ~49 kb upstream, suggesting that the sequences required for B’ 

expression lie between 49 and 8.5 kb. 
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DISCUSSION 

 

We used recombination mapping to localize the sequences in B’ required for 

paramutation to a 13 kb region between 93 and 106 kb upstream of the transcription start 

site. Consistent with the recombination mapping results, the neutral B-615 allele shares 

very similar sequences (possibly the same sequences) with B’ until ~49 kb upstream of 

the transcription start site. The fact that these two alleles are transcribed at the same rates 

demonstrates that transcription from the same promoter-proximal region is not sufficient 

for the ability to participate in paramutation. 

Experiments have been performed to identify the sequences required for 

paramutation for two other genes, r1 and p1. The r1 paramutagenic alleles are complex, 

with three or four copies of the r1 gene and flanking DNA located in large tandem arrays 

(Eggleston et al. 1995; Panavas et al. 1999). The sequences required for paramutagenic 

activity were mapped using unequal crossing over among the repeats, revealing that no 

particular region was required for paramutagenicity, but the strength of paramutation 

correlated with the number of repeats (Kermicle et al. 1995; Panavas et al. 1999). At the 

p1 locus, a transgenic approach identified a 1.2 kb fragment normally located 5 kb 

upstream and 8 kb downstream of the p1 transcription start site, that when fused to GUS 

and reintroduced into maize, was capable of paramutating the endogenous allele 

(Sidorenko and Peterson 2001). Once paramutated, the endogenous allele often is 

paramutagenic in the absence of the transgene, but the sequences required in the 

endogenous allele have not been defined. The paramutagenic transgene loci contained 
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multiple copies of the transgene while the endogenous p1 gene is flanked by 5.2 kb direct 

repeats containing ~1.5 or 2 copies of the 1.2 kb region, consistent with the involvement 

of repeated sequences. However, no transgene loci with a single copy of the p1 transgene 

were obtained, preventing a direct test of the requirement for repeats. A correlation 

between gene silencing and the presence of repeated sequences have also been observed 

in many, but certainly not all, examples of transgene–induced gene silencing (Hobbs et 

al. 1990; Assaad et al. 1993; Dorer and Henikoff 1994; Stam et al. 1997; Muskens et al. 

2000). 

There is no sequence similarity between the 13 kb region from B’, the 1.2 kb 

region from p1 or the published r1 sequences. The 1.2 kb region of p1 contains both 

moderately repetitive DNA as well as sequences unique to the p1 locus (Sidorenko et al. 

1999); 78 bp is 100% identical to the p1 transcript. At B’, the region required for 

paramutation is mostly unique or low copy in the genome, shows no sequence or 

structure characteristic of transposons, but does contain seven tandem repeats of a 

sequence not represented elsewhere in the maize genome. Intriguingly, DNA blot 

analyses indicate that two neutral alleles, B-615 and B-Peru, have ~1 copy of the 

sequence repeated in B’ (data not shown). Further analyses of the region required for b1

paramutation using additional recombination experiments should enable further 

delineation of the key sequences and determine if the tandem repeats in B’ are involved 

in paramutation. 

All of the recombination events that we isolated occurred either immediately 

upstream of the B’ coding region, ~92-107 kb upstream, or even further upstream. For the 
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two recombinagenic regions sequenced, recombination occurred in gene-like, unique or 

low copy number sequences that had a low level of DNA methylation compared to the 

sequences in between. For example, the methylation sensitive enzymes MluI, SalI and 

SnaBI only cut genomic DNA in the sequences within and immediately flanking the B’ 

coding region and 92-107 kb upstream; the multiple sites located in between were not cut 

and are thus presumably methylated. These results are consistent with the recent findings 

from studies of recombination around the bz1 locus in maize, which indicate that 

recombination takes place in maize genes and not in the intergenic regions (Fu et al. 

2001; Fu et al. 2002), and earlier work noting the high frequency of recombination within 

maize genes (Civardi et al. 1994; Patterson et al. 1995; Dooner and Martinez-Ferez 

1997). One caveat is that most of the 80 kb region between the two recombinagenic 

regions in B’ consists of transposons. Because most of this region in B-Peru has not been 

cloned and sequenced, it is possible B-Peru and B’ do not share the same transposon 

sequences in this intergenic region, which would be expected to reduce recombination 

dramatically. It is also possible that the two alleles do share many of the same insertions, 

but recombination is suppressed in the regions containing repetitive DNA (Fu et al. 

2002), potentially because of chromatin structure. Suppression of recombination between 

transposons would serve to decrease ectopic recombination and is likely to be a common 

feature of eukaryotic genomes. In Drosophila and Arabidopsis the rate of meiotic 

recombination is also reduced in transposon-rich regions of chromosomes (Charlesworth 

et al. 1994; CSHL/WUGSC/PEB 2000). It will be necessary to clone and sequence the 

comparable region from B-Peru to address this hypothesis rigorously. 
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The sequences upstream of B’ consist of a large region containing primarily 

retrotransposons, flanked by a few DNA transposons. A similar large block of 

retrotransposons has been observed for the intergenic regions flanking several other 

maize genes such as adh1 (SanMiguel et al. 1996) and a1 (Chen et al. 1997). As seen 

with the Adh1-F allele, the highly repetitive Ji, Opie and Huck elements that constitute a 

substantial portion of the maize genome (SanMiguel et al. 1996) are present in the 

intergenic region upstream of B’. As observed in other regions of the maize genome 

(SanMiguel et al. 1996; Fu et al. 2001) and other grass genomes (Shirasu et al. 2000; 

Wicker et al. 2001) these LTR retrotransposons are arranged as nested insertions. 

Upstream of B’, PREM-2, Opie, Opie-p, and a Ji element are all inserted in a partial Ji 

element. In contrast the region around the bz1 locus is relatively gene rich (Fu et al. 

2001). 

Our studies demonstrate that classical fine-structure recombination mapping is an 

excellent approach to identify the key sequences required for paramutation. It will be 

important to use a similar approach to determine if the sequences required for B-I to 

participate in paramutation map to the same region as in B’. The ability to transfer the 

paramutation sequences to the neutral B-Peru allele causing it to become paramutagenic 

also suggests that a transgenic approach to further dissect the region required for 

paramutation should be feasible. Once the minimal sequences are defined in both alleles, 

it will be important to investigate whether there are sequence differences or differences in 

chromatin structure between B-I and B’. 
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Our recombination mapping experiments also identified an additional regulatory 

region required for B’ expression, located downstream of the sequences required for 

paramutation, but far upstream of the transcription start site. The observation that B-615 

has the same transcription rate as B’ suggests that it retains these necessary regulatory 

sequences, which might be located within the region conserved with B’ (between ~8.5 

and ~49 kb upstream of the B’ transcription start site). To our knowledge this is the first 

example in plants of key regulatory sequences being located so far upstream of a gene. 

There are hundreds of reports in the literature of transgene analyses in many different 

plant species, all of which demonstrate that key regulatory sequences controlling 

developmental and tissue-specific expression are usually nearby the transcription start 

site (for review, see Singh 1998 and references therein). While the number of regulatory 

regions characterized in maize is fewer than in plant species with more efficient 

transformation methodologies, the theme is the same (for example, Russell and Fromm 

1997; Hueros et al.1999, Sidorenko et al. 2000). Additional studies on more maize genes 

are needed, but it is tempting to speculate that our findings with B’ are related to its 

unique paramutation properties, which we have speculated involves boundary elements 

gone awry (Chandler et al. 2000; Chandler et al. 2002). In contrast to most plant 

promoters, it is not uncommon for regulatory sequences to be located far from 

transcriptional start sites in animals (for example, Dillon et al. 1997; Sipos et al. 1998;

Bell and Felsenfeld 2000).  The ability to do fine structure recombination and large-scale 

mutagenesis experiments in maize, makes B’ an excellent model system for further 
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investigations of the mechanisms underlying long distance cis and trans interactions that 

control transcription.  
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ABSTRACT 

 

Recombination mapping defined a 6 kb region, 100 kb upstream of the 

transcription start site, required for B-I enhancer activity and paramutation; a stable, 

heritable change in transcription caused by allele interactions.  In this region, B-I and B’ 

(the only b1 alleles that participate in paramutation) have 7 tandem repeats of an 853 bp 

sequence otherwise unique in the genome; other alleles have one.  Examination of 

recombinant alleles with different numbers of tandem repeats indicates the repeats are 

required for both paramutation and enhancer function. The 6 kb region is identical in B-I 

and B’, demonstrating epigenetic mechanisms mediate the stable silencing associated 

with paramutation.  This is the first endogenous gene for which sequences required for 

paramutation have been defined and examined for methylation and chromatin structure.  

The tandem repeat sequences are more methylated in B-I (high expressing) relative to B’ 

(low expressing), opposite of the typical correlation. Further, the change in repeat 

methylation follows establishment of the B’ epigenetic state.  In the repeats, B-I has a 

more open chromatin structure relative to B’ and nuclease hypersensitivity differences 

developmentally precede transcription, suggesting the repeat chromatin structure could be 

the heritable imprint distinguishing the two transcription states.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Paramutation is an interaction between specific alleles that causes a meiotically 

heritable change in one allele’s expression. Paramutation was defined as an interaction 

between two alleles (Brink 1956), but paramutation has also been demonstrated between 

a transgene and a homologous endogenous gene in non-allelic positions (Sidorenko and 

Peterson 2001).  Features are shared with trans silencing phenomena in Drosophila 

(Henikoff and Comai 1998) and fungi (Colot et al. 1996; van West et al. 1999) and 

transcriptional gene silencing in plants (Chandler et al. 2000; Vaucheret and Fagard 

2001) and animals (Garrick et al. 1998; Henikoff 1998). However, with few exceptions 

(Cavalli and Paro 1998) silencing is not meiotically heritable in animals.  Expression of 

transposable elements, or genes with transposable elements, can be heritably changed by 

interactions with other elements (McClintock 1965; Krebbers et al. 1987; Martienssen 

1996).  Also, allele interactions between transposons alter the excision-repair mechanism 

(van Houwelingen et al. 1999).  An eventual understanding of mechanisms underlying 

paramutation should reveal how alleles and other homologous sequences interact in the 

nucleus to influence the regulation of each other, how heritable expression states are 

established, maintained through numerous cell divisions and transmitted to the next 

generation. 

Paramutation has been described for four maize genes (b1, r1, pl1 and p1), all of 

which encode transcription factors that activate the biosynthesis of flavonoid pigments 

(Brink 1956; Coe 1959; Hollick et al. 1995; Sidorenko and Peterson 2001), and for genes 
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in other plant species (reviewed in Brink 1973).  Paramutation at b1 is extremely stable 

and the most penetrant of all systems described to date. The paramutagenic B’ allele, 

which causes a lightly pigmented phenotype, arises spontaneously from the paramutable 

B-I allele, which confers a darkly pigmented phenotype, at a frequency of ~1-10% (Coe 

1966).  Once formed, B’ is extremely stable. In B-I/B’ plants, B-I is always changed to B’ 

(Coe 1966; Patterson et al. 1995).  The new B’ allele (B-I in the previous generation) is 

indistinguishable from the parental B’ allele in its ability to paramutate B-I in subsequent 

generations.  

Paramutation is associated with a 10-20-fold reduction in transcription of B’ 

relative to B-I (Patterson et al. 1993) . No differences in DNA sequences, 

rearrangements, or methylation patterns were detected within 10 kb spanning the 

transcribed region of B-I and B’ (Patterson et al. 1993; Patterson et al. 1995).  However, a 

quantitatively distinct DNaseI hypersensitive site was observed in B-I and B’ chromatin 

near the transcription start site (Chandler et al. 2000).  Recombination experiments 

demonstrated that sequences required for paramutation are tightly linked to B’ (<0.1 cM), 

and map upstream of the transcribed region (Patterson et al. 1995).  Recent fine-structure 

recombination experiments mapped the B’ sequences required for paramutation to a 13 

kb region located ~100 kb upstream of the transcription start site (Stam, et al. submitted).  

Herein we describe fine-structure recombination experiments that map B-I enhancer and 

paramutation activities to a 6 kb region within the 13 kb B’ region.  We compare this 

region in B’ and B-I with two alleles that do not participate in paramutation and discuss 

models consistent with our findings.  
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RESULTS 

 

Isolation of recombinant B-I alleles delimiting the sequences required for high 

expression 

Previously, the sequences required for B-I transcription were mapped upstream of 

the transcribed region (Patterson et al. 1995).  To precisely map these sequences and 

determine their location relative to sequences required for paramutation, recombination 

experiments were performed using B-I and B-Peru. For simplicity, throughout the 

manuscript we refer to the region required for high expression as the enhancer. B-I plants 

are dark purple whereas B-Peru plants are essentially green (Radicella et al. 1992). B-I 

participates in paramutation (it changes to B’ when heterozygous with B’), whereas B-

Peru does not (it is unchanged when heterozygous with B’, it is neutral). The two alleles 

are also distinguished by differences in seed expression; B-Peru produces purple, 

whereas B-I produces colorless seeds. A 2.5 kb “insertion” in the promoter proximal 

region of B-Peru confers seed expression (Radicella et al. 1992; Selinger et al. 1998).  

The seed pigment and unique 2.5 kb in B-Peru provide phenotypic and molecular 

markers for the promoter proximal regions of the two alleles. 

We hypothesized a regulatory region containing a transcriptional enhancer, 

symbolized by E in Figure 1, functions in B-I and is either not present or not functional in 

B-Peru. Our strategy to map E is diagramed in Figure 1.  Recombination events between 

E and the B-I transcribed region (Interval I) would transfer E to B-Peru, leading to an  
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Figure 1. Recombination experiments with B-I and B-Peru (B-P) to map enhancer 

sequences. The gray oval (E) contains the hypothetical enhancer sequences. The 

phenotypic marker glossy2 (gl2) and the molecular marker tmp were used to identify 

recombinants; polymorphisms are indicated with different symbols. Three recombination 

intervals between gl2 and the b1 coding region are indicated. The B-Peru promoter 

proximal region contains sequences directing purple seed color (sc), B-I lacks these 

sequences.  Vegetative and seed pigment phenotypes of B-I, B-Peru and BI||BP-D1 are 

shown. D = dark pigment; L= light pigment; || = recombinant allele with the parental 

allele contributing sequences upstream of the recombination breakpoint indicated on the 

left of the vertical bars and the parental allele contributing the coding and promoter 

proximal region indicated on the right. 
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allele with high plant expression and the loss of E from B-I. The Interval I breakpoint 

occurring farthest upstream would define a 3’ boundary for E.  Recombinants in Interval 

II should produce the same pigment phenotypes as the parental alleles, darkly pigmented 

B-I plants and nearly green B-Peru plants. The Interval II breakpoint located farthest 

downstream would define the 5’ boundary for E. 

To identify recombinants in Intervals I and II we used the phenotypic glossy2 

(gl2) and molecular tmp markers.   Plants containing gl2 B-I were crossed with Gl2 B-

Peru plants and the F1 crossed with gl2 b-K55 plants, resulting in 50% colorless seeds 

(B-I/b-K55) and 50% purple seeds (B-Peru/b-K55).  To first test if we could transfer the 

B-I enhancer to B-Peru, we planted 8910 purple seeds and scored the resulting plants for 

pigment levels.  One plant with vegetative pigment much darker than B-Peru was 

identified (Figure 1), confirmed to carry a recombinant allele using tmp, and designated 

BI||BP-D1 (D refers to dark).  The || symbol indicates a recombinant allele with the 

parental allele contributing sequences upstream of the breakpoint indicated left of the 

vertical bars and the parental allele contributing the promoter proximal and coding 

regions indicated on the right. 

The isolation of BI||BP-D1 demonstrated recombination mapping could be used to 

localize sequences required for high expression in B-I. Subsequently, additional seeds 

were planted in the greenhouse, with 5677 colorless (B-I coding and promoter proximal 

sequences) and 10106 purple (B-Peru coding and promoter proximal sequences) seeds 

germinating. Seedlings with a recombination event between gl2 and b1 (~20%) were 

transferred to the field and leaf samples screened via PCR for molecular markers 
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(Materials and Methods).  Two Interval I recombinants were identified; the original allele 

isolated by screening for increased pigment levels (BI||BP-D1) and a second allele 

(BI||BP-D2). Both recombinants produced dark B-Peru plants, demonstrating that 

enhancer sequences were transferred from the high expressing B-I allele to the weakly 

expressing B-Peru allele. Twenty-nine Interval II recombination events were identified: 

twenty-three BP||BI recombinants were darkly pigmented (BP||BI-D); three BP||BI 

recombinants had a light, B’-like phenotype consistent with spontaneous paramutation of 

B-I to B’; three BI||BP recombinants had the B-Peru pigment phenotype, two of which set 

seed (BI||BP-L; L for light). The interval III recombinants identified (~4000) were not 

analyzed further. 

 

Sequences required for high expression of B-I are between 99 and 105 kb upstream 

of the transcription start site 

We used B’ sequence information (Stam et al. submitted), to identify the most 

informative recombinants. Recombination breakpoints were mapped using DNA blot 

analyses with unique copy probes distributed throughout the 110 kb region upstream of 

the B-I transcription start site (Stam et al. submitted), and then designing primers to 

amplify DNA surrounding the breakpoints from the recombinant alleles. All fragments 

were cloned, sequenced and compared to parental B-I and B-Peru sequences (Table 1). 

The interval I recombinant allele with a breakpoint at 99 kb (BI||BP-D1) upstream 

of the B-I transcription start site defined the 3’ boundary.  The darkly pigmented  
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Table 1.  Recombinants Defining B-I Sequences Required for Enhancer and Paramutation 

Activities. 

 Paramutation Phenotyped

Allele 

 

Intervala Breakpointb Plant Colorc Spontaneously 
Paramutagenic 

Expression 
Suppressed  
by B’ 

Acquires Para-
mutagenicity 

BI||BP-D1 I 99.3–99.4 Dark B-Peru No (108) Yes Yes (114/118)e

BI||BP-D2 I 97.7 Dark B-Peru No (289) Yes Yes (589/589) 

BI||BP-L1 II 101.3 – 
102.8

B-Peru No (20) N.A. No  (0/174) 

BI||BP-L2 II 105 – 105.2 B-Peru No (37) N.A. No (0/66) 

BP||BI-D1 II 105 B-I N.T. Yes Yes (38/38) 

BP||BI-D2 II 104.9 – 105 B-I N.T. Yes Yes (71/71) 

BP||BI-D3 II >108.5f B-I No (4/4) Yes N.T. 

BP||BI-D5 II >108.5f B’ Yes (54/54) N.T. N.A. 

BP||BI-D8 II >108.5f B-I No (11/11) Yes Yes (42/42) 

BP||BI-D10 II >108.5f B-I No (8/8) Yes Yes (18/18) 

BP||BI-D12 II >108.5f B-I N.T. Yes N.T. 

BP||BI-D13 II >108.5f B-I N.T. Yes Yes (35/35) 

BP||BI-D14 II >108.5f B-I N.T. Yes N.T. 

BP||BI-D17 II >108.5f B-I N.T. Yes N.T. 

BP||BI-D18 II >108.5f B-I N.T. Yes Yes (30/30) 

a Interval in which the recombination breakpoint mapped, based on molecular markers 

and pigment phenotypes. 

b Recombination breakpoint defined by nucleotide polymorphisms between B-I and B-

Peru (kb upstream of B-I transcription start site).  

c Plant color produced by the homozygous recombinant allele.  

d Ability of each allele to participate in paramutation. Spontaneously Paramutagenic: to 

determine if an allele was spontaneously paramutagenic it was crossed with B-I and 

progeny scored for pigment phenotype: No= all progeny were B-I; Yes= all progeny were 
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B’; N.T. =not tested. Number of plants tested is in parentheses.  Expression Suppressed 

by B’: To test if an allele was paramutable, it was crossed to B’. The phenotype of the F1 

was scored or the F1 was self-pollinated and pigment phenotype scored in progeny 

homozygous for the recombinant allele; Yes= pigment levels were dramatically reduced; 

N.A.(Not applicable)=the allele produced no pigment. Acquired Paramutagenicity: To 

score if the allele became paramutagenic after being heterozygous with B’, the F1 was 

crossed with B-I and progeny scored for pigment: Yes= progeny had the B’ phenotype; 

No = all progeny had the B-I phenotype; N.A.=the allele was B’. Number of B’ progeny 

/total tested is in parentheses.   

e Four exceptions looked like B-I (see text for additional crosses).  

f Recombinants with B-I polymorphisms up to at least 108.5 kb. 
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phenotype of this recombinant indicated the enhancer sequences had been transferred to 

B-Peru and therefore mapped upstream of the breakpoint.  The 5’ boundary was defined 

by the BP||BI-D1 and BP||BI-D2 alleles, which fully retained the enhancer function and 

have a recombination breakpoint 105 kb upstream of the B-I transcription start site. 

 

Enhancer and paramutation sequences are contained in the same DNA region 

Sequences required for paramutation in B’ mapped between 93 kb and 106 kb 

upstream of the B’ transcription start site (Stam et al. submitted), overlapping the region 

required for enhancer activity. We therefore asked which recombinant alleles retained B-I 

sequences required for paramutation (Table 1). The BI||BP-D1 and BI||BP-D2 alleles 

were not paramutagenic; they did not decrease B-I expression when heterozygous with B-

I. To test if these alleles could become paramutagenic they were crossed to B’ and the 

resulting F1 crossed to B-I. When heterozygous with B’, the BI||BP-D1 and BI||BP-D2 

alleles became lightly pigmented and paramutagenic (Table 1).  A similar result was 

obtained with the BP||BI-D alleles. All of these alleles contained not only the B-I 

enhancer sequences, they also contained the sequences required for B-I to participate in 

paramutation. The two BI||BP-L alleles that lacked the enhancer were not paramutagenic 

in crosses with B-I and did not become paramutagenic when crossed to B' and 

subsequently B-I (Table 1). Thus, the B-I enhancer and paramutation sequences map to 

the same 6 kb region, within the 13 kb region previously shown to be required for 

paramutation by B’ (Stam et al. submitted). 
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B' and B-I are epialleles 

Comparison of the B’ and B-I region required for paramutation should 

demonstrate whether paramutation is associated with DNA sequence changes or not.  We 

used information from B’ (between 94 and 110 kb upstream of the transcription start site; 

Stam et al. submitted) to isolate the same region from B-I and two neutral alleles, B-Peru 

and b-K55. The resulting fragments were cloned and sequenced  (Materials and 

Methods). Extensive DNA blot analyses were done on leaf DNA from B', B-I, B-Peru 

and b-K55 plants to verify the sequence contigs (data not shown). 

B’ and B-I sequences between 94 and 110 kb upstream of the transcription start 

site are identical (Accession numbers: AY078063, AF475145, AF483657).  DNA 

sequence comparisons of the promoter proximal and coding regions of B-I and B’ also 

revealed no differences between these two alleles (Patterson et al. 1993). Furthermore, 

extensive physical mapping using pulsed field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) and regular gel 

electrophoresis with DNA blot analyses revealed no differences between B’ and B-I 

within a 220 kb region upstream of the transcribed region (Stam et al. submitted; 

unpublished data). These data indicate B-I and B’ are epialleles and paramutation is 

mediated by epigenetic mechanisms. 

 

Sequences involved in paramutation contain tandem repeats 

To investigate potential epigenetic mechanisms we compared the 6 kb region of B-I and 

B’ to two neutral alleles, B-Peru and b-K55. B-I and B’ contain an 853 bp fragment that 

is repeated seven times in tandem, whereas both B-Peru and b-K55 contain a single copy 
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of this fragment (white and shaded arrows in Figure 2A).  The sequence is not repeated 

elsewhere in the genome. The 3.69 kb fragment in B-Peru that spans the single copy 853 

bp sequence is nearly identical to the same region in B-I and B’ (Figure 2A), suggesting 

the repeated nature of this sequence in B-I and B’ rather than sequence polymorphisms is 

mediating paramutation.  We examined three other neutral alleles using DNA blots, and 

all three also had one copy of this region (data not shown). 

The structure of three recombinant alleles provided a test of whether the repeats 

are involved in paramutation. BI||BP-L1, BI||BP-D1 and BI||BP-D2 contain 1, 3 and 5 

repeats, respectively, while B’ and B-I contain seven repeats (Figure 2).  A comparison of 

the paramutation strength of each of these alleles shows the BI||BP-L1 allele with one 

repeat is neutral. In contrast, both alleles with multiple repeats, BI||BP-D1 and BI||BP-D2,

become paramutagenic when crossed to B’. The BI||BP-D1 allele with 3 repeats is less 

paramutagenic (4 exceptions in 118 plants; Table 1) than the BI||BP-D2 allele with 5 

repeats (0 exceptions in 589 plants). When each of the four dark exceptions were crossed 

again to B-I and purple seeds (BI||BP-D1/B-I) planted, both B’ and B-I plants were 

observed. The presence of B’ plants indicated that the BI||BP-D1 allele retained 

paramutagenic activity. The occurrence of even more B-I plants than what was observed 

in the first generation (2/18, 3/19, 12/104, 30/41) suggests the paramutagenic state of 

BI||BP-D1 is unstable. The BI||BP-D1 allele was unstable even after multiple crosses to 

B’. When BI||BP-D1 is crossed to B’ for two or three sequential generations and then 

crossed with B-I, 3/200 and 4/498 B-I plants were observed out of the total examined,  
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Figure 2. Sequence and structure of B’, B-I, B-Peru, b-K55 and recombinants. (A) 

Percentage identity between B-I, B-Peru (B-P) and b-K55 as compared with B’ is 

indicated by bar color. (B) Restriction maps of recombinant alleles defining 5’ and 3’ 

boundaries of B-I sequences required for enhancer and paramutation activities. The white 

ovals indicate the region in which recombination occurred. The arrows represent the 

tandem repeats (B-I is white, B-Peru and b-K55 are shaded). Restriction sites: B=BamHI; 

E=EcoRI; N=NcoI; S=SwaI. 
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respectively.  In sharp contrast, no exceptions have ever been observed for the B’ allele; 

when it is crossed to B-I only B’ plants are observed with more than 100,000 plants tested 

in 50 years of study (Coe 1966; Patterson et al. 1993; Patterson et al. 1995; E. H. Coe Jr. 

and V.L. Chandler, unpublished results). The fact that the allele with one repeat is not 

paramutagenic and the allele with three repeats (two B-I and one hybrid repeat) has a 

reduced stability suggests that multiple repeats are required for paramutation.   

While all the repeats are nearly identical, the six sequence polymorphisms 

between B-Peru and the seven repeats in B-I and B’ (Figure 3) allowed us to compare 

where recombination occurred relative to these nucleotide polymorphisms in the alleles 

with differing numbers of repeats (Figure 2B). In BI||BP-L1 the breakpoint is upstream of 

220 bp (Figure 3), resulting in retention of the six B-Peru polymorphisms. These same 

polymorphisms are retained in the hybrid 5th repeat in BI||BP-D2 as its breakpoint was 

between 424 and 470 bp. The fact that BI||BP-D2 is fully paramutagenic argues that the 

B-Peru repeat sequence polymorphisms alone are not what prevents paramutation 

activity.  

Comparison of the structure of BI||BP-L1, with no enhancer activity and 

containing one repeat and B-I sequences upstream (the B-I and B-Peru sequences in the 

first 220 bp of the first repeat and 1292 bp upstream are identical), with BI||BP-D1,

BI||BP-D2, BP||BI -D1, and BP||BI-D2, which have multiple repeats and retain enhancer 

activity (Figure 2B), indicates that multiple repeats are also needed for enhancer activity. 

Three repeats can mediate enhancer function as there was no obvious pigment difference 

between BI||BP-D1 and BI||BP-D2 with 3 and 5 repeats, respectively. Both BI||BP-D1 and  
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Figure 3. Sequence features of the tandem repeat in B’ and B-I. Alignment of the B-

Peru sequence with the consensus of the seven repeats in B’ and B-I. Polymorphisms 

among the seven repeats are indicated below the consensus, the number in parentheses 

indicates in which repeat the polymorphism occurred (1 is most upstream, 7 is most 

downstream). Black highlights show positions of sequence divergence unique to the B-

Peru repeat.  Grey highlights show regions of similarity to yeast ARS [one or two 

mismatches allowed from the 11 bp consensus, (A/T)TTTAT(A/G)TTT(A/T)].  The 

region of potential MAR similarity is underlined.   

 

* 20         *        40         *        60    * 80         *       100         *       120         *       140           
Bperu     : ccatgggtttgctgcatccttgacggcccgtagcctcactcactcacagctatgcaaccgctgcagcctgtgcaggcttagcctcagcctatcgtggcccgacaactaaacaggttgtgcagtgctctccccaagtcccgaccac : 145 
CONSENSUS : ccatgggtttgctgcatccttgac---ccgtagcctcac----tcacagctatgcaactgctgcagcctgtgcaggcttagcctcagcctatcgtggcccgacaactaaacaggtcgtgcagtgctctccccaagtcccgaccac : 138 

 ggc(1)      tcac(1)            c(1)                                                     t(1)   
 * 160         *       180         *       200         *       220         *       240         *       260         *       280         *       
Bperu     : taatagtcgtgatctctgtttggagacggtgactagtggacaaatagtgcattcacctcaccctcacacacattttttttttgaaatcaagatccattgaacatcttgtccagttaaatcactggacaccgtgacagccacattg : 290 
CONSENSUS : taatagtcgtgatccctgtttggagacgatgactcgtggacaaatagtgcattcacctcaccctcacacatattttttttttgaaatcaagatccattgaacatcttgtccagttaaatcactggacaccgtgacagccacattg : 283 
 t(1)          g(1)  a(1)                                c(1)   �t(1)   

300         *       320         *       340         *       360         *       380         *       400         *       420         *            
Bperu     : gttagttcagttcgtggtggaccgatggctcgcagtcgcagcatcaccctcacacatggtccgcatggctacgcgtatctatgctcgtgcgaagggtggtcctatatatttagactaccttcactgcataggataaaattaataa : 435 
CONSENSUS : gttagttcagttcgtggtggaccgatggttcgcagtcgcagcatcaccctcacacatggtccgcatggctacgcgtatctatgttcgtgcgaagggtggttctatatatttagactaccttcagtggatagggtaaaattaataa : 428 
 c(1)                                                   c(1)        c(1)                c(1)     a(1) 
 c(1)   
 440         *       460         *       480         *       500         *       520         *       540         *       560         *       580       
Bperu     : aggacacataattatagatgagactatttaatata-tttttttacataaatgagatttgaaatgatgactatgacatgggattagataggggatctg---gattattgcagggtgttaaatcctgagcgattttcgcgggtgacc : 576 
CONSENSUS : aggacacataattatagatgagactatttaatat-ttttttttacataaatgagatttgaaatgatgactatgacatgggattagataggggatctg---gattattgcagggtgttaaatcctgagcgattttcgcgggtgacc : 569 
 a(1)                                                   a(7)    cta(7) g(7)       g(7) 
 * 600         *       620         *       640         *       660         *       680         *       700         *       720            
Bperu     : agtgttttttttaccgttttcgatactagacgaaatcaaatttcaaaaaacccacttaaaatttttt-attt-aaaaaaaaccataaaaaatgggtaaaaaattt-attaaaaattagagggctccaagaggtctataaaaattt : 718 
CONSENSUS : agtgttttttttaccgttttcgatactagacgaaatcaaatttcaaaaatctcacttaaaatttttt-attttaaaaaaaaccataaaaa-tgggtaaaaatttttattacaaattagagggctccaagaggtctataaaaattt : 712 
 �t(7)             t(7)      t(7)    �a(7)       a(7)-(7) a(3,7) 
 

* 740         *       760         *       780         *       800         *       820         *       840         *       860              
Bperu     : ggtgtttaaaaattcatgtttttgtgccaaaaaacaaaaa-ggttctagacctgttaacccaaatggatattgttgcatctcccccaaattctttatctacctaacactgcagtacacaacttttataccgaatacttggtg : 859 
CONSENSUS : ggtgtttaaaaattcatgtttttgtgccaaaaaacaaaaa-ggttctagacctgttaacccaaatggatattgttgcatctcccccaaattctttatctacctaacactgcagtacacaacttttataccgaatacttggcg : 853 
 a(7) 
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BI||BP-D2 have slightly less pigment than B-I, which could mean that seven repeats are 

needed for full enhancer activity.  However, there could be additional sequences in B-I 

between the enhancer and promoter proximal region that contribute to the higher 

expression level; such a sequence was identified in B’ (Stam et al., submitted). Also the 

enhancer may not act as efficiently with the distinct promoter proximal sequences in B-

Peru relative to B-I.

Sequence characteristics of the tandem repeat in B-I and B’ 

The above studies demonstrate that multiple repeats are involved in paramutation 

and enhancer activity, thus we were interested in its sequence properties.  Sequencing 

identified a few sequence polymorphisms among the repeats in B’, but B-I had exactly 

the same polymorphisms.  Figure 3 shows an alignment of the sequence found in B-Peru 

with a consensus of the seven repeats found in B’ and B-I. The 60% AT rich sequence 

with blocks of AT nucleotides interspersed with short blocks of high GC content appears 

to be non-coding and showed no significant identity with any known gene. Two 

sequences associated with epigenetic properties are also AT rich, yeast autonomously 

replicating sequences (ARS, Maundrell et al. 1988) and matrix attachment regions 

(MARs, Michalowski et al. 1999).  Thus, we examined the tandem repeat for the yeast 

ARS consensus and for sequence properties typical of MARs; numerous putative ARS 

and a putative MAR were identified (Figure 3). Repeat finder programs identified short 

(~10-20 bp) inverted and direct repeats too numerous to display. 
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B-I shows more DNA methylation within the repeated region than B' 

In higher plants and animals differences in transcription states frequently correlate 

with cytosine methylation.  Previous analyses did not detect differences in DNA 

methylation within B’ and B-I in an ~10 kb region (the first 941 bp of the transcribed 

region plus 9 kb upstream) (Patterson et al. 1993). To compare the methylation pattern in 

the sequences required for paramutation and enhancer activity in B’ and B-I, genomic 

DNA was isolated from B', B-I and B-Peru leaves at three different developmental stages 

(two week old seedlings, just prior to and after tassel emergence) and from husk tissue on 

the first day silks were visible.  Each DNA sample was cut with EcoRI and Sau3AI (does 

not cut its recognition site, GATC, when the C is methylated) or with EcoRI and MboI (a 

methylation insensitive isoschizomer of Sau3AI). We examined 24 samples from 23 B’ 

individuals, 30 samples from 26 B-I individuals, and 9 samples from 8 B-Peru 

individuals. No differences in methylation patterns were detected between the different 

developmental stages or tissues. 

The Sau3AI sites flanking the fragments recognized by probe A served as a 

control for complete digestion as these sites were unmethylated in all genotypes (probe 

A; Figure 4).  There are three GATC sites within the 853 bp repeat (labeled 1, 2 and 3; 

Figure 4) and when all sites are cut in B’ and B-I DNA, fragments of 74, 296 and 483 bp 

are expected, but only the 296 and 483 bp fragments are seen along with the 189 and 397 

bp fragments flanking the repeats (MboI digests hybridized with the repeat probe C; 

Figure 4). When all sites are cut in B-Peru DNA, fragments of 397, 296 and 189 bp are  
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Figure 4. B-I DNA is more methylated within the tandem repeats than B’ DNA.

DNA blot analyses were done on B’, new B’ (nB’), B-I and B-Peru genomic DNA cut 

with EcoRI and Sau3AI (methylation sensitive) or MboI (methylation insensitive). Blots 

were hybridized with probes indicated on the B-I, B’ map; stippled bar indicates the 

region recognized by probe C. Arrows indicate tandem repeats. An enlargement of one 

repeat is shown. Restriction sites: E=EcoRI; S=SwaI, vertical lines on the map indicate 

Sau3AI/MboI sites in regions recognized by the probes.  Various symbols indicate 

fragments visible on blots; size is in bp. One blot hybridized with each indicated probe is 

shown. 
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observed (probe C; Figure 4); eight of the nine B-Peru samples had unmethylated Sau3AI 

sites (the Sau3AI and MboI patterns were identical; Figure 4).  The one exception showed 

methylation at the third Sau3AI site (not shown).  Both B' and B-I samples have 

methylated Sau3AI sites in the tandem repeat region (Figure 4, probe C).  All B' and B-I 

samples showed methylation of the symmetric C in the third Sau3AI site (GATCTG), 

resulting in the 779 bp fragment. In 90% of the B-I samples (27/30) the asymmetric C in 

the second Sau3AI site (GATCCA) was methylated generating the 376 and 853 bp 

fragments.  The presence of the 296 and 779 bp fragments in B-I demonstrates that some 

repeats are unmethylated at site 2. In contrast, none of the B’ samples (0/24) showed 

detectable methylation of this site.  The asymmetric site 1 (GATCCC) was generally cut 

in all repeats in both genotypes, but we occasionally saw a weak 557 bp band, 

representing methylation at this site. 

To determine if the differential B’ and B-I repeat methylation pattern extended to 

other regions, two other probes were used on the same DNA blots.  All other sites 

showed equivalent methylation in B-I and B’. The Sau3AI sites monitored by probe B 

(upstream of the repeats; Figure 4) were always unmethylated in B-Peru (9/9) and 

occasionally methylated in B’ (6/24) and B-I (9/30) samples. A similar result was 

obtained with probe D located immediately downstream of the repeats.  Most of the B' 

(22/24), B-I (25/30) and B-Peru (9/9) samples had a low level of methylation in this 

region; 2/24 B’ and 5/30 B-I showed additional methylation.  The only reproducible 

difference in methylation pattern between B’ and B-I was at the second Sau3AI site in the 
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repeats, suggesting it could be used as a molecular marker for the B’ versus B-I 

epigenetic state. 

 

The B’ methylation pattern follows the establishment of the B’ epigenetic state 

To investigate the dynamics of the methylation pattern difference in the B’ and B-

I repeats, we next examined B’ alleles that formed spontaneously.  B-I spontaneously 

changes to B’ at a relatively high frequency (Coe 1966; Patterson et al. 1995), and these 

events are seen as B’ progeny arising from B-I parents. To determine whether a newly 

formed B’ allele had the B-I (parental) or B’ (current epigenetic state) methylation 

pattern, DNA was isolated from leaves (just before and after tassel emergence) and husks 

of plants with new B’ alleles. The DNA was digested with EcoRI, plus Sau3A1 or MboI, 

and DNA blot analyses performed using all four probes shown in Figure 4. In the regions 

flanking the repeats, the new B’ samples (9 samples from 7 individuals) showed the same 

methylation patterns as those observed with B’ and B-I samples (0/9 were methylated at 

probe A, 3/9 were methylated at probe B, 1/9 had additional methylation at probe D). All 

nine new B’ samples showed methylation of the third Sau3AI site in the repeats as seen 

with both B’ and B-I. Interestingly, seven out of the nine new B’ DNA samples showed 

methylation of the second Sau3AI site in the repeat, characteristic of the B-I pattern (376 

and 853 bp fragments; Figure 4). There was variation in how many of the repeats are 

methylated at the second Sau3AI site in both new B’ and B-I, but the variation was 

similar. We calculated the intensity of the 853 bp fragment and divided it by the total 

intensity (853 + 779 bp) in the 27 B-I and 7 new B’ samples with substantial methylation 
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at the second Sau3AI site. The ratios were 0.29 +/- 0.08 and 0.3 +/- 0.19 for B-I and new 

B’ alleles, respectively. The remaining two new B’ samples were much less methylated, 

but a slight hint of the 853 bp fragment characteristic of B-I was seen (the ratio of 

853/(853+779) was 0.09 for both, whereas the ratios of the three B-I samples with low 

methylation were 0.04, 0.04, 0.06).  All plants had B’ pigment levels throughout, 

suggesting both alleles in most cells were B’. Thus, the B’ epigenetic state can be 

established before the distinct methylation pattern, suggesting the methylation reflects the 

epigenetic state rather than causing it. 

 

Repeat methylation pattern in recombinants 

To determine if the number of repeats or the nature of the flanking DNA affects 

the methylation pattern within the repeats, the same DNA methylation analyses were 

performed on DNA samples from tissues of 44 plants homozygous for eight different 

recombinants with recombination breakpoints within the repeats, upstream or 

downstream of the repeats.  We tested the paramutable and paramutagenic alleles of 

BI||BP-D1 and BI||BP-D2 and four recombinants from previous experiments with B-Peru 

and B’ (Stam et al. submitted).  These were paramutagenic alleles with seven repeats, 

B'||BP-pg1, B'||BP-pg2, BP||B’-pg1 and BP||B’-pg2. With the probes flanking the repeats 

(A, B and D), all alleles showed the same methylation pattern previously observed.  With 

the exception of BI||BP-D1, the correlation between the repeat methylation pattern and 

the epigenetic state was maintained in the recombinants: if the allele was paramutable it 
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had the B-I repeat methylation pattern, if it was paramutagenic it had the B’ repeat 

methylation pattern. 

The exceptional BI||BP-D1 allele has three tandem repeats and becomes 

paramutagenic (BI||BP-D1’) when crossed to B’. However, the paramutagenic state is 

unstable as compared to alleles with five (BI||BP-D2’) or seven (B’) repeats.  We tested 

14 samples from 11 BI||BP-D1 individuals in the B-I paramutable state: all showed the B’ 

methylation pattern. We tested 11 samples from eight BI||BP-D1’ paramutagenic plants, 

which had been carried with B’ for two generations: nine samples showed the B’ 

methylation pattern, however two samples showed the B-I methylation pattern. These 

individuals were also an exception to the rule that there were no methylation differences 

between leaves and husks: all 8 young leaf samples had the B’ pattern, while two of the 

three husk samples showed the B-I pattern. Thus, in two out of three plants examined, the 

methylation pattern changed during development. One possibility is that fewer repeats 

reduces the stability of the methylation state. Alternatively, this allele may be in an 

epigenetic state distinct from B’ or B-I.

B-I has a more open chromatin structure than B’ 

Altered chromatin structure frequently correlates with different epigenetic 

expression states.  Previously we used a DNase I hypersensitivity assay on B' and B-I 

nuclei to compare the chromatin structure around the transcription start site (Chandler et 

al. 2000).  In that experiment nuclei were isolated from mature sheath tissue of B’ and B-I 
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plants, which show clear pigment differences. We observed increased hypersensitivity at 

a site near the transcription start in B-I nuclei relative to B’ nuclei. 

To determine if there were chromatin differences within the region required for 

paramutation, the same DNA blot was hybridized with several probes within and flanking 

the repeated region (Figure 5).  The 8.3 kb fragment spanning the repeat (probe C) was 

more sensitive to DNaseI in B-I nuclei than in B’ nuclei, suggesting B-I has a more open 

chromatin structure in this region relative to B’ (Figure 5). To determine if this difference 

was present outside the repeat region, the blot was stripped and rehybridized with probes 

B and E, recognizing regions upstream and downstream of the repeated sequences 

(Figure 5).  Both regions were equivalently resistant to DNaseI digestion in B’ and B-I 

nuclei.  Thus, differential sensitivity between B’ and B-I was only detected in the region 

containing the repeats. 
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Figure 5. The tandem repeat region shows DNase I hypersensitivity in B-I 

chromatin. Nuclei derived from B’ and B-I sheaths were treated with increasing amounts 

of DNaseI (0.05, 0.2, 0.5 and 8 units DNase I/ml; indicated by wedge), naked DNA was 

treated with no DNaseI or 0.003 units DNase I/ml. No DNaseI was added to the nuclei 

followed by no incubation (lane θ) or incubation (lane 0). All incubations were for 5 min. 

DNA was isolated, cut with EcoRV and BamHI, and blotted. Restriction map shows the 

region analyzed and probes used (B, C and E); stippled bar shows the region recognized 

by probe C. Arrows indicate the EcoRV-BamHI fragments expected if the fragment is not 

cut by DNase I. The marker lane (M) contains a pool of B-I genomic DNA cut with 

EcoRV and one of the following enzymes: BamHI, PstI, XbaI and BstEII. Restriction 

sites: B= BamHI; E=EcoRI; EV=EcoRV. 
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Newly formed B’ alleles have a chromatin structure intermediate between B’ and B-

I

New B’ alleles often retain the B-I methylation pattern, suggesting the B’ 

epigenetic state is established earlier than the methylation changes.  To address whether 

the chromatin structure of new B’ alleles reflected the parental B-I or the B’ pattern, 

another DNaseI assay was performed. This experiment used nuclei isolated from young 

sheaths and leaves surrounding the shoot meristem of B’, B-I and new B’ plants. These 

young tissues were green because B’ and B-I were not yet expressed, allowing the 

determination of the chromatin state prior to transcription of B’ and B-I.

To map hypersensitive sites within the repeats, we hybridized with probe D1, a 

single copy probe located just downstream of the repeats and just upstream of the EcoRI 

site (Figure 6).  The DNaseI sensitivity of the chromatin in the new B’ repeats was 

intermediate between that of B’ and B-I (Figure 6). The non-DNaseI controls indicated 

that primarily endogenous nucleases rather than the exogenously added DNaseI are 

responsible for the digestions.  Nonetheless, when comparing the hybridization pattern of 

probe B1 hybridizing upstream of the repeats with that of the probe monitoring the 

repeats, it is clear the endogenous nucleases preferentially act on the repeated region in 

both B-I and new B’ nuclei. B’ nuclei also contained endogenous nucleases because probe 

A (unmethylated, gene-like sequence upstream of the repeats; Figure 4) showed similar 

digestion in both B’ and new B’ samples (Figure 6), yet the repeats in B’ are not cut by 

the endogenous nucleases.  In B-I nuclei the gene-like region monitored with probe A is 

slightly more digested with endogenous nucleases.  This could mean that in B-I nuclei 
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Figure 6. The tandem repeats in new B’ chromatin show an intermediate chromatin 

structure relative to B-I and B’. Nuclei from B’, new B’ and B-I tissue were treated 

with increasing amounts of DNaseI (0, 0.05, 0.2, 0.4, 0.8, 1.6, 3.2 and 6.4 units 

DNaseI/ml; indicated by wedge). Naked DNA was treated with 0 or 0.005 units DNase 

I/ml. All incubations were for 6 min. The lack of digestion of naked DNA and cutting of 

DNA in nuclei only at the highest concentrations used indicated the DNaseI was not very 

active. The 0 DNaseI control shows most digestion was by endogenous nucleases. DNA 
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was isolated, cut with EcoRI and BamHI, and blotted. Maps show regions analyzed and 

probes used (A, B1, D1, D2 and F).  Arrows indicate the EcoRI-BamHI fragments 

expected if the fragments are uncut by nucleases. The probes monitor the same general 

regions as in Figure 5, but are at the end of each restriction fragment to map 

hypersensitive sites.  Endogenous nuclease hypersensitive sites are indicated with vertical 

arrows beneath the restriction map. Restriction sites: B= BamHI; E=EcoRI. 
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this region has a more sensitive chromatin structure, or there were slightly more 

endogenous nucleases.  

The digestion pattern reflecting multiples of ~ 850 bp seen in B-I and new B’ 

chromatin is consistent with nucleases cutting in each repeat (indicated with arrows in 

Figure 6). In the naked DNA control the repeats were not cut, but at the concentrations 

used the DNaseI had little activity.  If the pattern of cutting within each repeat is caused 

by the repeat DNA structure, we should see the pattern in naked DNA. We did extensive 

DNaseI titrations on naked genomic and plasmid DNA containing the repeats.  We only 

observed general degradation in naked DNA; no repeat ladder was observed (data not 

shown), indicating the pattern of hypersensitive sites in the repeated region is mediated 

through chromatin structure. 

We next tested for hypersensitive sites around the transcription start site by 

hybridizing with the F probe (Figure 6); this region was sensitive in B-I and equivalently 

resistant in B’ and new B’ nuclei. Thus, in young unpigmented tissue, the chromatin 

structure spanning the transcription start site predicts the transcription state that will 

occur, B-I will be more transcribed and is more sensitive relative to B’ and new B’.
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DISCUSSION 

 

Employing fine-structure recombination mapping we localized the region within 

B-I required for enhancer activity and paramutation to 6 kb, located ~ 100 kb upstream of 

the transcription start site.  This region has an identical DNA sequence in B-I and B’, and 

consists mostly of seven tandem repeats of a 853 bp sequence unique to this region of the 

genome.  The fact that B-I and B’ have identical sequences within the region required for 

paramutation establishes that B’ paramutation is an epigenetic phenomenon, in spite of 

the fact that B’ is extremely stable. Comparison of recombinant alleles with B-I 

sequences upstream, B-Peru sequences downstream, and 1, 3, or 5 repeats, each allele 

possessing all or most of the B-Peru sequence polymorphisms in the repeat, demonstrates 

multiple repeats are required for paramutation and enhancer activity. The recombinant 

with three repeats showed a reduced stability of the paramutagenic state, whereas the 

recombinant with five repeats was fully paramutagenic.  In contrast, the recombinant with 

one repeat could not participate in paramutation and had no enhancer activity.  Further 

experiments will be required to determine if multiple repeats are sufficient for both 

activities, or if the repeats are interacting with other sequences shared between B-I and B-

Peru.

The region required for b1 paramutation is unique in the maize genome 

suggesting some structural feature may be shared with other maize loci that undergo 

paramutation.  Inverted and direct repeats of transgenes are often, but not always, 

correlated with silencing (reviewed Henikoff 1998; Wolffe and Matzke 1999; Muskens et 
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al. 2000). In many cases the silencing is post-transcriptional and associated with inverted 

repeats that produce double-stranded RNA homologous to the transcribed region. 

Transcriptional gene silencing is usually associated with repeated promoter sequences, 

but the repeats often span the transcribed region as well. Simply the presence of repeats is 

not necessary for paramutation, because a single copy transgene insert can efficiently 

mediate paramutation in Petunia (Meyer et al. 1993). While the strength of paramutation 

at r1 correlates with the number of repeats (Kermicle et al. 1995), the r1 repeats are very 

different from what we observe at b1. In two paramutagenic r1 alleles each repeat is at 

least 13 kb (Eggleston et al. 1995) or 26 kb (Panavas et al. 1999), spanning the 

transcribed region and thousands of bp of flanking DNA.  In contrast to the repeats 

correlated with transgene silencing and r1 paramutation, the b1 tandem repeats are 100 

kb upstream and share no homology with the promoter proximal or transcribed regions.  

Specific sequences required for paramutation have been identified for 

paramutation mediated by transgenes containing p1 regulatory sequences. A 1.2 kb p1

fragment, containing an enhancer, ~78 bp 100% identical to the p1 transcript, and present 

in a multi-copy transgene array, paramutates the endogenous allele (Sidorenko and 

Peterson 2001). Another enhancer from the p1 promoter in a multi-copy transgene array 

has no paramutagenic activity (Sidorenko and Peterson 2001).  It is not known whether 

the enhancer or transcript homology regions are important contributors nor if repeats are 

required. Also, the sequences required for paramutation within the endogenous allele are 

not known.  Paramutation mechanisms are shared at several maize genes because a 

mutation that prevents paramutation at b1 also prevents paramutation at two other loci 
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(Dorweiler et al. 2000).   We suggest that the common denominator is heritable 

alterations in chromatin structure; there are no common sequences and no clear 

correlation with the types of repeats among these maize genes. 

Comparison of the DNA methylation pattern and chromatin structure of the B-I 

and B’ repeat region indicates that in the high expressing B-I allele the repeats are more 

hypersensitive to nucleases, but they are more methylated relative to the repeats in the 

low expressing B’ allele. Correlations between r1 paramutation and methylation have 

been seen, but the correlation is in the opposite direction (the more silenced state is more 

methylated) and the sequences being monitored have not been shown to be required for 

paramutagenicity (reviewed in Chandler et al. 2000).  Possibly at b1, a repressor protein 

binds unmethylated sites in B’ repeats.  Alternatively, the binding of an activator could 

cause the strong hypersensitivity of the repeats in B-I. Potentially, the more open 

chromatin structure of B-I enables the methylation machinery better access resulting in 

the methylation increases relative to B’. Intriguingly, in the three-repeat allele the repeat 

methylation pattern is unstable, as is the paramutagenic ability of this allele.  

Our studies with new B’ alleles deriving spontaneously from B-I parents show it 

often takes more than one generation to go from the B-I to the B’ methylation pattern.  

This indicates the repeat methylation pattern at the second Sau3AI site follows the 

establishment of the epigenetic state rather than causing it. This finding also suggests the 

increased methylation in B-I does not directly affect the binding of regulatory proteins 

required for establishment and maintenance of the paramutagenic state.  The repeat 

chromatin structure of new B’ alleles, assayed with endogenous nucleases, had a 
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sensitivity intermediate to that of B-I and B’, consistent with the observation that on 

average new B’ alleles are slightly more pigmented relative to alleles that have been B’ 

for multiple generations (Patterson and Chandler 1995).  The differing sensitivity 

between B’ and B-I is observed in tissues developmentally earlier than the onset of 

transcription, suggesting chromatin structure could be the heritable imprint that 

distinguishes the distinct transcription states. Further studies will be required to determine 

whether the imprint is mediated by DNA methylation, histone modification, or other 

chromatin modifications. 

This is the first example in plants of regulatory sequences located far upstream of 

the coding region of a gene. Based on paradigms that derive from studies in mammals, 

we hypothesize that the enhancer exists in two states, functional (B-I) and non-functional 

(B’), possibly because it is part of or adjacent to boundary/insulator sequences that exist 

in distinct states.  The LCR (locus control region) of the β-globin loci in mammals 

contains hypersensitive sites far upstream from the globin genes, some of these sites 

function as insulator/boundary elements, others function as enhancers (Bell et al. 2001). 

In mice an enhancer ~10 kb from H19 and ~100 kb from Igf2, functions on one of the 

two genes depending on the chromatin structure and methylation status of the ICR region 

between the two genes (Bell and Felsenfeld 2000; Hark et al. 2000).  The CTCF protein 

binds to the unmethylated and nuclease hypersensitive ICR, which then functions as a 

boundary, preventing the enhancer from acting on Igf2. When the ICR is methylated and 

nuclease insensitive, the enhancer acts on Igf2. Decreased DNA methylation in the ICR 

correlates with a more open chromatin structure, opposite of what is observed at B’ and 
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B-I. A striking similarity between our results and imprinted genes is that imprinted genes 

are associated with tandem repeat sequences in the differentially methylated ICR.  These 

are generally short (25-120 bp, Barlow 1995), but at the human H19 locus there are 

several copies of two different ~400 bp repeats (Jinno et al. 1996).  The repeat sequences 

associated with imprinted genes are also unique to one region in the genome.  Further 

dissection of the 6 kb B-I fragment using transgenic approaches will address if the 

enhancer activity and postulated boundary or insulator elements are distinct or overlap.  

Identification of the proteins encoded by genes required for paramutation (Dorweiler et 

al. 2000; Hollick and Chandler 2001) may also help to support or refute this model. 

The most intriguing aspect of paramutation is that trans interactions alter the 

transcription state of one allele. Mitotically heritable trans-sensing phenomena in Drosophila 

provide paradigms (Henikoff and Comai 1998; Wu and Morris 1999) because in plants, 

mitotically heritable changes in expression are often transmitted to progeny as germ cells 

differentiate from somatic cells late in development. Many animals and insects set germ 

cells aside early in development.  Pairing may mediate allele interactions as observed with 

many trans-sensing phenomena, in which translocations that disrupt somatic pairing disrupt 

these phenomena.  Translocation of B-I or B’ to other chromosome arms does not disrupt 

paramutation (Coe 1966), but the translocated regions are large such that meiotic pairing 

(and potentially somatic pairing) is not disrupted.  While there is no evidence for homologue 

synapsis in somatic plant cells, transient interactions are all that are needed because once the 

B’ state is established it is maintained independent of what other allele is on the homologous 

chromosome.  There are also examples of transvection in Drosophila that do not require 
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stable synapsis in somatic tissues (Hopmann et al. 1995).  Sub-nuclear localization could 

also be involved in paramutation.  The heterochromatic insertion at brownD interacts with 

centromeric heterochromatin, sequestering the wild-type gene into a specific 

heterochromatic compartment affecting its expression (Csink and Henikoff 1996).  Possibly 

B’ and B-I are usually in distinct sub-nuclear domains and allele interactions result in similar 

compartmentalization. 

An alternative model to DNA interactions is DNA/RNA interactions.  X-

chromosome inactivation involves the stabilization of a nontranslated RNA, which appears 

to be both necessary and sufficient to confer a chromatin-based mechanism of inactivation 

on adjacent sequences (Boumil and Lee 2001). Although usually not meiotically heritable, 

RNA silencing provides another paradigm as it occurs in trans, is mediated by small RNAs 

and is often associated with methylation of homologous DNA (reviewed in Wolffe and 

Matzke 1999; Jones et al. 2001).  Possibly RNA molecules mediate trans-interactions, 

which establish a chromatin state that is epigenetically maintained. 

Paramutation and other examples of homology-dependent gene silencing have 

been postulated to represent cellular mechanisms for protection against invasive DNA 

(Matzke et al. 1996; Yoder et al. 1997).  The machinery that mediates paramutation may 

function to identify and maintain chromatin boundaries between genes and nearby 

repetitive sequences, or provide an adaptive mechanism for transmitting favorable 

expression states to progeny (Chandler et al. 2000).  Our identification of the sequences 

required for paramutation, coupled with trans-acting mutants altered in paramutation 
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provide the tools to fully understand the underlying mechanisms and cellular function in 

the near future. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

Maize nomenclature 

In maize nomenclature a gene is designated with lowercase italics and specific alleles are 

indicated by an allele designation separated from the gene designation with a hyphen.  

Dominant alleles are indicated by an uppercase gene designation (B-I) and recessive 

alleles by a lowercase gene designation (b-K55)

(http://www.agron.missouri.edu/maize_nomenclature.html). 

 

Plant Stocks 

All plant stocks had dominant functional alleles for all genes encoding anthocyanin 

biosynthetic enzymes. Stocks containing various b1 alleles maintained in the Chandler 

laboratory, were originally obtained from various sources: B-I (W23 background), B' and 

b-K55 (K55 background) were from E.H. Coe, Jr. (University of Missouri, Columbia); B-

Peru (W22 background) was from M.G. Neuffer (University of Missouri); bm-1 contains 

a Ds transposon in the B-Peru coding region (Clark et al. 1990). 

 

Recombinant screen 

When indicating genotypes, a single allele indicates a homozygote and in heterozygotes 

the two alleles are separated by a slash (/). To identify interval I and II recombinant 

alleles between B-I and B-Peru, we made use of the phenotypic marker gl2 (glossy2), 19 

cM upstream of the b1 transcription start site  
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(http://www.agron.missouri.edu/maps.html), and the tightly linked gene tmp, 0.18 cM 

upstream of the b1 transcription start (Stam et al. 2000). Wild type and mutant glossy2 

phenotypes result in different juvenile waxes, visually scored in young seedlings. The gl2 

B-I and Gl2 B-Peru stocks were polymorphic within the third intron of the tmp gene, tmp-

I and tmp-P, respectively. 

To isolate recombinants between B-I and B-Peru, gl2 B-I /Gl2 B-Peru plants were 

crossed with gl2 b-K55 (colorless seeds tmp-I) or bm-1 (colorless seeds tmp-P). To 

isolate B-I recombinants, colorless seeds from the gl2 b-K55 cross were planted in trays, 

Gl2 seedlings transplanted and resulting plants pooled and screened for tmp markers as 

described (Stam et al. submitted). To isolate B-Peru recombinants that gained enhancer 

sequences, dark seeds from the gl2 b-K55 cross were planted either directly in the field or 

in trays, followed by transplanting of gl2 seedlings. When mature, plants were scored for 

their pigment phenotype and plants with vegetative pigment darker than B-Peru were 

individually tested for loss of tmp-P.  To isolate B-Peru recombinants with breakpoints 

upstream of the enhancer sequences, dark seeds from the cross with bm-1 were planted in 

trays, gl2 seedlings transplanted and screened in pools using PCR to specifically amplify 

a 543 bp B-I fragment between 108.5 and 109 kb upstream of the B-I transcription start 

(VC90-VC57). As an internal control a 963 bp upstream B-Peru fragment (VC81-VC80) 

was amplified; VC90: GGATATTCATGCATAACCATTGCTTC, VC57: 

GTTGCTACTGTTACACCAGTTTGC; VC81:CGGCTCCCCTGCGGATCCTC; VC80: 

CCATATTCACGCTAGTCCAAATCG. PCR conditions: 1x PCR and 1x Q buffer (both 
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Qiagen), 0.1 mM dNTPs, 0.8 mM of each primer, 1 unit of Taq DNA polymerase, 

reaction volume of 25 ml; 2' 94 oC, 35x (1' 94 oC, 1' 61 oC, 1'20'' 72oC), 10' 72 oC, 4 oC. 

 

Cloning and sequence analyses of b alleles 

The comparable region of the B’ sequence 94-110 kb upstream of the transcription start 

was PCR amplified from B-I, B-P and b-K55 DNA using primers designed from the 

previously determined B' sequence (Stam et al. submitted). Resulting fragments were 

cloned into pGEM-T Easy (Promega) using standard molecular techniques. For each 

fragment, plasmid DNA from 5-8 clones was pooled and sequenced. To verify the 

amplified fragments were physically linked in the genome, fragments overlapping two 

contiguous fragments were amplified, cloned and sequenced.  All sequences of a specific 

allele were assembled with FAKtory, a sequence assembly program 

(http://bcf.arl.arizona.edu/faktory/). Accession numbers are AY078064 (b-K55), 

AF483658 and AF484216 (B-Peru), and AF483657 (B-I). 

The repeat sequence was analyzed with a variety of computer programs. No 

significant similarity to the nr database using tblastx (Altschul et al. 1997) was found.  

For gene annotation we used: GENESCAN using Maize matrix at 

http://genes.mit.edu/GENSCAN.html; FGENESH using plant model at 

http://genomic.sanger.ac.uk/gf/gf.shtml; and GeneMark Eukaryotic model at 

http://opal.biology.gatech.edu/GeneMark/eukhmm.cgi. Two programs, REPuter 

http://bibiserv.techfak.uni-bielefeld.de/reputer and Tandem Repeats Finder 

http://c3.biomath.mssm.edu were used to search for small inverted and direct repeats.  To 
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search for ARS we used the FindPatterns program from GCG (University of Wisconsin). 

To search for MARs we used SMARTest http://www.genomatix.de/cgi-

bin/smartest_pd/smartest.pl.

Genomic DNA analyses 

To confirm sequence contigs and examine DNA methylation patterns, ~ 4 µg genomic 

DNA from B', B-I, B-Peru and b-K55 leaves (Dellaporta et al. 1983) was digested with 

several enzymes and enzyme combinations according to manufacturers’ specifications, 

size-fractionated by electrophoresis in 0.5x TBE agarose gels followed by DNA blot 

analyses (Stam et al., submitted).  

 

DNaseI hypersensitivity assay 

Nuclei were isolated from ~7 week old plants:  (Figure 5) from the most mature, 

pigmented outer sheaths; (Figure 6) from green inner sheaths and associated leaves 

surrounding the shoot meristem. Nuclei were prepared (Steinmuller and Apel 1986) with 

the buffer modified to contain 5 mM EDTA, 0.5 mM EGTA, and 0.1 mM PMSF.  

Aliquots of one million nuclei from each genotype were incubated with increasing 

concentrations of DNaseI from Roche (Chandler et al. 2000).   
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